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5. SYMMETRIES AND ASYMMETRIES IN HUNGARIAN
5.1. Introduction
This chapter discusses clusters of subject-object symmetries and asymmetries ·in
Hungarian and their consequences for its phrase structure and the theory ofUG.
E. Kiss (1987a: 36, 44) claims that subject-object asymmetries do 'not occur in
Hungarian. According to E. Kiss, subject and object have the same distribution arid
they are identically affected by syntactic operations. Therefore, E. Kiss assigns a flat
structure to the propositional part of the Hungarian sentence (cf. 1.2.(1»:
(1) S -> V Xn*
This structure expresses the claim that there is no VP in H'ungarian.
I agree with E. Kiss (1987a) that in Hungarian a number of subject-object sym-
metries show up where asymmetries appear in English. However, I do not think that
these symmetries should lead to the postulation of a non-configurational phrase
structure. At least, empirical evidence points rather in a different direction. As I will
demonstrate below, the presence of subject-object asymmetries in Hungarian is em-
pirically well-motivated (cf. section 5.3.). Incidentally, some of these subject-object
asymmetries are even reported by E. Kiss (1987a) herself. In the light of this~ I will
assume that its phrase structure is hierarchical, configurational. This hypothesis is
the null-hypothesis (cf. discussion in section 1.2.). The question arises, then, how
subject-object symmetries in Hungarian are to b~ accounted for? My attempt to solve
this puzzle will be rather modest. The reason for this is that some of these phenome-
na are badly understood 3:t the present state of research and require further study. In
section 5.2. and 5.3., I wil~ catalogue subject-object symmetries and subject-object
asymmetries. This will be done in terms of the modules discussed in chapter one. In
section 5.4., I will evaluate the facts bearing on subject-object symmetries and
asymmetries.
The subject-object asymmetries provide empirical evidence for the following two
claims about the phrase structure of Hungarian:
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(2) a. The Hungarian phrase structure is configurational
b. The phrase structure meets the principle of binary branching
A corollary of (2) is that Hungarian has VP. Consequently, the arguments of the
verb are ordered in a strict hierarchy:
(3) External argument (subject) > internal argument 1 (object) > internal argument
2 (indirect object, arguments with lexical case)
If these statements are correct, then ther:e is no rationale for relaxing X'-theory,
government theory or the Projection Principle which would allow a phrase structure
of the type in (1).
Concerning the analysis of subject-object symmetries, I will proceed as follows.
Two classes of subject-object symmetries will be distinguished.
(1) Subject-object symmetries which also appear in unambiguously configura-
tionallanguages, like Germanic and Romance languages. These symmetries pose the
following problem. How are subject-object symmetries derived in languages with a
hierarchical structure?
(11) Subject-object symmetries which are also attested in established configura-
tional languages such as Dutch or Frisian, but have a somewhat different shape in
Hungaria~. It seems reasonable to relate.them to a specific property of the syntax of
Hungarian.
As a working, hypothesis, I will relate the symmetries in (1) to general principles
ofUG.which can account for subject-object symmetries in other configurationallan-
guages as well.. The ·symmetries in (11) call for a more language-particular approach
involving specific properties of Hungarian syntax such as the recursive CP (cf.
2.2.3.(1».
5.2. Symmetries in Hungarian
This section discusses the subject-object symmetries in Hungarian. I will heavily rely
on E. Kiss (1987a), which contains a detailed examination of symmetries in Hunga-
rian. These phenomena appear in the following modules: X'-theory (cf section
5.2.1.), 8-theory'(cf. section 5.2.2.), binding theory (cf. section 5.2.3.), Wh-module (cf.
section 5.2.4.), and quantification theory (cf. section 5.2.5.).
5.2.1. X'-Theory
The most direct evidence for a VP-constituent generated by the rules of X'-the-
ory comes from operations which do not affect the internal constituency of verb and
object. E. Kiss (1987a) argues that the reverse of this statement holds as well. Accor-
ding to E. Kiss, if any rule does not involve the internal constituency of verb and ob-
ject in a particular grammar, then the VP is missing from that grammar. E. Kiss dis-
cusses two cases which bear on this issue, 'including the distribution ofsentence adverbs
(cf. section 5.2.1.1.), and the absence of VP-rules (cf. section 5.2.1.2.). Note, however,
that a priori there is no reason to follow this line of argumentation. Trace theory and
adjunction can easily account for discontinuities between the verb and its objects (cf.
section 5.4.2.).
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(3) a. John quickly opened the door
b. *John opened quickly the door
b. Janos kinYltotta gyorsan az ajt6t
'John quickly opened the door.'
5.2.1.1. The Distribution o/Sentence Adverbs
Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) note that verb-object adjacency is required in En-
glish. 1 Therefore, the following string is ungrammatical:
(1) *[vP V - Adv - NP)
A consequence of this is that adverbs which are immediately dominated by lP, like
sentence adverbs, adverbs of time and place, and adverbs of manner cannot stand
between the verb and object but may appear, however, between the verb and the
subject in some cases (cf. Jackendoff 1972, Stowell 1981, among others). This is
examplified in the following pairs:
(2) a. Johnprobably saw Mary
b. *John saw probably Mary
The Hungarian counterparts of these sentences are all grammatical:
(4) a. Janos valoszfnuleg hitta Marit b. Janos latta valoszfnuleg Marit
John probably saw Mary-ACC 'John probably saw Mary.'
'John probably saw Mary.'
(5) a. Janos gyorsan kinyi'totta az ajt6t
John quickly opened the door-ACC
'John quickly opened the door.'
Adverbs of place or time may likewise occur between verb and object:
(6) a. Mari elolvasta tegnap a konyvet b. Mari elolvasta otthon a konyvet
Mary read yesterday the book-ACC Mary read at home the book-ACC
'Mary read the book yesterday.' 'Mary read the book at home.'
These sentences show that restriction (1) on the word order of English is not oper-
ative in Hungarian. Consequently, the distribution of (sentence) adverbs does not
distinguish the combination verb plus object from verb plus subject in Hungarian.2
It could be concluded from this subject-object symmetry that Hungarian is a
non-configurational language. However, subject-object symmetries involving the
distribution of sentence adverbs turn up in established configurational languages as
well. Koster (1986) demonstrates that Dutch is such a case. Therefore, it cannot be a
decisive argument with respect to the constituency ofVP. In section 5.4.2., I will re-
(1) An apparent exception to this generalization is 'Heavy NP Shift' exemplified by the following pair:
(i) a. John saw the woman that he loved very often
b. John saw very often the woman that he l(Wed
Note that it is possible to move the italicized heavy NP object to the right in (ib). As a result, this NP
and the verb are no longer adjacent. Chomsky (1982) provides evidence that Heavy NP Shift is a syntactic
rule which leaves a trace. The trace may then satisfy verb-object adjacency.
(2) Horvath (1986a: 22) argues that the distribution of sentence adverbs supports the assumptions of a
VP and a basic SVO-order in Hungarian. According to Horvath, sentence adverbs may occur between the
subject and the verb but not between the object and the verb. However, the empirical evidence provided by
Horvath is not convincing. Horvath presents only examples (p. 23-25, (15)-(17)) in which the adverbs have
the shape of quantifiers. These categories in Hungarian prefer a position to the left of the verb (cf. 2.1.(28£).
Hence~ the ungrammaticality of the string {V - Adv( +QJ-Obj} is due to independent reasons.
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turn to the question why the distribution of sentence adverbs in some configuratio-
nallang~ages does not provide direct evidence for a VP-node?
5.2.1.2. Absence ofVP-rules.
According to E. Kiss (1987a), direct evidence for a VP in a particular grammar
comes from rules taking this constituent as their target. E. Kiss discusses two rules
which single out the VP in English but are absent from Hungarian, namely, (1) VP-
preposing, and (11) idiom interpretation. Let us first consider VP-preposing.
(1) E. Kiss (1987a, 30) observes that Hungarian has no operation resembling VP-
preposing:
(7) *Janos megigerte hogyatmegy a vizsgan
John promised-AGR3sg that pass-AGR3sg the exam-SUPER
es atmenni a vizsgan fog
and pass-INFI the exam-SUPER will-AGR3sg
'John promised to pass the exam, and pass the exam he will. t
(E. Kiss 1987a: 30)
In English, the VP-phrase pass the exam may be topicalized in the second conjunct
of this sentence, unlike in its Hungarian equivalent.
E. Kiss concludes from this that Hungarian lacks a VP. However, there are at
least two reasons to be careful with conclusions based on examples like (7). Firstly,
VP-rules which may provide direct evidence for the VP do also apply in Hungarian
(cf. section 5.4.2.). These rules turn up only in a specific syntactic context, for exam-
ple, with Left Dislocation. Further, VP-constituency tests, such as "VP-gapping",
"VP-deletion" or "VP-reduction", are not very reliable (cf. section 5.4.2.). This con-
clusion emerges from a cross-linguistic examination. Hence, it is unmotivated to de-
rive far~reaching consequences from these tests for the syntactic structure of a parti-
cular language.
(11) Several authors (for example, Chomsky 1981, Aoun and Sportiche 1981, and
Marantz 1984, among others) argue that the structure of idioms serves as a diagnos-
tic for VP-constituency. English has a strong preference to choose the subject rather
than the object as the free argument in idiom frames. In Hungarian, on the other
-hand, not only the internal arguments and the verb may form a fixed part of an
idiom but also the external argument and the verb.
Consider first the following idiomatic expression in which the nominative sub-
ject is the freely substitutable argument:
(8) a. 0 eli vilagat
he live-AGR3sg world-npAGR3sg-ACC
'He lives a merry life.'
b. 0 beszel (bele) a vihigba
he speak-AGR3sg into the world-ILL
'He talks through one's hat.'
c. 0 nem esett fejere
he not fell-AGR3sg head-npAGR3sg-SUBL
'He won't let himself be fooled.'
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The following idiomatic expression contain two free arguments. The nominative
variable is accompanied by either an accusative, dative, instrumental, or sublative ar-
gument:
(9) a. 0 szidja ot mint a bokrot
he scold-AGR3sg him as the bush-ACC
'He scolds him roundly.'
b. 0 elhitja neki a bajat
he treat-AGR3sg he-DAT the trouble-npAGR3sg-ACC
'He will fix him.'
c. 0 bolondjat jaratja vele
he fool-npAGR3sg-ACC go-CAUS-AGR3sg he-INSTR
'He sends him on a fool's errand.'
d. 0 kivette a hal6jat ra
he cast-AGR3sg the net-npAGR3sg-ACC he-SUBL
'He cast his net on him.'
E. Kiss (1987a: 30-31) presents the following examples in which the accusative
object is the freely substitutable argument:
(10) a. Az isten aldja meg ot
the god bless-AGR3sg perf him
'God bless him.'
b. Az ordog vigye el ot
the devil take-IMP-AGR3sg away him
'The devil take him. J
c. A fene egye meg 0
the plague eat-IMP-AGR3sg up him
'Plague on him.'
d. Aso, kapa v~Hassza el 'Oket!
spade, hoe separate-AGR3sg away them
'Only spade and hoe ('death') separate them.'
e. Veszik/viszik azt mint a cukrot
buy-AGR3sg/take-AGR3sg it-ACC like the sugar-ACC
'People buy/take it like sugar.'
f. Ot mar nem lehet eladni
him already not possible sell-INFI
(lit. 'It is not possible to sell him anymore.')
'He speaks a certain language fairly well.'
g. Akkor lassam ot amikor a hatam
then see-IMP-AGRlsg him when the back-npAGRlsg
kozepet
middle-npAGR3sg-ACC
'I should see him when I see the middle of my back.'
h. Kenyerrre lehetne kenni ot
bread-SUBL can-COND-AGR3sg smear-INFI him
(lit. 'One could spread him on bread.')
'He is so meek.'
E. Kiss reports, furthermore, that the free object argument does not have to be an
accusatively marked phrase. It may also be an argument with a lexical case:
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b. Ez a viszga.z6 kivagta a rezet
this the examinee out-cut the share-ACe
'Tl:.tis examinee did his best:
(11) a. Neki beszelhet az uristen is
he-DAT speak-POT-AGR3sg the lord even
(lit. 'Even the Lord might speak to him. ')
'It is no use speaking to him.'
b. Az ordog sugta neki
the devil whispered-AGR3sg-def he-DAT
'The devil suggested it to him.'
c. Neki hianyzik egy kereke
he-DAT miss-AGR3sg a wheel-npAGR3sg
(lit. 'He has a missing wheel.')
'He is crazy.'
d. Ora nijott a bolond6ra
he-SUBL came-AGR3sg the hour..of-madness
'A fit of madness is upon him.'
e. Az eg roggyon ra
the heaven fall-IMP-AGR3sg he-SUBL
'Heaven fall on him.'
f. Nines benne koszonet g. Isten Drizzen tole
isn't it-INESS thank-ACe God save-IMP-AGRlsg he-ABL
(lit. 'There isn't any thank in it.') 'God save me from it.'
'There is nothing to be gained by it.' (E. Kiss 1987a: 31-32)
In many instances, an idiom may also contain two or more non-subject free argu-
ments:
(12) a. Azt harap6fog6val keU kihuzni belb'le
it-ACe pincers-INSTR must out-drag-INFI he-ELAT
'It must be dragged out of him with pincers.'
b. Ot az isten is neki teremtette
she-ACe the god even he...DAT created-AGR3sg
'God even created her for him.'
(E. Kiss 1987a: 31-32)
A preliminary descriptive generalization which captures the formation of these
idiom frames may be formulated as follows: 3
(13) An idiom frame may consist of any combination of a verb and its arguments
The behavior of the dative posses~ot. NP within idioms demonstrates that the
notion argument is indeed relevant for the formation of idioms. This NP in Hunga-
(3) Kenesei (1985e) observes that idioms in. Hung'ldap. display two linear orders. They have either a
[VM -V] or a {V - NP] order: .
(i) a. A fiu lepre ment
the boy trap-SUBL went
'The boy became a victim of someone'~ ~rickery.·
(Kenesei 1985e: 337)
Kenesei observes further that scrambling of the constituents in these idioms 'reconstructs' the original
compositional meaning:
(ii) a. ?Lepre a fiu ment b. ?A rezet ez a vizsgaz6 vagta ki
'The boy fell into the trap.' 'This examinee did his share.'
Suppose, now, that a string can only be assigned an idiomatk interpretation if and only if it is catego-
rially complete and the constituents in that string are in neutral order. Under these assumptions, the above
differences support the hypothesis that in (ia) lepre ment forms a V.,.<;:QQstituent with the neutral {VM -V] or-
der, and in (ib) the idiom frame is a VP with the neutral SVO-ordert
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rian may be freely scrambled around in the sentence (cf. section 3.1.), although it is
not an argument of the verb. The following sentences show that the dative possessor
NP may be the freely replaceable argument in an idiom but may not belong to the
fixed part of an idiom frame:
(14) a. Neki leesett az alla
he-DAT fell-AGR3sg the jaw-npAGR3sg
'His jaw fell.'
b. Neki bekotottek a fejet
she-DAT up-tied-AGR3pl the head-npAGR3sg-ACC
'She has got married.'
c. Neki kinyflik a bicska a zsebeben
he-DAT open-AGR3sg the pocket-knife the pocket-npAGR3sg-INESS
'He gets angry.'
E. Kiss (1987a) makes two assumptions concerning idiom formation. First, it
takes place at D-structure. Second, the syntactic structure of idioms is a precise re-
flection of the syntactic relations at D-structure. According to E. Kiss, this implies
that the subject and the other complements of the verb do not differ in hierarchical
prominency.
It seems to me, however, that at the present state of research no far-reaching con-
clusions for syntactic structure should be based on idioms. Too little is known about
idioms and their status within a theory ofUG. It is unclear at what level of represen-
tation idiom formation applies. For example, if the nominative possessor NP is in its
NP-internal D-structure position, no idiomatic reading is possible. Compare the
counterpart of (14a):
(15) Leesett az (0) alla
fell-AGR3sg the he jaw-npAGR3sg
'His jaw fell.'
This sentence has only a literal reading, unlike (14a).
Note now that a conflict arises between the assumption that idioms are formed at
D-structure (cf. Chomsky 1981, Marantz 1984) and Szabolcsi's (1981a; 1984)
hypothesis that the dative possessor NP leaves its possessive NP by movement. Un-
der Szabolcsi's analysis, the idiom interpretation in (14a) would only be available at
S-structure. A way out of this conflict would certainly be not to allow idiom forma-
tion both at D-structure and S-structure. In se(:':tion 5.4.2., I will return to the struc-
ture of idiom frames arguing that they do not support a non-configurational ap-
proach to Hungarian syntax.
5.2.2. a-Theory
I noted in section 3.2.2. that the thematic content of the VP determines the a-
selection of the subject. Compare the followifl~ examples:
(1) a. lanos eszi a levest b. Az unalom eszi ]anost
John eats the soup-ACC the boredom eats John-ACC
'John is eating the soup.' 'Boredom is eating John.'
(:13.. Kiss 1987 a: 244)
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c. Az irigyseg eszi Janost d. A mereg eszi Janost
the envy eats John-ACC the anger eats John-ACC
'Envy is eating John.' 'Anger is eating John.'
e. A fene eszi Janost
the plague eats John-ACC
'The plague is eating John. '
(E. Kiss 1987c: 22-23)
a. Mari oli az embert
Mary kills the man-A~C
'Mary is killing the man.'
(2) b. A szomjusag oli Marit
the thirst kills Mary-ACC
'Mary suffers from the fact that she is thirsty.'
(Maracz 1986b: 163)
In the presence of an agent subject like in (la) and (2a) the object' of the Hunga-
rian verbs eszik 'eat', and lil 'kill' can ,only be interpreted as the theme or patient of
the action denoted by the verb. However, in the presence of a cause subject such as
in (lb)-(le) and (2b), the object may receive an experiencer role.
E. Kiss (1987a: 244) regards these selectional symmetries between subject and
object as evidence for a non-configurational phrase structure. I will demonstrate, how-
ever, that such symmetries appear also in uncontroversial configurational languages,
like English (cf. section 5.4.2.6.). Therefore, assigning Hungarian a non-configura-
tional structure on the basis of this is rather misleading.
5.2.3. Binding Theory
E. Kiss (1981c; 1982b; 1987a; 1987c) observes that in some instances of prono-
minal noncoreference subject-object symmetries show up in Hungarian where subject-
object asymmetries appear in English. In the literature, the following principles have
been formulated to cover this phenomenon:
(1) a. Pronominal Noncoreference: A pronominal may not c-command its antecedent
(Reinhart 1983: 18)
b. Binding Principle C: An R-expression (a category that is referentially indepen-
dent, for example names, Wh-phrases) is free (Chomsky 1981: 188) ,
a. Whose mother loves him
b. *Whose mother does he love t
(3)
In a language in which subject and object occupy asymmetric structural positions
different coreference possibilities hold between a pronominal object and an R-ex-
pression embedded under the subject, and between a pronominal subject and an R-
expression embedded under the object. According to these rules, in the former case
coreference should be possible (cf. (2a), (3a», whereas in the latter case a coreferential
reading is blocked because the R-expression is c-commanded by the pronominal (cf.
(2b), (3b»:
(2) a. john's mother loves him
b. *He lovesjohn's mother
In order to predict the grammaticality pattern exemplified in (3) the rules in (1)
have to apply before Wh-movement takes place. Alternatively, 'reconstruction' of
the whose:"phrase to its D-structure position could be carried out before these rules
are checked.
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The Hungarian equivalents of the sentences in (2) and (3) are all ungrammatical
und~r a coreferential reading between the pronoun and the R-expression:4
(4) a. *lanos anyja szereti (ot)
John mother-npAGR3sg love-AGR3sg him
'John's mother loves him.'
b. *(0) szereti lanos anyjat
he love-AGR3sg John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC
*'He lovesJohn's mother.'
(5) a. *(Ot) szereti lanos anyja
him love-AGR3sg John mother-npAGR3sg
b. *Janos anyjat szereti (0)
John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC love-AGR3sg he
(6) a. *Kinek az anyja szereti (at)
whose-OAT the mother-npAGR3sg love-AGR3sg him
'Whose mother loves him?'
b. *Kinek az anyjat szereti (0)
whose the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC love-AGR3sg he
*'Whose mother does he love? J
(7) a. *(Ot) kinek az anyja szereti
him whose-OAT the mother-npAGR3sg love-AGR3sg
b. *(0) kinek az anyjat szereti
he whose-OAT the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC love-AGR3sg
The sentences in (4) and (6) exemplify the Hungarian counterparts of the senten-
ces in (2) and (3). Scrambling of the constituents in these sentences does not affect
pronominal noncoreference, the sentences in (5) and (7) are the scrambled variants of
(4) and (5). So subject-object symmetry occurs with pronominal noncoreference in
Hungari~n, as distinct from English. The sentences (4a) and (6a) are ungrammatical
under a coreferential reading in Hungarian but their counterparts in English are
grammatical. .
E. Kiss (1987a: 207; 1987c: 40) explains this symmetry in Hungarian by apply-
ing the rules in (1) to a flat sentence structure (cf. 5.1.(1») in which the subject and
object are in a mutual c-command relation. In section 5.4.2.7., I will present some
other facts on pronominal noncoreference displaying subject-object asymmetries
rather than subject-object symmetries. This suggests that a different approach is re-
quired with respect to the paradigm in (4)-(7) without necessarily giving up a con-
figurational analysis of Hungarian.
5.2.4. Wh-Module
With Wh-movement in Hungarian three types of subject-object symmetries have
been observed involving (i) absence of superiority effects, (ii) the lack of that-trace ef-
fects, and (iii) Wh-movement out ofpossessive NPs. Let us first discuss the absence of
superiority effects in Hungarian.
(4) This does not differ under pro-drop. So, these sentences should be added to the cases discussed in
4.2.4.1.(1) which support the claim that pro is~~~~w!eE ~~V!rt_p~0l!0l!n js pIl].iqeq. _
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5.2.4.1. Absence ofSuperiority effects
E. Kiss (1982b; 1987a; 1987c) notes that Hungarian lacks superiority effects (cf.
Chomsky 1973) with multiple Wh-questions.5 In English, the Wh-phrase that is
structurally superior to other Wh-phrases in the multiple question will occupy the
Spec of CP position, whereas the other Wh-phrases must remain in their D-structure
positions:
(1) a. Who said what b. *What who said c. *What did who say
The Hungarian counterparts of these questions may be equally grammatical:
(2) a. Ki mit mondatt b. Mit ki mondott
who what-ACC said-AGR3sg what-ACe who said-AGR3sg
'Who said what?' 'Who said what?'
'For which x, x a person, 'For which y, y a statement,
for which y, y a statement, x said y' for which x, x a person, x said y'
Although no superiority effects arise in Hungarian, the meaning associated with
the different orders is not the same. The leftmost \Vh-phrase has wide scope. This is
in accordance the universal condition on scope-interpretation 2.2.(19).
E. Kiss concludes from the absence of superiority effects that subject and object
occupy structurally parallel positions, i.e., neither of them is structurally superior to
the other. An alternative to this explanation, within a configurational framework
of Hungarian, would he to formulate this difference between English and Hunga-
rian in terms of the availibility of preverbal positions for Wh-phrases (cf. section
5.4.3.1.).
5.2.4.2. Anti-that-Trace Effect
~hom~¥y aJ;ld Lasnik (1~77) observe that long Wh-movement in English is restric-
ted by the so-called that-trace effect. Subject Wh-phrases may undergo long Wh-
movement only if the complementizer that is omitted (cf. (3a)). This requirement
does not have to be obeyed when an object Wh-phrase is extracted (cf. (3b)):
(3) a. Who do you think (*that) t saw Bill b. Who do you think (that) Bill saw t
E. Kiss (1981a) and Horvath (1981) note that the that-trace effect does not appear
in Hungarian. Consider the Hungarian counterparts of these sentences:
(4) a. Kit gondolsz *(hogy) t latta ViIit
who-ACC think-AGR-2sg that saw-AGR3sg Bill-ACC'
'Who do you think saw Bill?'
b. Kit gondolsz *(hogy) Viii latott t
who-ACC think-AGR-2sg that Bill saw-AGR3sg
'Who do you think that Bill saw?'
The complementizer hogy 'that' is obligatorily present with both extraction from
the embedded subject and embedded object position. Thus, we find an anti-that-trace
effect in Hungarian.
(5) For the syntax and semantics of multiple questions in Hungarian see also Ackerman (1981), E. Kiss
(1986; 1987a; 1987c), Kenesei (1986b) and Szabolcsi (1986).
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E. Kiss (1987a) argues that this effect can be covered for if the subject and the
object are both immediately dominated by the same maximal major category,
namely S. The ECP is satisfied under this assumption because the verb properly
governs both the subject and the object.6 However, the violation of that-trace effects
is also attested in a number of established configurational languages, like Dutch (cf.
Koopman 1982, and Koster 1986; 1987: ch.4), Frisian (Jarich Hoekstra, personal
communication), Bavarian (a dialect of German, cf. Bayer 1984), Icelandic (cf. Plat-
zack 1987) or Swedish (cf. Engdahl 1984). So, a priori there is no reason to assume
that the occurrence of anti-that-trace effects in Hungarian provides evidence for a
VP-less pl:trase structure. In section .5.4.2.3., I will present an analysis of these phe-
nomena within a configurational approach to Hungarian.
5.2.4.3. Wh-movement from Possessive NPs
Wh-possessor NPs in Hungarian must occur in the dative case and they must be
scrambled out of their possessive NPs (cf. section 2.1.). Szabolcsi (1984) observes
that these Wh-possessor NPs may be extracted both from an accusative possessive
NP (cf. (Sa)) and a nominative possessive NP (cf. (5b)):
(5) a. Kinek ismertetek [NP a t vendeget]
who-DAT knew-AGR2pl the guest-npAGR3sg-ACC
'Whose guest did you know?'
b. Kinek alszik [NP a t vendege]
who-DAT sleep-AGR3sg the guest-npAGR3sg
'Whose guest is sleeping?'
(Szabolcsi 1984: 92)
E. Kiss (1987c) notes that an extracted dative possessor NP may also participate
in long Wh-movement:
(6) a. Melyik szfnesznonek gondolja Janos hogy Peter
which actress-DAT think-AGR3sg John that Peter
megtahllta [NP a t fenykepet]
found the photo-npAGR3sg-ACC
'Which actress does John think that Peter found the photo oft'
b. Melyik szfnisznonek gondolja Janos hogy [NP at fenykepe] meglett
which aetress-DAT think-AGR3sg John that the photo-npAGR3sg up-turned
'Which actress does John think that the photo of was found?'
E. Kiss (1987c), and Szabolcsi (1984) argue that these subject-object symmetries
indicate that the subject and object are in similar structural positions with respect to
the verb. Wh-movement from the possessive NP leaves a trace which must be pro-
(6) The ECP states that empty categories like Wh-traces must be properly governed. The definition of
proper government consists usually of two conjunctive subcomponents. Consider, for example, Koopman
(1982):
(i) ~ properly governs ex. iff ~ governs ex.
a) ~=Xo
b) ~ is an NP coindexed with ex.
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(1)
perly governed in agreement with Chomsky's (1981) ECP (see fn.6 for a definition of
the ECP). According to E. Kiss and Szabolcsi, the ECP can only be satisfied if the
verb, a proper governor, governs both the subject and object. Hence, they conclude
that the structure of the Hungarian clause is non-configurational.
In section 5.4.2.4., I will analyse these subject-object symmetries w.ith Wh-
movement from possessive NPs within a configurational framework. Our analysis
will heavily rely on the fact that such NPs contain an escape hatch for dative posses-
sor raising. Hence, the paradigms above do not necessarily provide an argument for a
non-configurational analysis of Hungarian.
5.2.5. Quantification Theory
E. Kiss (1987a: 29) presents an argument based on the distribution of universal
quantifiers with Topicalization in favor of her phrase structure of Hungarian syntax
1.2.(1), here repeated for convenience as (1):
S"
~
Topic S'
/""-
Focus S
~
V Xn* X n*
E. Kiss sets up the following line of argumentation. Topicalization is known to
be incompatible with universal quaritification. Therefore, if there are both sentence-
initial subjects and objects in a language, and if sentence-initial subjects can be uni-
versally quantified, but sentence-initial objects cannot, then it may be concluded
that sentence-initial objects are located under a topic node different from the subject
position. E. Kiss, however, claims that, unlike for example in Italian, universally
quantified subjects and objects display a completely parallel distribution. Compare
the following sentences:
(2) a. Mindenki megette az ebedet
everyone ate-AGR3sg the lunch-ACC
4Everyone ate the lunch.'
b. Mindent megevett Janos
everything-ACC ate-AGR3sg John
'John ate everything.'
(3) a. *Mindenki ette meg az ebedet
everyone ate-AGR3sg up the lunch-ACC
b. *Mindent evett meg Janos
everything-ACC ate-AGR3sg up John
(4) a. *Mindenki az ebedet megette
lunch-ACC ate-AGR3sg
b. *Mindent Ja~os megevett
everything-ACC John ate-AGR3sg
(5) a. Az ebedet megette mindenki b. Janos megevett mindent
the lunch-ACC ate-AGR3sg everyone John ate-AGR3sg everything-ACC
According to E. Kiss, this paradigm implies that sentence-initial quantifiers in
Hungarian are in the same position.
So, a subject-object symmetry shows up with the Topicalization of universal
quantifiers in Hungarian. E. Kiss explains this fact by assuming that Topicalization
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moves the subject and the object to the Topic position. These instances of move-a
are allowed in structure (1), because both the subject and the object are properly gov-
erned by the. verb. I will argue in section 5.4.3.2., however, that this phenomenon is
due to the fact that the CP is recursive within CP (cf. 2.2.3.(1)). As a result, subject-
object symmetries with the Topicalization of universal quantifiers may arise within a
configurational phrase structure of Hungarian.
5.3. Asymmetries· in Hungarian'
This section discusses subject-object asymmetries in Hungarian. Subject-object asym-
metries occur. in the following modules of the grammar, involving Lexicon (cf. sec-
tion 5.3.1.), XJ-theory (cf. section 5.3.2.), a-theory (cf. section 5.3.3.), binding theory
(cf. section 5~3.4.), ,Case theory (cf. section 5.3.5.), control theory (cf. section 5.3.6.),
Wh-module (cf. section 5.3.7.) and quantific,!,tion theory (cf. section 5.3.8.).
5.3.1. Lexicon
In chapter three, I argued that lexical phenomena in Hungarian such as'transitivity
alternations or compositional a-assignment depend on the universal status of the
subject-object dichotomy in phrase structure. Hence, they are instances of subject-
object asymmetries in' Hungarian. Furthermore, I demo'nstrated that the formation
of transitivity alternations, which involve Middle Verbs, Unaccusatives; Ergatives,
Inchoatives, Passives, Raising Predicates, and Experiencer Verbs, is mediated by suf-
fixes. In this section, I will examine two other suffix-mediated transitivity alterna-
tions, including reflexivizationJ and reciprocalization (cf. section 5.3.1.1.). It will turn
out that these phenomena affect only the 'accusative argument of a transitive verb.
Next, I will investigate noun-incorpration in Hungarian. I will conclude that only un-
derlying non-subject arguments may be .incorporated (cf. section 5.3.1.2.).
5.3.1.1. Reflexivization and Reciprocalization
In Hungarian several verbal suffixes may trigger reflexivization and reciprocaliza-
tion. The suffixes with this property have an -ik ending: -6dik/'rJdik, -6zik/'rJzik, -6d-
zik/Bdzik, -odik/edik/Bdik, -ozik/ezik/'rJzik, -kodik/kedik/kodik, and -kozik/kezik/kBzik (cf.
Karoly 1982). Some of these suffixes participate also in passive morphology with the
properties in 3.3.(10). According to Komlosy (1985), it is hard to predict which
verb allows suffixation by which of these suffixes or which of the verbs will have a
reflexive, reciprocal, or frequentative reading.
Let us consider the following examples with Reflexivization:
(1) a. Janos borotvalja Petert b. Janos borotvalja magat
John shave-AGR3sg Perer:ACC John shave-AGR3sg himself-ACC
'John shaves Peter.' 'John shaves himself.'
c. Janos borotvalkozik
John shave-REFL-AGR3sg
'John shaves himself.'
(Koml6sy 1985: 72)
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(2) a. Mari mossa .Petert b.. Mari mossa magat
Mary wash-AGR3sg Peter-ACC Mary wash-AGR3sg herself-ACC
'Mary washes Peter.' 'Mary washes herself.' -
c. Mari mosakodik
Mary wash-REFL-AGR3sg
'Mary washes herself.'
These examples display sentences with the verbs borotvdl 'shave' and mos 'wash'.
As may be observed from the (a)-sentences, these verbs are transitive verbs of the
agent-theme class and are associated with a NOM-ACC case frame. The (b)-senten-
ces represent the analytic variant of reflexivization formed with the reflexive pro-
noun maga 'himself/herself'. (cf. section 5.3.4.1. for a discussion of this construc-
tion). This pronoun is associated with the accusative argument of the verb which bears
the theme role. The (c)-sentences exemplify the synthetic alternant of reflexivization.
Attachment of the reflexive morphology (REFL) has two consequences. Firstly,
the accusative argument is deleted from the case frame of the verb. Secondly, fol-
lowing Marantz (1984), I suppose that reflexive morphology absorbs the theme role
associated with these transitive verbs. Note that under this analysis no violation of
the Projection Principle occurs.
Let us turn to a discussion of reciprocalization. Komlosy points out that adding
reciprocal morphology (REC) to a transitive verb has the same effects as the attach-
ment of reflexive morphology. The only difference is that in some cases the deletion
of the accusative argument is counterbalanced by the occurrence of an optional ins-
trumental argument. Compare:
(3) a. A fiUk verik a hinyokat
the boys beat-AGR3pl the girls-ACC
'The boys are beating the girls.'
b. A fiUk verekednek (egymassal)
the boys beat-REC-AGR3pl each other-INSTR
'The boys are fighting (with each other).' -
(4) a. A gyerekek kergetik a macskakat
the children chase-AGR3pl the cats-ACe
'The children are chasing the cats.'
b. A gyerekek kergetoznek (?egymassal)
the children chase-REC-AGR3pl each other-INSTR
'The children are chasing about.'
(Koml6sy 1985: 73)
In (3) and (4), we find sentences with the Hungarian transitive verbs ver 'beat'
and kerget 'chase'. I will assume that the theme role is absorbed by the reciprocal suf-
fix. This avoids a violation of the Projection Principle.
Summarizing, suffix-mediated Reflexivization and Reciprocalization in Hunga-
rian affect only the accusative argument of a transitive verb of the agent-theme
semantic class. Hence, these transitivity alternations display a subject-object asym-
metry.
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5.3.1.2. Noun-Incorporation
Several authors (see, Ackerman 1984, Horvath 1986a, Komlosy 1985, Szabolcsi
1986e) have observed that Hungarian exhibits Noun-Incorporation. In order to exam-
ine the syntactic properties of this phenomenon consider the following sentences:
(5) a. Mari (*a/egy) kifnyvet olvas
Mary the/a book-ACC read-AGR3sg
'Mary is book-reading.'
b. Peter (*a/egy) fat vag
Peter the/a wood-ACC cut-AGR3sg
. 'Peter is wood-cutting.'
c. Janos (*az/egy) eleget tesz az igeretnek
John the/a enough-ACC make-AGR3sg the promise-DAT
'John fulfills the promise.'
d. ]anos (*a/egy) fejbe veri magat
John the/a head-ILL beat-AGR3sg .himself-ACC
'John hits himself to the head.'
e. Mari (*a/egy)"szamon tartja a. koltsegeket
Mary the/a track-SUPER keep-AGR3sg the expenses-ACC
'Mary keeps track of the expenses.'
These sentences illus.trate the following l'roperties of Noun-Incorporation:
(6) a. The incorporated noun cannot be modified by an article
b. The construction receives a generic, indefinite, sometimes an idiomatic inter-
pretation
c. The incorporated noun is preferably left-adjacent to a finite verb
d. Any argument of the verb, except the nominative one, may be incorporated
In the studies referred to above, it has been argued that incorporated nouns oc-
cupy the VM-position (cf. the sections 2.2. and 4.4.2." for a discussion of this posi-
tion). This accounts, then, for the properties (6a)-(6c) bf this construction. VMs may
only be XO-categories. Therefore, they may not be modified by an article. VM and V
form a V'-constituent which may have anon-compositional meaning. Finally, VMs
occur left-adjacent to a finite verb in their neutral order.
VMs may be and sometimes must be postposed, for example, when another cons-
tituent of the sentence is focussed. Compare the counterparts of (5) with a focussed
NP:
(7) a. MARI olvas k;inyvet b. PETER vagfat
'It is Mary who is book-reading.' 'It is Peter who is wood-cutting.'
c. JANos tesz eleget az igeretnek '. d. ]ANOS verifejbe magat .
'It is John who fulfills the promise.' 'It is John who hits himself to the head.~
e. MARI tartja szdmon a koltsegeket
'It is Mary who keeps track of the expenses.'
One could argue that we are not facing noun-incorporation but something else.
However, if a non-finite alternant of the verbs in (5) and (7) is chosen, like an infini-
tive or a deverbal noun, the noun is "sucked in" by the verbal form.
The infinitive is formed by adding the suffix -ni (INFI) to the verbal stem (cf.
(8))~ an4 the deverbal noun by adding the suffix -is/ds (NOMI) (cf. (9)):
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(8) a. kcinyvet olvasni b. fdt vagni
book-ACC read-INFI wood-ACC cut-INFI
*olvasni konyvet *vagnifdt
'book-reading' 'wood-cutting'
c. eleget tenni az igeretnek d. fejbe verni magat
enough-ACC make-INFI the promise-DAT head-ILL beat-INFI
*tenni eleget az igeretnek himself-ACC
'to fulfill the promise' *vernifejbe magat
'to beat oneself to the head'
e. szamon tartani a koltsegeket
track-SUPER keep-INFI the expenses-ACC
*tartani szdmon a koltsegeket
'to keep track of the expenses'
(9) a. ko'nyv olvasas
book read-N()~I
*olvasas konyv
'book-reading'
c. elig teves
enough make-N()MI
*teves elig
'fulfillment'
b. fa vagas
wood cut-N()MI
*vagasfa
.'wood-cutting'
d. fejbe veres
head-ILL beat-N()MI
*veres fejbe
'beating to the head'
These examples show that infinitives and nouns are more tightly connected with
VMs than finite verbs. Probably, this dichotomy is related to V-movement in finite
clause~ (cf. chapter two).
Putting this problem aside for further research, consider again property (6d) of
Noun-Incoporation, here r~peated as (10):
(10) .Any argument of the verb, except the nominative one, may be incorporated
Noun-Incorporation provides another instance of a subj~ct-object asymmetry. In
fact, any direct argument of the verb may be incorporated except the nominative
one.
There is, however, an apparent class of counterexamples to this generalization,
that is, some incorporated nouns show up in the nomin,ative. We saw already some
instances of this in (9a):--(9c). The incorporated noun 'with deverbal nominalization is
in the nominative. The following sentences display a similar phenomenon:
(11) a. (*A) lehetoseg ny{lik b. (*Az) alkalom ad6dik
the possibility open-AGR3sg the opportunity arise-AGR3sg
'There opens a possibility.' 'An opportunity arises.'
From an examination of the verbs allowing incorporation of a nominatively mar-
ked 'argument, it appears that they are passivizers. Deverbal nominalization with the
suffix -is/ds follows the pattern of passivization' (cf. 3.3.3.(11)). Hence, the incorpora-
ted nominative in (9a)-(9c) is the underlying object. The verbs in (11) belong to the
class of Unaccusatives in Hungarian.7 These verbs are intransitive with an under-
(7) The incorporation of nouns by the infinitival and deverbal nominal alternants ofUnaccusatives is not
possible: .
(i) a. *Lehecoseg nyflani b. *Lehetoseg nyflas
possibility open-INFI possibility open-NOMI
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lying object (cf. section 3.3.2.). This yields the following generalization on Noun-
Incorporation:
(12) Only underlying internal arguments may be incorporated in Hungarian
This generalization is in correspondence with Baker (1983; 1988) who observes
that cross-linguistically only underlying objects can be incorporated.
Summarizing, Noun-Incorporation displays another instance of a subject-object
asymmetry. Only internal arguments of the verb be incorporated.
5.3.2. X'-Theory
It is hard to provide direct evidence in Hungarian for a VP-constituent in finite
sentences (cf. section 5.2.1.2.). Tests which bear on this, like VP-deletion, are lac-
king in Hungarian. However, it appears that evidence for the constituency of the VP
can more easily be found within the context of non-finite clauses. In this section, I
will investigate the structure of infinitive complements- selected by auxiliaries (cf. sec-
tion 2.2.2.).
Such complements appear with a subtype of subject control verbs (cf. section
5.3.6.1 for these verbs), like kell 'have to' and akar 'want'. Let us first consider the
properties of the constructions with kell:
(1) a. Jane>snak latni(a) kell Marit
John-DAT see-INFI-AGR3sg must Mary-ACC
'John must see Mary.'
b. Janosnak ralalkozni(a) kell Marival
John-DAT meet-INFI-AGR3sg must Mary-INSTR
'John must meet Mary.'
c. Janosnak el kell menni(e)
John-DAT away must go-INFI-AGR3sg
C 'John must go away.'
(i) In neutral order the infinitive is left-adjacent to kell. Furthermore, kell receives
no stress.
(ii) Kell may only be inflected for tense. For example, the past variant of the pre-
sent form of kell is kellett 'had to'. Hence, it lacks a fully specified I[~AGR).
(iii) 'Kel! assigns its direct argument a lexical dative case. The reason for the ab-
sence of the nominative on this argument is presumably due to the fact that I is not
specified for AGR. If the nominative case is assigne'd by I, it must fully be specified
in finite sentences (cf. Case-assignment rule 3.2.(7a)).
(iv) The infinitive may optionally agree in person and number with the dative
marked NP.
(v) Consider the finite counterparts of the infinite complements in (la) and (1b)):
(2) a. Janos latja , Marir b. Janos talalkozik Marival
John see-AGR3sg Mary-ACC John meet-AGR3sg Mary-INSTR
'John sees Mary.' 'John meets Mary.J
The internal arguments are accusatively and instrumentally marked in these sen-
tences. They remain unaffected by the formation of the infinite construction.
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(vi) Auxiliaries trigger Aux-splitting in neutral sentences when they select an in-
finitive which is itself modified by a VM (cf. section 2.2.2.). In (lc), for example, the
prefix el 'away' of the infinitive elmenni 'to go away' is separated from the infinitive
by an intervening modal auxiliary.
Let us turn to the properties- of infinitive constructions with akar. Compare the
following sentences:
(3) a. ]anos hitni akarja/*~ Marit
John see-IN"FI want-AGR3sg-deflindef Mary-ACC
']phn wants to see Mary.'
b. Janos talalkozni akar Marival
John meet-INFI want-AGR3sg Mary-INSTR
'John wants to meet Mary.'
c. En hitni . akarlak teged d. Janos el akar menni
I see-INFI want-AGRlsg2sg you-ACC John away want-AGR3sg go-INFI
'I want to see you.' 'John wants to go away.'
(i) Word order in neutral sentences of the akar-type is identical to the kell-type.
The infinitive is left-adjacent to akar, which is unstressed.
(ii) Contrary to kell, akar may be inflected both for tense and agreement. rhis
means that its I is fully specified. Therefore, the subject complement of akar appears
in the nominative case.
(iii) Akar agrees with the object complement of the infinitive. This complement
is definite in (3a), because it is a proper name (cf. 4.2.(3)). Therefore, akar displays
definite conjugation in this sentence. This agreement phenomenon can also be ob-
served from (3c). .
The verbal suffix -lak reflects that the verb agrees with a first person singular
nominative subject and a second person accusative object (cf. section 4.2.4.2.). It is
easy to see that the accusative object of the infinitive in this sentence agrees with akar.
(iv) As was also the case with the kell-type, the internal arguments of the infinite
complements selected by akar are identical to the internal arguments of the~r finite
counterparts. Observe from a comparison between the pairs «3a), (3b)) and «4a),
(4b)) that the internal arguments of both the finite and non-finite alternant~ are in
the accusative and instrumental.
(v) Just as kell, akar triggers Aux-splitting. Akar intervenes between an infinitive
and its VM in a sentence with neutral order. In (3d), the infinitive elmenni 'to go away'
which consists of the prefix el 'away' and'the infinitive menni 'to go' is split byakar.
These properties involving the neutral order of infinitives, obligatory subject-
control, Aux-splitting, and object agreement suggest that auxiliaries induce 'restruc-
turing' effects. In chapter two, I noted that this is a consequence of the application
of V-raising in such ~onstructions. .
Szabolcsi (1983a) argues that the obligatory subject-control with these auxiliaries is
due to the absorption of the external argument of the infinite complement, i.e. big
PRO in Chomsky (1981). Note, however, that its internal arguments remain unaffected
by an application of V-raising. This "implies that these arguments are structurally closer
to the infinitives in their X'-projection than the external arguments of these verbs. In
conclusion, the structure of infinitival complements displays a subject-object asymme~
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5.3.3. a-Theory
Subject~object asymmetries provided by 8-theory involve' selectional restrictions
on a-assignment. I noted in section 3.2.2. that the a-role of the subject is affected
by the choice of the object but that the choice of the subject does not affect a-assign-
ment to the object.
5.3.4. Binding Theory
In section 5.2.3., I discussed some Binding Principle C symmetries. Here I will
examine some subject-object asymmetries in the domain of binding theory.
Studies on coreference draw a distinction between the coreferential and the bound
variable reading of a pronoun. The following pair illustrates this distinction:
(1) a. John loves his mo~her b. Everyone loves his mother
In (la), the pronoun his can be understood as being coreferential with the refer-
ring expression]ohn, i.e., a pronoun can pick up its reference from another NP in the
sentence. In (lb), on the other hand, the pronoun has a quantifier expression as its
antecedent, and receives an, interpretation analogous to the bound variables of logi-
CIans.
In the linguistic literature much effort has been devoted to the proper formula-
tion of the conditions on the coreferential and bound variable interpretations of pro-
nouns (see, Chomsky 1981, Evans 1980, Haik 1984, Higginbotham 1983a, Koop-
man and Sportiche 1982, and Reinhart 1983, among others). What all these studies
have in common is that the bound variable interpretation of a pronoun obeys a stric-
ter condition than mere coreference. Compare for example the rules in Reinhart
(1983):8
(2) a. A non-pronominal NP must be interpreted as non-coreferential with any NP
that c-commands it (Reinhart 1983: 136)
b. Quantified NPs and Wh-traces can have anaphoric relations only with pro-
nouns in their c-command domain (Reinhart 1983: 137)
Insights provided by these rules have been translated into the Binding Principles
(cf. Chomsky 1981: 188):
(3) a. Binding Principle A: An anaphor (a category that lacks independent reference,
and thus includes reflexives, recirocals) is bound in its governing category
b. Binding Principle B: A pronominal (a category that may be referentially inde-
pendent or may depend upon an antecedent for its reference, and thus inclu-
des the class of pronouns) is free in its governing category
c. Binding Principle C: An R-expression (a category that is referentially indepen-
dent, and includes all other NP types, for example names) is free
Th~se principles are well-formedness conditions on structures which contain
coindexing relations. T~e indexing device of binding theory is one of free-indexing.
(8) Reinhart gives the following definition of c-command:
(i) Node A c(constituent)-commands node B iff the branching node most immediately dominating
A also dominates B.
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(3) makes clear that it distinguishes three lexical primitives including anaphors, pro-
nominals, and R-expressions.
Binding Principle A accounts for the coreferential interpretation in the- following
cases. The sentence is the governing category for "the reflexive pronoun himself and
reciprocal pronoun each other:
(4) a. John saw himself b. The hoys saw each other
Disjoint reference in the following examples is captured by'Binding Principle B
(cf. (5a)-(5b)) and Binding Principle C (cf. (5c)-(5d)). Again, the sentence is the
governing category for pronouns and names in object position:
(5) a. *Hesawhim b. *Johnsawhim c. *HesawJohn d. *JohnsawJohn
According to Reinhart, anaphora with quantified antecedents and with anaphors
have in common that the anaphora interpretation involves in both cases its transla-
tion as a bound variable. Observe from the comparison of (2b) and (3a) that the
structural condition restricting the interpretation of anaphors is the same as the one
restricting the interpretation of bound variables.
However, anaphors also have the peculiar gramlnatical property specified in (3a),
namely, that they must be bound in a local domain. This cannot be reduced to the
bound anaphora rule and thus has to be captured separately. _
To summarize, earlier studies report the following properties of binding rela-
tions. (i) The structural conditions restricting coreferential and bound variable inter-
pretation obey some version of c-command (see, fn.8 for a definition). (ii) The rule
determining a bound variable interpretation of pronouns is a stricter, condition than
the rule allowing coreferential interpretation. (iii) Anaphors are subject to the same
structural restrictions as bound pronouns. They have to be c-commanded by their
antecedent. (iv) Reinhart (1983) restricts the coreferential interpretation of pronomi-
nals and names by the same condition (cf.- (2b)). By doing so, Reinhart claims that
on the level of sentence-syntax no significant difference between these two categories
exist. In Chomsky (1981), on the other hand, pronominals and names are considered
to be different syntactically as is suggested by the separate formulation of Binding
Principles Band C.
Binding relations involve asymmetries which are accounted for in structural
terms. Therefore, if in a particular language subject-object asymmetries with bin-
ding phenomena arise and if the principles in (2), or (3). have a universal status, then
that language has a hierarchical, configurational structure.
In this section, I will discuss the following binding phenomena in Hungarian,
including reflexive binding (cf. section 5.3.4.1), the binding of names (cf. section
5.3.4.2.), the distribution of bound pronouns (cf. section 5.3.4.3.) and switch reference (cf.
section 5.3.4.5).
5.3.4.1. Reflexive Binding
Reflexive binding has been discussed extensively in E. Kiss (1981c). E. Kiss notes
that the antecedent-anaphor relation is subject to a case-hierarchy which has the fol-
lowing shape:
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(6) NOM> ACC > DAT > INSTR > LEXICAL.CASE
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According to E. Kiss (1981c: 192), the binder must precede the anaphor in this
hierarchy.
Let us consider some examples with· the binding of the le?Cical anaphor maga
'himself/herself' .
In accordance with (6), a nominative NP can be the antecedent of an anaphor in
every arbitrary case, but not vice versa:
(7) a. 1anos szereti magat
John loves himself-ACC
John loves himself. J
c. lanos konyvet vesz maganak
John book-ACC buys himself-DAT
John buys a book for himself. J
e. lanos hisz magaban
John believes himself-INESS
John believes in himself. J
g. lanos szam(t magara
John" counts himself-SUBL
John counts on himself. J
b. *lanost szereti maga
John-ACC loves himself
.d. *lanosnak konyvet vesz -maga
]ohn-DAT book-ACC buys himself
f. *lan.osban hisz maga
John-1NESS believes himself
h. *lanosra szamft maga
... John-SUBL counts himself
An accusative NP may be the antecedent of an anaphor with dative, instrumen-
tal, or a lexical case, but not vice versa:
(8) a lanost dicsertem maganak
John-ACC praised-AGRlsg himself-DAT
'I praisedlohn to himself. J
b. ?lanosnak .dicsertem magat
John~DAT praised-AGRlsg himself-ACC
c.· lanost '" megmutattarn maganak a ttikorben
John-ACC showed-AGRlsg himself-DAT the mirror-INESS
'I showedlohn to himselfin the mirror.'
d. ?lanosnak meg~utattam magat . a tiikorben-
John-DAT showed-AGRlsg himself-ACC the mirror-1NESS
e. lanost szembesltettem magaval
John-ACC confronted-AGRlsg himself-1NSTR
'1 confrontedlohn with himself J
f.~ ??lanossal szembesltettem rtiagat
John-INSTR confronted-AGRlsg himself-ACC
g.lanost sokat faggattarn magar61
John-ACe much interrogated-AGRlsg himself-DELAT
'I interrogatedlohn a lot about himself. J
h. *lanosr61 sokat faggattam magat
]ohn-DELAT muc~ interrogated-AGRlsg himself-ACC
A. dative NP can be the antecedent of an anaphor with instrumental or lexical
case:
b. *Janost szereti maga
John-ACC loves himself
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(9) a. Janosnak minding baja van magaval
John-DAT always problem is himself-INSTR
'john l;1as always problems with himself'
b. *Janossal minding baja van maganak
John-INSTR always problem is himself-DAT
.' c. ]dnosnak sokat beszeltem magdrol
John-DAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg himself-DELAT
'I spoke a lot toJohn about himself.'
d. *Janosrol sokat beszeltem maganak
John-DELAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg himself-DAT
An instrumental binder ca,n be the antecedent of an anaphor with lexical case,
but not vice versa:
(10) a. *]anossal vitatkoztam magarol
John-INSTR argued-AGRlsg himself-DELAT
'I argued withJohn about himself J
b. *Janosrol . vitatkoztam magaval
John-DELAT argued-AGRlsg himself-INSTR
E. Kiss also notes that prominence of the accusative argWnent over the dative ar-
gument is less clear than the other grades of the hierarchy (cf. (8a) versus (8b), and
(8c) versus (8d». Furthermore, E. Kiss observes that this hierarchy is clearer if in-
stead of the reflexive anaphor maga the reciprocal anaphor egymas 'each other' is used
(see, E., Kiss 1981c: 192). .
Scrambling does not affect reflexive binding. Compare, for example, the scram-
bled counterparts of (7a) and (7b):
(11) a Magat szeretiJanos
himself-ACC loves John
The above paradigms show that Hungarian displays not only subject-object'
asymmetries in a narrow sense but also asymmetries with all other arguments of the
verb. In section 5.4.1., I will return to the position of (6) in the theory ofUG. I will
argue that it has no theoretical status. For now it is sufficient to note that the argu-
ments of the verb obey a strict hierarchy with reflexive binding which is captured
adequately by this descriptive rule.
5.3.4.2. The Binding ofNames
I reported that a subject-object symmetry arises with pronominal noncoreference
in Hungarian (cf. section. 5.2.3.). However, Maracz (1986a) observes that if the pro-
noun in 5.2.3.(4) is replaced by ano~heJ: name a subject-~bject asymmetry occurs.
This asymmetry is subsumed by Binding Principle C:
(12) a. Janos anyja szeretiJanost
John mother-npAGR3sg loves John-ACC
'john's mother lovesJohn. J
b. *Janos szeretiJanos anyjat
John loves John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC
*John loves]ohn's mother.'
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The coreference relation between two names in Hungarian displays the same dis-
tribution as in their English counterparts. The question arises whether this subject-
object asYIll.metry carries over to the other arguments of the verb, as was the case
with Binding Principle A phenomena. The sentences below exemplify that a non-
embedded nominative name may not be coreferential with another name embedded
in an NP with any other case. A non-nominative name, on the other hand, mayal-
ways be coreferential with a name embedded in a nominative NP:
(13) a. .*]dnos konyvet vesz ] dnos anyjanak
John book~ACCbuys John mother-npAGR3sg-DAT
*1ohn buys a book for]ohn's mother.'
b. ]dnos anyja konyvet vesz ]dnosnak
John mother-npAGR3sg book-ACC buys John-DAT
1ohn's mother buys a book for]ohn.'
c. *]dnos hisz ]dnos anyjaban
John 'believes John mother-npAGR3sg-INESS
*']ohn believes in]ohn's mother.'
d. ]dnos anyja hisz ]dnosban
John mother-npAGR3sg believes John-INESS
1 ohn's ~other believes in]ohn. '
e. *]dnos szamft]dnos anyjara
John counts John mother-npAGR3sg-SUBL
*']ohn counts on]ohn's mother.'
f. ]dnos anyja szamft]dnosra
John mother-npAGR3sg counts John-SUBL
1ohn's mother counts on]ohn.'
Observe, furthermore, that a non-embedded accusative name may not be corefe-
rentia! with or may hardly be interpreted as coreferential with another name embed-
ded in an NP with dative, instrumental, or a lexical case. However, a name assigned
dative, instruri:lental, or a lexical 'case may always.,be coreferential with a name em-
bedded in an accusative NP:
(14) 'a. ?]dnost dicsertem ] rinos anyjanak
John-ACC praised-AGRlsg John mother-npAGR3sg-DAT
*'1 praised]ohn to]ohn's mother.~
b. ]dnos anyjat dicsertem ]dnosnak
John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC praised-AGRlsg John-DAT
'I praised]ohn's mother to]ohn/
c. ?Jdnost megmutattam ]dnos anyjanak a tiikorben
John-ACC showed-AGR1sg John mother-npAGR3sg-DAT the mirror~INESS
,*'I showed]ohn to]ohn's mother in the mirror.'
d. ]dnos anyjat megmutattam ]dnosnak a tiikorben
John mother-npAGR3sg-Ac;C showed-AGRlsg John-DAT the mirror-INESS
'I showed]ohn's mother to]Qhn in the mirror.'
e. *]dnost szembesftettem . ]dnos anyjaval
- John-ACC confronted-AGRlsg John mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR
*'1 confronted]ohn with Johp's mother.' ,
f.~· ] anos anyjat szembesftettem ] anossal
John mother-npAGR3sg-.t\.CC confronted-AGRlsg John-INSTR
.'I confronted]ohn's mother with]ohn.' '
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g. *]anost sokato faggattam ] dnos anyjarol
John-ACC much interrogated-AGRlsg John mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT
*'1 interrogated]ohn a lot about]ohn's mother.'
h. ] anos anyjat sokat faggattam Janosr61
John mother-npAGR3sg"-ACC much interrogated-AGRlsg John-DELAT
'1 interrogated]ohn's mother a lot about]ohn.'
The following sentences exemplify that a non-embedded dative name may not be
coreferential with another name embedded in an NP marked instrumental, or with a
lexical case, whereas a name with instrumental, or a lexical case may always be core-
ferential with a name embedded in a dative NP:
(15) a. *]dnosnak minding baja van]anos anyjaval
John-DAT always problem is John mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR
*John has always problems with]ohn's mother.'
b. ]anos anyjanak minding baja van]anossal
John mother-npAGR3sg-DAT always problem is John-INSTR
John's mother has always problems with]ohn. J
c. *]anosnak sokat beszeltem ]anos anyjar61
John-DAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg John mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT
'I spoke a lot to]ohn about John's mother.'
d. ]anos anyjanak sokat beszeltem ]anosr61
John mother-npAGR3sg-DAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg John-DELAT
'I spoke to]ohn's mother a lot about]ohn.'
The following pair shows that a non-embedded instrumental name may not be
coreferential with another name embedded in an NP with lexical case, whereas a name
assigned an instrumental case may always be coreferential- with a name embedded in
an NP bearing lexical case:
(16) a. *]anossal vitatkoztarn ']anos anyjar61
John-INSTR argued-AGRlsg John mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT
'I argued with]ohn about]ohn's mother.'
b. janos anyjaval vitatkoztarn janosr61
John mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR argued-AGRlsg John-DELAT
'I argued withjohn's mother about]ohn.'
Binding Principle C phenomena are sometimes affected by factors such as linear
order, depth of embedding and so on. Let us consider whether these phenomena in
Hungarian interfer with (i) the structure of the possessive NP, (ii) linear order or (iii)
the depth of embedding.
(i) Binding Principle C effects also appear in the following paradigm which Anna
Szabolcsi (personal communication) brought to my attention:
(17) a. *Mari csak Mari biciklijet liitta
Mary only Mary bike-npAGR3sg-ACC saw
*'Mary saw only Mary's bike.'
b. *Mari csak Marinak a biciklijet hltta
Mary only Mary-DAT the bike-npAGR3sg-ACC saw
c. *Mari csak Marinak latta a biciklijet
Mary only Mary-DAT saw the bike-npAGR3sg-ACC
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(18), a. Marit csak Mari biciklije birja el
Mary-ACC only Mary bike-npAGR3sg is able to carry
COnly Mary's bike is able to carry Mary. '
b. 'Marit csak Marinak a biciklije birja el
Mary-ACC only Mary the bike-npAGR3sg is able to carry
c. *Marit csak Marinak birja el a biciklije
Mary-ACC only Mary-DAT is able to carry the bike-npAGR3sg
In these sentences which involve the variants of the possessive NP in Hungarian
a pair of n~es is intended to be coreferential.
Szabolcsi (1981a; 1984) argues that the possessor NP can appear b0th in the no-
minative and the dative, but only the dative one may be separated from its noun-
possessed (ef. also section 2.1.(11)). In case the non-embedded name is in the nomina-
tive no coreferential reading between the names is possible, independently of the fact
whether the possessor name is in construction with its noun-possessed (cf. (17a) and
(17b)) or separated from it (cf. (17c)). If, on the other hand, the non-embedded name
is in the accusative it may be coreferential with the possessor name. However a core-
ferential reading is allowed in these cases only when the possessor name is embedded
in a nominative possessive NP (cf. (18a) and (18b)) but not when it is separated from
its nou~-possessed (cf. (18c)).
, This paradigm thus displays another subject-object asymmetry with the corefe-
rentiality between a pair of names. Futhermore, it supports the hypothesis that the
dative possessor in the (c)-sentences but not in the (b)-sentences has escaped from its
possessive NP, otherwise a Binding Principle C violation could not occur.
(ii) Compare the scrambled variants of the sentences in (12):
(19) a. Janost szereti Janos anyja
John-ACC loves John mother-npAGR3sg
b. *Jdnos anyjat szeretiJdnos .
Joh"n mother-npAGR3sg-ACC loves John
This demonstrates that Binding Principle C effects with a pair of names are im-
mune to the effects of scrambling just like Binding Principle A effects.
(iii) The following sentences examplify that the depth of embedding is not rele-
vant for Binding Principle C effects with a pair of names:
(20) a. *Jdnos megtudta [NP azt a tenyt [cp hogyJdnos beteg lesz)]'
John perf-knew that-ACC the fact-ACC that John ill becomes
*,]ohn got to know the fact thatJohn would become ill.'
b. *[NP Azt a tenyt [cp hogyJanos beteg lesz}} megtudta Jdnos
that-ACC the fact-ACC that John ill becomes perf-knew John
c. ]dnost zavarta [NP az a teny [cp hogy]dnos beteg lett}]
John-ACC disturbed that the fact that John ill became
*,]ohn was disturbed by the fact thatJohn became ill.'
d. {NP Az a teny [cp hogyJanos beteg lett}] zavarta Jdnost
. that the fact that John ill became disturbed John-ACC
In these sentences, the name in the possessive NPs of (12) is embedded a maxi-
mal projection deeper. The embedded clauses in (20) are complex NPs. However, the
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possibility of coreference is not affected by the depth of embedding, nor by scram-
bling in this case.
Summarizing, the paradigms in this section demonstrate that subject-object
asymmetries show up involving coreference between a pair of names. Speaking in
terms of the descriptive hierarchy (6), a name A may only be coreferential with name
BJ if and only if B is embedded in an NP which takes promit;lence over A in this hie-
rarchy. If these asymmetries can be accounted for by making reference to Binding
Principle C, then it follows that the phrase structure of Hungarian must have a hie'-
rarchical structure.
5.3.4.3. The Distribution ofBound Pronouns
In this section, I will examine some aspects of the syntax of bound pronouns in
Hung~rian. Consider, again Reinhart's (1983) rule (lb) for their distribution, here
repeated as (21):
(21) Quantified NPs and Wh-traces can have anaphoric relations only with pronouns
in their c-command domain (Reinhart 1983: 137)
The blocking of a bound variable interpretation of pronouns has been referred to
in the literature as 'Weak Crossover' (WCO) (cf. ~Vasow 1972).9 WCO-effects arise
in English in' case a quantified NP is in object position and'the bound pronoun is
embedded in a subject phrase. An example of this is the ungrammaticality· of the fol-
lowing sentence: -
(22) *His mother loves everyone
These effects in Hungarian have been noted first in Horvath (1981,210). Maracz
(1985a) observes that pronouns do not allow a bound variable interpretation when
the pronoun precedes an accusative quantified antecedent, which may be a Wh-
phrase, a universal quantifier, or a focussed NP, and which is at the same time em-
bedded in a nominative NP: 10
(9) weo has played an important role in the configurationality debate. Saito and Hojl (1983) discuss
some cases ofWeO in Japanese from which they conclude that it is configurational. WeO-effects also appear
in other languages that have been claimed to be non-configurational, involving Basque (cf. Maracz 1986a,
Ortiz de Urbina 1986), German (cf. Webelhuth 1985), Hungarian (cf. Horvath 1981, Kenesei 1989, Maracz
1985a; 1986a, and Szabolcsi 1986a), Japanese (cf. Hoji 1986, Saito 1985), and Korean (cf. ehoe 1985; 1989).
Farmer et al. (1986) have critised the tests elaborated in Saito and Hoji (1983). Haider (1985) reports that c-
command is not operative with WeO-phenomena in German but rather Lasnik's (1976)'command. Rebuschi
(1989) observes that WeO-violations are lacking from some Basque dialects.
(10) Maracz (1985a; 1988a) argues that Horvath (1986) cannot account for the contrast between (23) and
(24) involving the presence or absence of WeO-effects. The ungtammaticality of the cases in (23) comes as
expected under Horvath's SVO-hypothesis of Hungarian. These ungrammatical constructions can be accoun-
ted for in terms of the absence of the c-command relation between the trace of the object quantifier and the
pronoun in the nominative NP. The grammaticality of the sentences in (24), on the other hand, is unexpec-
ted. Horvath assumes that the subject in these cases undergoes Subject Postposing, an adjunction to the VP.
This should, however, not affect the c-command relation between the object trace and the pronoun embedded
in the possessive NP.
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(23) a. *Az anyja kit szeret
the mother-ripAGR3sg who-ACC loves
*JWho does his mother love?'
b. *Az anyja mindenkit szeret
the mother-npAGR3sg everyone-ACC loves
*JHis mother loves everyone. J
c. *Az anyja VILIT szereti
the mother-npAGR3sg Bill-ACC loves
*JHis mother loves BILL. J
(24) a. Kit szeret az anyja
who-ACC loves the mother-npAGR3sg
b. Mindenkit szeret az anyja
everyone-AC(: loves the mother-npAGR3sg
c.' VILIT szereti az anyja
Bill-ACC loves the mother-npAGR3sg
(25) a. Ki szereti az anyjdt
who loves the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC
',Who loves his mother?'
b. Mi'ndenki szereti az anyjdt
everyone loves the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC
'Everyone loves his mother.'
c. VILI szereti az anyjdt
Bill loves the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC
'BILL loves his mother.'
(26) a. Az anyjdt ki szereti
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC who loves
b. Az anyj4t mindenki szereti
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC everyone loves.
c. az anyjdt VILI szereti
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC Bill loves
Before investigating this paradigm in detail, let us first discuss the realization of
personal pronouns in possessive NPs.
The realization of overt pronouns in possessive NPs is optional (cf. section
4~4.2.1.). The overt personal pronoun is used for reasons of emphasis only, and indi-
cates disjoint reference for most speakers:
(27) a. Az (3 anyja
the he mother-npAGR3sg
'HIS/HER mother' or 'It is his/her mother... '
b. Marii latta az O*i/j anyjat
Mary saw the she mother-npAGR3sg-ACC
'Mary saw her mother.'
In the unmarked case, the pronoun must remain non-ove:rt. According to Sza-
bolcsi (1984), this means that pro-drop applies in possessive NPs. The agreement
marker in the possessive NP (npAGR) is able to license the occurence of a small pro
in the position of the possessor NP (cf. ,also chapter seven).
Wh-phrases and focussed NPs must appear in the preverbal Focus·p.Qs~~ion in
Hungarian (cf. 2.1.(28c)). ,The sentences in (23) display a WeO-effect. r_h~, non'-
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overt pronoun embedded in a nominative possessive NP may not be interpreted as a
bound variable. This effect disappears if the nominative possessive NP is scrambled
to the right of the verb (cf. (24)). The sentences in (25) and (26) show that no WCO-
effects occur in case the binder, i.e.. ~he quantified NP, is in the nominative.
From this it follows that the distribution of bound pronouns yields a subject-ob-
ject asymmetry. This observation falsifies E. Kiss' (1981c; 1982b; 1987a; and 1987c)
claim that WCO-effects are lacking in Hungarian. The source of this claim is pro-
'bably the fact that E. Kiss cites only examples of the type in (24) and (25) (cf. E.
Kiss 1987a: 208-209), that is, with the binder preceding the bindee.
The question arises whether this subject-object asymmetry appears also with sub-
categorized arguments of the verb other than the nominative~accusativeones. This
turns out to be the case, as the sentences below will exemplify.
With the help of the hierarchy in (6), we formulate the following descriptive rule
for the distribution of bound pronouns in Hungarian. A pronoun embedded in a
possessive NP may not be interpreted as a bound variable when the possessive NP
precedes the quantified NP linearly and is at the same time higher in hierarchy (6).11
This covers the examples in (28)-(34).
In the following examples, the universaf quantifier mindenki 'everyone' is the
quantified antecedent. Another quantifier, however, ~ould make no difference with
respect to grammaticality judgements. Compare:
(28) a. *Az pro anyja mindenkinek k8nyvet vesz
the mother-npAGR3sg everyone-DAT book-ACC buys
*'His mother buys a book for everyone.'
b. Mindenkinek k8nyvet vesz az pro anyja .
everyone-DAT book-ACC buys the mother-npAGR3sg
c. Mindenki k8nyvet vesz az pro anyjanaki
everyone book-ACC buys the mother-npAGR3sg-DAT
'Everyone buys a book for his mother.'
d. Az pro anyjanak mindenki k8nyvet vesz
the mother-npAGR3sg everyone book-ACC buys
(29) a. *Az pro anyja mindenkiben hisz
the mother-npAGR3sg everyone-INESS believes
*'His mother believes in everyone.'
b. Mindenkiben hisz az pro anyja
everyone-INESS believes the mother-npAGR3sg
c. Mindenki hisz az proanyjaban
everyone believes the mother-npAGR3sg-INESS
(Everyone believes in his mother.'
d. Az pro anyjaban mindenki hisz
the mother-npAGR3sg-INESS everyone believes
" (11-). Ken~sei, (1989) notes a cou~terexampie to this descriptive generalization. According to Kenese'i,
WCO-eff~cJ's 'variish wid~ verbs like zavar 'disturb t • Note that such verbs belong to che class of expeden<;er
ve:rbs~ However~ verbs of the agent~themeclass like in (23) represent the unmarked case (cf. section 3.3.4.);
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(30) a *Az pro anyjat mindenkinek dicsertem
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC everyone-DAT praised-AGRlsg
*'1 praised his mother to everyone.'
b. Mindenkinek dicsertem az pro anyjat
everyone-DAT praised-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC
c. Mindenkit dicsertem az pro anyjanak
"everyone-ACC praised-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-DAT
41 praised everyone to his mother.'
d. Az pro anyjanak mindenkit dicsertem
the mother-npAGR3sg-DAT everyone-ACC praised-AGRlsg
(31) a. *Az pro anyjat mindenkivel szembesltettem
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC everyone-INSTR confronted-AGR1sg
*'1 confronted his mother with everyone.'
b. Mindenkivel szembesltettem az pro anyjat
everyone-INSTR confronted-AGR1sg the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC
c. Mindenkit "szembesltettem az pro anyjaval
everyone-ACC confronted-AGR1sg the mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR
41 confronted everyone ~vith his mother.'
d. Az pro anyjaval mindenkit szembesftettem
the mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR everyone-ACC confronted-AGRlsg
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(32) a. *Az pro anyjat mindenkirol - sokat faggattam
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC everyone-DELAT a lot interrogated-
AGRlsg
*'1 interrogated his mother a lot about everyone.'
b. Mindenkirol sokat faggattam az pro anyjat
everyone-DELAT a lot interrogated-AGR1sg the mother-
npAGR3sg-ACC
c. Mindenkit sokat faggattam az pro anyjar6l
everyone-ACC a lot interrogated-AGR1sg the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT
41 interrogated everyone a lot about his mother.'
d. Az pro anyjar6l mindenkit. sokat faggattam
the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT everyone-ACC a lot interrogated-
AGR1sg
(33) a. *Az pro anyjanak mindenkirol sokat beszeltem
the mother-npAGR3sg-DAT everyone-DELAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg
*'1 spoke a lot to his mother about everyone.'
b. Mindenkirol sokat beszeltem az pro anyjanak
everyone-DELAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-DAT
c. Mindenkinek sokat beszeltem az pro anyjar61
everyone-DAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT
'I spoke to everyone a lot about his mother.'
d. Az pro anyjar61 mindenkinek sokat beszeltem
the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT everyone-DAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg
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(34) a. *Az pro anyjaval mi1zdenkirol vitatkoztam
the mother-npAGR3sg-1NSTR everyone-DELAT argued-AGR1sg
*'1 argued with his mother about everyone.'
b. Mindenkir'Ol vitatkoztam az pro anyjaval
everyone-DELAT argued-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR
c. Mindenkivel vitatkoztam az pro anyjar61
everyone-1NSTR argued-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT
'I argued with everyone about his mother.'
d. Az pro anyjarol mindenkivel vitatkoztam
the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT everyone-INSTR argued-AGRlsg
It is obvious from this paradigm that the distribution of bound pronouns yields
asymmetries involving all direct arguments of the verb.
Having settled this, let us investigate whether the distribution of bound pro-
nouns may be affected by varying in (23)-(26) (i) the structural configuration or (ii)
the linear order.
(i) The crucial difference between these sentences and their counterparts to be
presented below is that the bound pronoun is embedded one maximal projection
deeper, namely, in an embedded clause with a lexical head. Such clauses are complex
NPs.
We expect that a pronoun in an embedded clause may be interpreted as a bound
variable except when this clause is in the nominative and precedes the binder, a
quantified NP. This is, however, not the case. A pronoun in such a configuration
may always be interpreted as a bound variable: -
(35) a. [NP Az a teny [cp hogy (0) szelhamos]] kit idegesftett
that the fact that he fraud who-ACC got nervouS
'Who got nervous from the fact that he was a fraud?'
b. Kit idegesltett [NP az a teny [cp hogy (0) szelhamos]]
who-ACC got nervous that the fact that he fraud
c. Ki allitotta [NP azt a ttnyt [cp hogy (0) szelhamos]]
who stated that-ACC the fact-ACC that he fraud
'Who stated that he was a fraud?'
d. [NP Azt a tenyt [cp hogy (0) szelhamos]] ki allltotta
that-ACC the fact-ACC that he fraud who stated
(Manicz 1985a: 134)
The same is illustrated by embedding the bound pronoun in a relative clause, as
Anna Szabolcsi (personal communication) has pointed out to me. A relative clause is
a complex NP as well. Compare: .
(36) a. [NP A professzor [cp akitol (ok) matematikat tanultak]] minden didkot szeretett
the professor who-ABL they mathematics-ACC learnt every student-ACC liked
*'The professor who they took mathematics from liked every student. J
b. Minden didkot szeretett [NP a professzor (cp akitol (ok) matematikat tanultak]]
every student-ACC liked the professor who-ABL they mathematics-ACC learnt
c. Minden didk szerette [NP a professzort [cp akitol matema~ikat tanultak]]
every student liked the professor who-ABL mathematics-ACe learnt
'Every-student liked the professor who they took mathematics from.'
d. [NP A professzort [Cp akitol (ok) matematikat tanultak minden didk szerette]]
the professor-ACC who-ABL they mathematics-ACC learnt every student liked
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Observe from the comparison between (23a)-(23c) on the one hand and (35a) and
(36a) on the other hand that the WeO-effect disappears when the bound pronoun is
more deeply embedded. Acc~rding to Anna Szabolcsi (personal communication), the
reason for this is that embedded clauses are so "heavy" that in initial position they
can only be produced with the intonation charateristic for Left Dislocation. Szabolcsi
suggests therefore that this difference is due to" the fact that the former phrases are in
neutral position, whereas the latter are left-qislocated. Recall that a left-dislocated
constituent is adjoined to the s~ntence (cf. section 4.3.).
The following sentences indicate that Szabolcsi's suggestion may be on the right
track. The WCO':'effect also vanishes in (23a)-(23c) when the possessive NP is left-
dislocated:
(37) a. Az pro anyja, 0 kit szeret
the mother-npAGR3sg she who-ACC loves
'As for his mother, who does she love.'
b. Az pro anyja, 0 mindenkit szeret
the mother-npAGR3sg she eve"ryone-ACC loves
'As for his mother, she loves everyone. J
c. Az pro anyja, (] VILIT szereti
the mother-npAGR3sg she Bill-ACC loves
'As for his mother, she loves BILL. J
A more complicated case with the distribution of bound pronouns has been exa-
mined in Szabolcsi (1986a).
Szabolcsi notes that the subject-object asymmetry with this phenomenon also oc-
curs when the pronoun is embedded in a quantified possessive NP:
(38) a. *Mindenpro fia MARIT szereti
every son-npAGR3sg Mary-ACC loves
'For every son of x's, it is x=Mary that he loves'
b. MARIT "szereti minden pro fii
Mary-ACC loves every son-npAGR3sg
c. MARI szereti minden pro fiat
Mary loves every son-npAGR3sg-ACC
(For every son of x's, it is x=Mary that loves them'
d. Minden pro fiat MARI szereti
every son-npAGR3sg-ACC Mary loves
This paradigm exemplifies that a pronoun in a quantified NP may only be bound
if that NP does not precede the binder and is higher on hierarchy (6) than the
binder12 •
In the sentences discussed so far, the binder has been in the preverbal field. Let us
consider whether the distribution of bound pronouns is affected by scrambling the
quantified NP into the postverbal field, that is, to the right of the verb.
(ii) With Wh-phrases and focussed NPs this is not allowed, because they have to
stick to the Focus position. (This position is left-adjacent to the verb (cf. 2.1.(28c)).
(12) See Szabolcsi (1986a) and Kenesei (1989) for further discussion of bound pronouns in quantified
possessive NPs. -
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However, some quantified NPs, like (narrow scope) universal and existential quan-
tifiers, may appear postverbally. A bound variable interpretation of the pronoun is
not possible in the scrambled alternants of (23)-(26):
(39) a. *Az pro anyja szeret mindenkit/valakit
the mother-npAGR3sg loves everyone-ACC/someone-ACC
*'His mother loves everyone/someone.'
b. *Szereti az pro anyja mindenkit/valakit
loves the mother-npAGR3sg everyone-ACC/someone-ACC
c. *Szereti mindenkit/valakit az pro anyja
loves everyone-ACC/someone-AC~ the mother-npAGR3sg.
(40) a. *Az pro anyjat szereti mindenki/valaki
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC loves everyone/someone
'Everyone/someone loves his mother.'
b. *Szereti az pro anyjat mindenki/valaki
loves the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC everyone/someone
c. *Szereti mindenki/valaki az pro anyjat
loves everyone/someone the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC
These paradigms are not in correspondence with the descriptive rule on the dis-
tribution of bound pronouns, namely, that a pronoun may not be interpreted as a
bound variable if and only if the possessive NP in which the pronoun is embedded
precedes the binder and is higher in case-hierarchy (6) than the binder of the pro-
noun. It appears that when a quantifier appears postverbally, it may never bind a
pronoun.
I would like to suggest, however, that the bound variable interpretation of pro-
nouns in these sentences is ungrammatical for independent reasons. Usually quanti-
fiers appear preverbally (cf. 2.1.(28£). They may appear postverbally only under spe-
cific conditions. For example, when a postverbal' quantifier is in the scope of a pre-
verbal one. Therefore, if the possessive NP is focussed in (39a) and (40a), again a
subject-object asymmetry with bound pronouns shows up:
(41) a. *AZ pro ANYJA szeret mindenkit/valakit
the mother-npAGR3sg loves everyone/someone
*'It is his mother who loves everyone/someone.'
b. AZ pro ANYJAT szereti mindenkilvalaki
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC loves everyone/someone
'It is his mother who everyone/someone loves.'
Recapitulating, in this section some subject-object asymmetries in the distribu-
tion of bound pronouns in Hungarian have been discussed. These phenomena indi-
cate that its phrase structure has a hierarchical structure, otherwise they can not be
accounted for in terms of the 'universal condition on the distribution of bound pro-
nouns in (21): A quantifier must c-command its bound pronoun.
5.3.4.4. Summary
Let us now summarize the discussion on binding theory so far. In (5.3.4.1.)-
(5.3.4.3.), the following subject-object asymmetries have been observed. (i) Binding
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Principle A asymmetries with reflexive and reciprocal pronouns. (ii) Binding Princi-
ple C asymmetries with a pair of names and (iii) asymmetries with the distribution
of bound pronouns. These dichotomies between subject and object are not restricted
to the nominative and accusative arguments of the verb but they also involve the
other direct arguments of the verb. In line with theories on binding, I assume that
these asymmetries can be accounted for in terms of structural conditions. These con-
ditions must be interpreted on a syntactic structure with a hierarchical ordering.
Hence, these binding asymmetries support the claim that Hungarian is a configura-
tionallanguage.
Furthermore, Hungarian also testifies to some generalizations in the domain of
binding theory which have been made in connection with other languages. (i) Both
the reflexive anaphor and the bound pronoun obey a stricter condition than the core-
ferential reading of a name. The former must be bound by a more prominent argu-
ment, whereas the latter must be free, and (ii) a pronominal and a name have dis-
tinct syntactic properties. The binding relation between a pair (pronoun, name) may
yield a symmetry. However, such a relation between a pair (name, name) yields al-
ways an asymmetry (cf. 5.2.3.(4) versus (12». This dichotomy supports Chomsky's
(1981) view that pronominals and names are distinct lexical primitives which have
to be accounted for by separate principles.
5.3.4.5. Switch Reference
Hungarian displays a switch reference system (cf. Pleh 1980; 1981a; 1981b and
Pleh and Radics 1978).13 Although this phenomenon does not strictly belong to sen-
tence syntax, it involves an interesting restriction. Compare the following example
from English first:
(42) The bOYi noticed the manj' Hei/j walked up to himi/j
In this sentence, it is impossible to decide without knowledge of the world
which pronoun in the second part is coreferential to which lexical NP in the first
one.
In Hungarian, however, this type of referentiality has been grammaticalized. To
illustrate, consider the following sentences:
(43) a. A jiUi meghitta a bacsitj. (O)j/*j odament hozzaj
the boy noticed the man-ACC. He up-walked he-ALL
'The boy noticed the man. He (=the boy) walked up to him.'
b. A jiui meghitta a bdcsitj. AZ*i/j odament hozzdi
'The boy noticed the man. That (=the man) up-walked to him.'
(Pleh and Radics 1978: 93)
This pair illustrates the following two points. First·, only the nominatively mar-
ked pronoun may switch between a (non-overt) personal pronoun and a demonstra-
tive pronoun. Second, the different choice of pronoun yields 'switch reference'.
When the personal pronoun ji 'he, she' is chosen (cf. (43a», we have the proximate read-
ing, i.e. the pronoun refers to the nominative antecedent. On the other hand, when
(13) See Finer (1985) for a cross-linguistic study of switch reference.
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the demonstrative pronoun az 'that' is used, we get the obviate reading, i.e. the pro-
noun refers to the accusative antecedent in .(43b). Pleh and Radics point out that the
demonstrative pronoun may refer to any non-nominative argument of the verb. The
following sentences examplify this.
In (44) and (45) the object of the verb is an allative argument, while in (46) the
object is assigned delative case by the verb:
(44) a. Pistai odament Ferihezj (O)i/*j nem akarta eszrevenni (ot)j
Steve up-went Frank-ALL he not wanted notice-INFI him
'Steve went up to Frank. He (=Steve) didn't want to notice him.'
b. Pistai odament Ferihezj. AZ*i/j nem akarta.eszrevenni (ot)i
'Steve went up to Frank. That (=Frank) didn't want to notice him.'
(Pleh and Radics 1978: 96)
(45) 'a. A postdsi bement a hdzmesterhezj. (O)i/*j odaadta nekij a kulcsot
the postman went the caretaker-ALL. He gave he-DAT the key-ACC
'The postman went into the caretaker's. He (=the postman) gave him the key.'
b. A postdsi bement a hdzmesterhezj. AZ*i/j odaadta nekij a kulcsot
'The postman went into the caretaker's. That (=the caretaker) gave him the key.'
(Pleh and Radics 1978: 95)
(46) a. A munkasi mar sokat hallott az tij igazgat6rolj' de most (Ohl*j talalkozott velej
new manager-DELAT the worker already a lot heard the but now he met
eloszor
he-INSTR the first time
'The worker had heard a lot about the new manager, but now he (=the wor-
ker) met him for the first time.'
b. A munkasi mar sokat hallott az tij igazgator61j , de most aZ*i/j talalkozott velei
eloszor :
'The worker had heard a lot about the new manager, but now that (=the new
manager) met him for the first time.'
(Pleh and Radics 1978: 98)
Switch Reference emphasizes in two ways that the nominative argument is more
prominent than the other arguments of the verb. First, the switch between the per-
sonal pronoun and demonstrative pronoun may affect only the nominative argu-
ment. The other cases do not participate in this switch. Only the personal variant
may corefer to an accusative (cf. (43», allative (cf. (44», allative (cf. (45», or a dela-
tive NP (cf. (46». Hence, use of the corresponding demonstrative pronouns ahhoz
'that-ALL in (43), azt 'that-ACC' in (44), annak 'that-DAT' in (45), or azzal 'that-
INSTR' in (46) yields an ungrammatical result. Second, the no.minative personal
pronoun may refer to any argument in the preceding sentence, contrary to the de-
monstrative pronoun, which may refer to any argument provided that it is not the
nominative.
The following rule covers Switch Reference in Hungarian:.14
(47) The nominative personal pronoun 0 is coreferential with a nominative argument,
whereas the nominative demonstrative pronoun az is coreferential with a noo-
nominative argument
(14) Warlpiri exhibits a phenomenon which is quite similar to Switch Reference in Hungarian. Simpson
and Bresnan (1983) note that in constructions with obligatory control only the subject argument is accessible
to binding by an argument from another domain, and that the distinction between subject versus non-subject
controller is made by means of person marking suffixes which are attached to the i~finitivals.
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Pleh and Radics (1978) report that, as in English, Switch Reference in Hunga-
rian may also interact with knowlegde of the world, pragmatic factors, grade of acti-
vity, linear order, agency, or number specification, and so on.
Pleh (1982) discusses two construction types in which exactly the reverse of what
is predicted by- this rule occurs, involving (i) constructions with experiencer verbs or
(ii) wIth the existential verb.
(i) Experiencer verbs select an experiencer and a theme argument which are asso-
ciated with the dative and nominative case, respectively (cf. section 3.3.4.). If the
first sentence contains an experiencer verb, the personal pronoun in the second sen-
tence is coreferential with the dative argument (cf. (48a)), and its demonstrative va-
riant is coreferential with the nominative argument (cf. (48b)):
(48) a. A szinesznoneki tetszett a rendezo·j. (O)i/*j minden nap uj 6tleteket adott nekij
the actress-DAT liked the producer. He every day new ideas-ACC gave he-DAT
'The actress liked the producer. She gave him every day new ideas.'
b. A szinesznoneki tetszett a rendezo·j. AZ*i/j minden nap uj 6tleteket adott nekii
'The actress liked the producer. That gave her every day new ideas.'
(ii) A similar exception to the above rule appears with the existential verb van
'be'. Van selects a dative and a nominative argument (cf. Szabolcsi 1981a, and De
Groot 1983b for an analysis of existential clauses with van):
(49) a. ]dnosnaki van bardtjaj. (O)i/*j adott nekij ajandekot
John-DAT is friend-npAGR3sg he gave him present-ACC
'John has a friend. He (=John) gave him a present.'
b. ]dnosnaki van bardtjaj. AZ*i/j adott nekii ajandekot
'John has a friend. That (=his firiend) gave him a present.'
The personal pronoun is coreferential with the dative NP (cf. (49a)). The de-
monstrative pronoun, however, is coreferential with the nominative NP.
The solution of this puzzle is that neither experiencer verbs nor the existential
verb do select an agent. If we assume that rule (47) is conditioned by agency as well,
then it is clear why constructions with experiencer verbs or with the existential verb
constitute an exception to it.
Pleh observes furthermore that linear order may overrule (47) as well. If the nom-
inative antecedent ~f the first part is in sentence-final position, native-speakers tend
to interpret the demonstrative pronoun az as coreferential with it. This tendency is
even stronger in the case of constructions with experiencer verbs or with the existen-
tial verb.
In sum, Switch Reference displays a subject-non-subject opposition captured by
rule (47). However, it becomes visible only if the conditions on agency and linear or-
der do not intervene.
5.3.5. Case Theory
This section examines subject-object asymmetries which are related to Case the-
ory, including the different conjugations of the Hungarian verb (cf. section 5.3.5.1.),
the distribution of small pro (cf. section 5.3.5.2.) and the syntax of ACI-verbs in
Hungarian (cf. section 5.3.5.3.).
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5.3.5.1. The Conjugational Patterns ofthe Hungarian Verb
Subject-object asymmetries with the conjugation of the Hungarian verb involve
(1) the definite and indefinite conjugation, and (11) the verbal suffix -lake
(1) The verb may appear with two different conjugational patterns, namely, the
definite and the indefinite conjugation (cf. section 4.2.1.). The descriptive rule
4.2.(2) captures the distribution of these pattern, here repeated as (1): '
(1) The definite paradigm is triggered in case the accusative object of the verb is de-
finite, otherwise the indefinite paradigm is triggered
The following minimal pair is an example of (1):
.(2) a. Latok egy lanyt b. Latom a lanyt
see-AGR1sg-indef a girl-ACC see-AGRlsg-def the girl-ACC
'I see a girl.' 'I see the girl.'
The definite accusative NP a lanyt (cf. (2b» triggers the definite conjugation,
whereas its indefinite counterpart egy lanyt (cf. (2a») appears with the indefinite con-
jugation.
Compare, now, the conjugational patterns of an intransitive verb (cf. (3a) and
(3b» with the conjugational paradigms of a transitive verb subcategorizing for an
NP with a lexical case (cf. (3c) and (3d»:
(3) a. Egy lany fut-<t> b. A lany fut-<t>
a girl run-AGR3sg-indef the girl run-AGR3sg-indef
'A girl is running.' 'The girl is running.'
c. Beszelek egy lannyal d. Beszelek a hinnyal
speak-AGRlsg-indef a girl-INSTR speak-AGR1sg-indef the girl-INSTR
'I am speaking with a girl.' '1 am speaking with the girl.'
In (3a) and (3b), the conjugational pattern of the agentive intransitive verb Jut is
indefinite, whatever th~ definiteness feature of its nominative subject is. Thus, the
definiteness of a nominative argument of an intransitive verb does not affect the
choice of conjugational pattern. The transitive verb beszil 'speak' which is associated
with a NOM-INSTR case frame occurs with the indefinite conjugation in (3c) and
(3d), although in (3d) its instrumental argument is definite. Obviously, an object ar-
gument other than the accusative, i.e. the instrumental in (3c) and (3d), does not af-
fect the conjugational pattern of the verb. Hence, we conclude that the accusative case
is a neccesary condition for the definite conjugation, besides definiteness.
The question arises whether rule (1) is sensitive to D-structure grammatical func-
tions. Inchoative verbs illustrate that this is not the case but that this rule is sensitive
to surface structure case. 15 Recall that these verbs select a D-structure object which
ends up as the nominatively marked ·subject at surface structure (cf. section 3.3.2.).
If the indefinite/definite alternation were sensitive to D-structure grammatical func-
tions, then the inchoative verb eltiirik 'break' would display the definite conjugation
(15) Unaccusative verbs are not suitable for illustrating the fact that the indefinite/definite pattern of the
verb is not sensitive to the D-structure object. A number of these verbs allow only indefinite arguments (cf.
Szabolcsi 1986f for a discussion of the definiteness effect in Hungarian).
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when it appears with a definite I'JP. 16 In sentence (4b), the object NP az uveg 'the
glass' is definite. Note, however, that eltiirik may only be conjugated indefinitely:
(4) a. Egy iiveg eltor-ott-<f>I*-t-e
a glass break-past-AGR3sg-indef/def
'A glass broke.'
b. Az uveg eltor-ott-<f>/*-t-e
the glass break-past-AGR3sg-indef/def
'The glass broke.'
In conclusion, the subject and the object do not have the same distribution with
respect to the conjugational patterns of the Hungarian verb. The indefinite/definite
alternation of the verbal conjugation singles out the accusative argument of the verb.
This argument is distinct from the other arguments in that it may trigger, when de-
finite, the definite conjugation. So, this dichotomy is rooted in Case theory.
(11) Another instance in which Case theory interacts with the conjugation of the
Hungarian verb is in the case of the verbal suffix -lake The question to which conju-
gational pattern, i.e. the indefinite or definite one, this suffix belongs is a matter of
debate.
Lotz (1976) argues that -lak falls within the indefinite paradigm. This suffix may
only be attached to transitive verbs which appear with NOM-ACC case frame. It re-
flects that the nominative NP is first person singular, and the accusative NP is
second person singular or plural person
Consider, for example, the difference in grammaticality between the verb ldt 'see'
(cf. (Sa)) which is associated with a NOM-ACC case frame and the verb taldlkoz
'meee (cf. (5b)) which is associated with a NOM-INSTR case frame when they are
conjugated with lak:
(5) a. (l~n) hitlak (teged/titeket)
1 see-AGRlsg2sg/pl you(sg)-ACC/you(pl)-ACC
1 see you.'
b. *(l~n) tahHkozlak (teged/titeket)
I meet-AGRlsg2sg/pl you(sg)-ACC/you(pl)-ACC
'I meet you.' .
From a comparison between (5a) and (5b), it follows that verbal suffixation with
this suffix is only allowed by transitive verbs which appear with a nominative and
accusative complement.
5.3.5.2. The Distribution ofSmall pro
The presence of empty categories in the syntactic representation is guaranteed by
an interplay of the Projection Principle and the a-criterion (cf. Chomsky 1986a: 84).
. The licensing of small pro is determined by two sorts of conditions, a structural one
and a contextual one (cf. section 4.2.4.2.).
The first type of constraint is related to government. Small pro is sanctioned if it is
related to a governor which has enough 'strength'. These governors are, for example,
(16) ~ltb'rik is monadic when it is inflected with the passivizer -ik. This suffix is spelled out, however,
only in the third person singular present tense (cf. section 3.3.2.).
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XO-categories which assign a structural Case (cf. Rizzi 1986). The second condition
may be fulfilled only by Infl ifit is specified with rich AGR.
The pro-module is relevant in the present context, because it yields subject-object
asymmetries. Consider again the distribution of pro in Hungarian 4.2.(34), here re-
peated as (6): .
(6) The Distribution ofpro in Hungarian
a. Nominative personal pronouns may be dropped in all persons and numbers
b. Accusative personal pronouns may be dropped oDly in case they are singular. First
and second person pronouns may be dropped with the indefinite conjugation.
Third person pronouns may be dropped only with the definite conjugation
c. Personal pronouns with lexical case may not be dropped
I discussed in section 4.2. the following dichotomies with pro-drop, (1) nomina-
tive and accusative pronouns may be omitted, unlike pronoun.s with lexical case, and
(11) pro-drop with accusative pronouns is conditioned by plurality and definiteness
features. So, in (1) we have an opposition between nominative/accusative and lexical
case, and in (11) we have an opposition between nominative and accusative. Let us
consider first (1).
(1) Recall that the the first opposition has been captured by condition 4.2.(35),
here repeated as (7):
(7) Pronouns in Hungarian may only be dropped if they are assigned structural Case
This condition on pro-drop is formulate.d in terms of Case theory. The opposition
between nominative/accusative Case and le"ical case coincides with the opposition
between structural Case and a-case (cf. section 3.2.1.). In theories on Case-assign-
ment (cf. Chomsky 1981 or Kayne 1984) it i~ assumed that each type of Case is asso-
ciated with a governor holding a separa(e ~tr\lctural position. From this it follows
that structural Case is assigned to a different position than a-case. In section 5.4.1.,
I will argue that structural C~e-assignef&are structurally more prominent than non-
structural Case-assigners.
(11) Another distributional subject-()bject asynlmetry with pro-drop shows up
with nominative and accusative pronoulls.~ Observe from (6) that this phenomenon
with accusative pronouns is more restrict~d than pro-drop with nominative pro-
nouns. Accusative pronouns may only be dropped when they are singular. I argued
that this difference is due to the status of per~onal pronouns in discourse' and the
existence of discourse hierarchies (cf. section 4.2.4.2.). Although this opposition
does not provide direct evidence for the hi~rar(:hicalorganization of Hungarian phrase
structure, it provides at least some circumst.antial evidence. The dichotomy between
nominative and accusative pronouns indicates that the nominative argument and ac-
cusative argument represent separate primitives in the grammar. In that sense it is a
real subject-object asymmetry.
5.3.5.3. ACI-Verhs
Verbs ofperception .like see, and hear and verbs ofpropositional attitude such as consi-
der, and believe may select an Accusativus-cum...Jnfinitivo (ACI). Compare:
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(8) a. I saw [IP John/him cut the brea~]
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b. I consider [IP John/him to be a fool]
Chomsky (1981) attributes the following properties to these constructions.
(i) The ciausal complement may be realized as an embedded infinitive, some-
times in the form of a so-called 'naked' infinitive as in (8a) (cf. Higginbotham
1982), and (ii) these clausal complements are transparent for government and Case-
assignment of a higher verb. According to Chomsky, the latter property is due to the
deletion of the CP."
It is a problem that there is no suitable. Case-assig-ner in the embedded clause
present for its subject. If nothing happened these sentences would be ruled out as a
Case Filter violation (cf. 3.3.(5)). However, the subject of the embedded clause is as-
signed structural accusative Case 'exceptionally' by the matrix verb." This is clear
from the fact that the personal pronoun in the subject position appears in its accusa-
tive form.
Marantz (1984) and Hale and Keyser (1985) argue that the embedded subject re-
ceives a compositional a-role from the embedded VP. Therefore, this subject receives
its Case-features from a different governor than its a-role. A crucial assumption is
that the structural subject position is outside the VP.
Let us turn to the Hungarian equivalents of the sentences in (8):
(9) a. Janost/ot lattam vagni a kenyeret
John-ACC/him saw-AGR1sg cut-INFI the bread-ACC
'I saw Joho/him cut th~ bread.'
b. Janost/ot htilyenek tartom
John-ACC/him fool-DAT consider-AGRlsg
'I consider John/him to be a fool.'
Consider first (9a) which exemplifies an ACI-complement selected by a percep-
tion verb. 17 Observe that although word order is 'free', this complement has exactly
the same properties as its English counterpart. (i) ACI-complements are selected by
a perception verb, and (ii) their subject appears in the accusative case. This suggests"
an analysis along the lines sketched for the English ACI...complement.
The following minimal pair provides some evidence for this:
(10) a. Hallottam/hittam azt [ep hogy (te) megvered ot]
heard-AGR1sg/saw-AGR1sg that-ACC that you beat-AGR2sg him
'I heard/saw that you beat him.' "
(Szabolcsi 1983a: 12)
b. Hallottalak/lattalak [lP teged megverni ot]
heard-AGR1sg2sg/pllsaw-AGR1sg2sg/pL you-ACC beat-INFI him
'I heard/saw you beat him.'
(Szabolcsi 1983a: 13)
(17) E. Kiss (1987a: 62) claims that Hungarian does not display ACI-:.~onstructions. According to E.
Kiss, this provides support for the assumption that Case assignment is thematically based. However, it will
be argued below that Hungarian does display these constructions and that they have similar properties as
their counterparts in English.
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In (lOa), the perception verb selects a full clausal complement. Embedded clauses
introduced by the complementizer hogy are CPs in Hungarian, and a matrix verb
subcategorizing for a CP assigns its Case-features to the 'dummy' demonstrative pro-
noun az 'that' (cf. section 4.5.1). The subject is assigned nominative Case in its em-
bedded clause.
In (lOb), on the other hand, the clausal complement is an ACI. Recall, further-
more, that the suffix -lak agrees with the nominative argument first person and the
accusative argument second person of a transitive verb (cf. section 5.3.5.1.(11». Ob-
serve now that this suffix on the matrix verb agrees with the accusative NP teged
which is the subject of the ACI-complement. Obviously, the NP which is assigned
the structural accusative Case in the domain of the verb may trigger verbal agree-
ment on that verb.
This demonstrates that the subject of an ACI-complement is accessible for the
higher verb. Hence, in sentence (lOb) clausal-reduction from CP to IP must have ap-
plied which makes the embedded subject accessible for structural Case-assignment
by the higher verb. Consequently, the embedded subject agrees with the verbal suf-
fix -lak on the higher verb. Hence, the syntax of ACI-complements in Hungarian
provides evidence for a subject-predicate partitioning of the sentence.
Let us turn now to ACI-constructions selected by verbs of propositional attitude
in Hungarian.
ACI-complements to verbs of propositional attitude have the same properties as
these complements with verbs of perception. However, there is one interesting dif-
ference between these two constructions, as observed by Koml6sy (1985). Koml6sy
notes that the clausal complement of verbs of propositional attitude is not headed by
an infinitive but by an adjective (cf. (9b». So, it might be more appropriate to call
the Hungarian equivalent of (8b) Accusativus-cum-Adjectivo. For convenience, how-
ever, I will continue to speak about ACI-complements in these cases· as well.
The Hungarian construction rather resembles the English construction with
verbs of propositional attitude selecting a small clause (henceforth labelled as S):
(11) I consider [s John/him a fool]
It is unclear why these verbs in Hungarian may not select an infinitive. Accor-
ding to Kom16sy, the adjective functions as a secondary predicate which is incor-
porated into the matrix verb. This yields a complex verb (cf. section 4.4.), because in
neutral sentences the adjective occurs in the VM-position, and it bears dative case.
So, in (9b) 'restructuring' seems to have applied resulting into a monoclausal struc-
ture.
Following the analysis of ACI-complements in 'English, I will relate the accusa-
tive Case of]dnos/iit in this sentence to the matrix verb and its a-role to the secon-
dary predicate. The a-role may be transmitted through chain formation with big
PRO or NP-trace. The precise determination of this is a subject for further research. ls
(18) A syntactic relative of ACI-constructions in Hungarian is the adjective complement selected by rais-
ing verbs: .
(i) J:inos [V' szomorUnak hitszik}
John sad-DAT seem-AGR3sg
'John seems ·sad'
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Recapitulating, the subject NP of an ACI-complement in Hungarian exhibits a
mismatch between Case- and a-assignment. This NP receives its accusative Case
from a matrix governor, which may be a perception verb or a verb of propositional
attitude. lts a-role is assigned compositionally by the lower VP. Exceptional Case-
marking is allowed, because ACI-complements are accessible for Case-assignment of
the higher verb. They have a structural subject position outside the VP just as such
complements in English. The appearance of such complements in Hungarian provi-
des empirical support· for the subject-predicate partitioning of the sentence. Further-
more, they also support the claim that the accusative is a structural Case in Hunga-
rian, similar to accusative Case in English (cf. 3.2.(7b».19
5.3.6. Control Theory
Another domain of subject-object ~symmetries is provided by control theory. This
asymmetry is due to the EPP 3.3.(7), here repeated for convenience as (1):
(1) Clauses must have subjects
In untensed embedded clauses the EPP introduces an empty category in the sub-
ject position functioning as the controllee in control relations. Chomsky (1981: 74-
78) refers to this empty category as big ,PRO.
Chomsky claims that PRO is ungoverned in infinitive clauses, because these clauses
lack an I-node. Koster (1987), on the other hand, argues that PRO may be governed
in such cases. For our purposes, it is sufficient that both approaches assume the pre-
sence of an empty category subject in untensed embedded clauses. This implies a
subject-object asymmetry.
This section examines two phenomena belonging to the domain of control theory
in which subject-object asymmetries appear involving (1) control constructions with
infinitive complements (cf. section 5.3.6.1), and (11) control relations with secondary
predicates (cf. section 5.3.6.2.).
5.3.6.1. Infinitive Compl~ments
Usually, two cases of control are distinguished with infinitive complements,
namely, (i) subject control} and (ii) object control constructions. Consider an example of
each:
This sentence contains a complex verb as well (cf. chapter three, note 32). Note, however, that in such
constructions the raised NP receives its nominative Case from I on the raising verb. There is no other Case as-
signer available. The a-role of the NP must originate from the secondary predicate, since raising verbs do not
assign a-roles. So, (i) displays another instance of a mismatch between Case- and a-assignment.
«(9) Hungarian has also some verbs selecting Dativus-cum-Infinitivo (DCI). Compare, for example, the
DCI-complement of the verb segit 'help':
(i) Segftek UP ]dnosnak/neki csomagolni]
help-AGRlsg John-DAT/he-DAT pack-FI
Cl help John/him to pack.'
If this complement is analysed analoguously to the ACI-complement, then it follows that the dative is a
structural Case as well. Maybe this provides an explanation for the fact that, the prominence of the accusative
over the dative is not so clear always, for example, in the case of reflexive binding (cf. 5.3.4.(8a)-(8d)). (See
section 5.4. for further discussion of the case system in Hungarian).
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(2) a. John promised Bill hp PRO to feed himself]
b. John persuaded Bill [IP PRO to feed himself]
Verbs of the promise-type specify that the controller of PRO is the subject of the
matrix verb, as in (2a). Verbs of the persuade-type. specify that the controller of PRO
is the object of the matrix verb, as in (2b). It has been argued that Hungarian dis-
plays both subject and object control (cf. Ka1man et al. 1984; 1986, E. Kiss 1987a,
and Szabolcsi 1983a). The case of object control is, however, not so clear. Below. I
will argue that it may be tre~ted as an ACI-eonstruction. Consider first some cases of
subject control.
(I) Verbs such as akar 'want', elmegy 'go away',!il 'fear', igyekszik 'strive', imdd 'love',
kell 'must', megprobdl 'try', and szeret 'like' induce subject control. Compare:
(3) a. Janos akarta hltni Marit
John wanted-AGR3sg see-INFI Mary-ACC
']ohn wanted to see Mary.'
b. Peter imadott tancolni Marival
Peter loved-AGR3sg dance-INFI Mary-INSTR
'Peter loved to dance with Mary.'
c. Janosnak kell hlrni Marit
John-DAT'has to-AGR3sg see-INFI Mary-ACC
'John has to see Mary.'
d. KUldom Janost uszni-
send-AGRlsg John-ACC swim-INFI
'I send John to swim.'
Recall that akar 'want' and kell 'have to' trigger 'restructuring' yielding a mono-
clausal structure (cf. section 5.3.2.). This implies that in the surface representation of
(3a) and (3c), PRO would not be present. This entails a violation of the EPP, since S-
role of the infinitival predicate cannot be assigned to the subject.
A violation of the Projection Principle in these cases, however, may be avoided by
adopting a suggestion of Szabolesi (1983a). Szabolcsi relates the presence of PRO to
the assignment of a S-role to the position it occupies. Therefore, if the infinitival
predicate does not assign a a-role to its subject, PRO may be missing. According to
Szabolcsi, (some) subject control verbs precisely create this effect. They absorb the S-
role of the subject of their infinitive complement and bequeathe it to their own sub-
ject. Hence, PRO might be absent from the syntactic representation.
(11) Consider the following sentences:
(4) a. Janos latta Marit enekelni
John saw-AGR3sg Mary-ACC sing-INFI
'John saw Mary singing.'
b. Hagytalak teged jatszani Pistaval
let-AGRlsg2sg you-ACC play-INFI Steve-INSTR
'I let you play with Steve.'
I analysed the infinitive complements of verbs of perception and propositional at-
titude, like enged 'let', hagy 'let', hall 'hear', hiv 'call', hoz 'bring', and ldt 'see'~ as ACI-
complements (ef. section 5.3.5.3.). Hence, the sentences in (4) have a structure as in (5):
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The reason I treated this group of verbs in a way comparable to ACI-verbs in En-
glish, was because they display similar syntactic properties as their ACI-counterparts
in English.
Szabolcsi (1983a), on the other hand, regards the complements of these verbs as
object control complements. Szabolcsi assumes that the accusative NP is a direct ar-
gument of the matrix verb associated w,ith a PRO subject in the infinitive comple-
ment. So, according to Szabolcsi, the sentences in (4) have the following 'structure
(bracketing is mine):
(6) a. Janos latta Marit [IP PRO enekelni]
b. Hagytalak teged UP PRO jatszani Pistaval]
Szabolcsi argues that an object control analysis -in these cases is supported by
the fact that the Hungarian construction does not merely require a'direct perception
of the action denoted by the matrix predicate but also a direct perception of the en-
tity carrying out the action denoted by the embedded predicate. This can, however,
easily be incorporated into the ACI-analysis by adopting Williams' (1983) extension
of the theory of 8-assignment.
Williams argues that an NP may be assigned different 8-roles providing that
each 8-role is assigned by a different a-role assigner. 2o Of course, it remains to be ex-
plained why the subject of an ACI-complement in Hungarian receives two a-roles
but not in English. I will leave this dichotomy for further rese~rch. So, there, is not
much reason to assume that the syntactic representation of the cases in (4) contain a
PRO subject.
Summarizing, the EPP provides an empty category, i.e. PRO, in the subject posi-
tion of infinitive complements which is accessible for control by an NP of a higher
domain. Hungari~n displays only, subject control. Control phenomena arise only if
there is a subject-predicate dichtomy of the sentence. Hen~e, the presence of these
phenomena is an argument for the subject-predicate partitioning of the sentence.
5.3.6.2. Secondary Predicates
Another construction type in which control theory is supposed to be operative is
secondary predication, the so-called {small' clause. Compare:
(7) John eats naked
This sentence contains a secondary predic~te, the adjective naked. It attributes a
property to the subject NP John. In the literature, two kinds of analyses have been
proposed for secondary predication, (1) Chomsky (1981) and ~towell (1982), and (11)
Williams (1980; 1983). Let us first consider the Chomsky-Stowell approach.
(1) Chomsky and Stowell argue that the secondary predicate in (7) heads a small
clause which has a PRO subject analogously to the subject of infinitive complements:
(8) John eats [5 PRO naked]
(20) Note that this theory violates the uniqueness condition on 8-assignment in 3.2.(2) or 4.6.(26). There-
fore, Williams' suggestion remains somewhat controversial.
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This clause does not contain I, and thus its PRO subject is accessible for a contro-
ller of a higher domain, i.e.]ohn in (8).
This analysis is supported by the fact that the subject of a secondary predicate
may be overtly present in syntax if the grammar provides a mode to sanction the
Case of the lexical subject in the small clause parallel to infinitive constructions:
(9) a. I saw bpJohn to be sad] b. I consider [IPJohn to be a fool]
c. John seems bp - to be saq]
The matrix verb in (9a) and (9b) is· an ACI-verb, and the matrix verb in (9c) is a
raising predicate.
The embedded subjects in (9) are sanctioned for Case in the following manner.
ACI-verbs are lexically specified for makIng their embedded domain accessible for
government and Case-assignment (cf. section 5.3.5.3.). Hence, the embedded sub-
ject John in (9a) and (9b) is assigned accusative Case and may therefore remain in-
situ. In (9c), a violation of the Case Filter is avoided, because a raising predicate
allows movement of the embedded subject]ohn to the matrix subject where it is as-
signed nominative Case by I.
Note that exactly the same analysis is applied to small clauses. The only difference
is that the embedded VP in (9) is replaced by an AP in (lOa) and (10c) and by an
NP in (lOb):
(10) a. I saw [sJohn sad] b. I consider [sJohn a fool] c. John seems [s - sad]
Again, the embedded subject of these constructions cannot be Case-marked with-
in its own clause by absence of a suitable Case-assigner. The constructions are saved,
however, in the same way as the' ones in (9).
(11) An alternative to the Chomsky-Stowell analysis is elaborated in Williams
(1980; 1983). According to ~illiams, the relation between a secondary predicate
and its contoller is restricted by the theory of Predication.
Predication states that a predicate may be rel~ted to its controller if the controller
c-commands the predicate. So, under this theory, the sentence in (7) receives the fol-
lowing analysis:
(11 ) John eats naked
Thus the control relation is established directly without making reference to an
embedded PRO.
At this place, I will not take a decision in favor of one of the analyses of secon-
dary predication. I will adopt, however, the following structural condition on this phe-
nomenon relevant to both approaches, namely:
(12) A secondary predicate can be controlled by a 'lexical NP if it is c-commanded by
that lexical NP
Let us turn to a discussion of secondary predication in Hungarian. This pheno-
menon has been studied by Kom16sy (1985). According to Kom16sy, secondary pre-
dicates mayor may not belong to the PAS of the verb. The former case is an instance
of argumental secondary predication, and the latter is an instance of adjunctival secon-
dary predication. Let us first examine argumental secondary predication.
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(1) Koml6sy (1985) points out that argumental secondary predicates are seman-
tically selected by the verb and are marked with a case-suffix~ According to Kom-
16sy, there are a couple of case-suffixes such as the translative, formalis, or essive en-
dings whose primary fu~ction is to reflect secondary predication. Consider:
(13) J anos juta11iZul kapott egy oklevelet
John reward-ESSreceived a diploma-ACC
'As a reward.John was given a diploma.'
(Kom16sy 1985: 59)
Koml6sy observes furthermore that in their neutral order secondary arguinental
predicates must be left-adjacent to the verb and may not be modified by an article.
Koml6sy concludes therefore that these predicates occupy the VM-position and form
with the verb a V'-constituent (see, section 4.4.1.).
Resultative predicates are a good example of secondary predication. Resultative pre-
dicates denote the new quality or property of an argument which it acquires as a result
of the event denoted by the verb. They are selected. by verbs of change such as lesz
'turn into', vdlik 'become', or alakul 'grow 1 •
Resultative nouns are assigned translative case, and resultative adjectives are
usually marked ablatively:
(14) a. Janos (*a) j6 mernokke valt
John the good engineer-TRANS became-AGR3sg
"John became a good engineer.'
b. Mad (*a) pirosra festette a falat
Mary the red-SUBL painted-AGR3sg the wall-ACC
'Mary painted the wall red.'
·(Koml6sy 1985: 61)
These verbs are obligatorily specified for a secondary predicate in their PAS.
Verbs of change ofstate, or contact, however, may only optionally select a secondary
predicate. Consider the pairs in «15a), (ISb» and «16a), (16b»:
(15) a. Mari fozi a krumplit
Mary cook-AGR3sg the potatoe-ACC
'Mary cooks the potatoe.'
b. Mari peppe fozte a krumplit
Mary pulp-TRANS cooked-AGR3sg·the potatoe-ACC
'Mary cooked the potatoe to a pulp.'
(Kom16sy 1985: 62)
(16) a. Janos veri Petert b. Janoslaposra verte Petert
John beat-AGR3sg Peter-ACC John flat-SUBL beat-AGR3sg Peter-ACC
'John is beating Peter.~· John beat Peter to pulp.'
.(Kom16sy 1985: 62)
Let us consider the Hungarian equivalents of the English constructions in
which the overt lexical subject of a small clause is sanctioned for Case (cf. (10»:
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(17) a. Janost szomomnak lattam b. Janost hiijenek tartom
John-ACC sad-DAT saw-AGRlsg John-ACC fool-DAT consider-AGRlsg
'1 saw John sad.' '1 consider John a fool.'
c. Janos szomorunak latszik/tiinik
John sad-DAT appeared-AGR3sg/seemed-AGR3sg
'John seems sad.'
Recall that ACI-complements of the verbs of propositional attitude the infinitive
is replaced by a dative marked adjective (cf. 5.3.5.(9b». This adjective appears in the
VM-position. A dative marked adjective also occurs when perception verbs (cf. (17a»
and raising verbs (cf. (17b» select a small clause complement. With Koml6sy (1985),
I will assume that the dative case in these sentences belongs to the PAS of the verb,
similarly as the instances of the secondary predicates in the examples (13)-(16).
Let us attempt to make some generalizations over the above examples. First, as
noted by Kom16sy (1985), lexical properties of the predicate govern the selection of
the secondary predicates and the determination of their controller. Second, only nom-
inative and accusative arguments of the verb, or D-structure subjects (cf. (17» may
act as controllers with this phenomenon. The nominative NP functions as a control-
ler in case the secondary predicate is obligatorily selected as in (13) and (14a), while
in (14b) and (15) the accusative argument is lexically designated as controller, even
if a suitable nominative controller is present, see, for example (14b).
According to Williams (1980), the c-command condition on Predication is a
necessary condition but not a sufficient one. Both lexical and syntactic factors may
determine the establishment of a predication relation. The structural constraint
implies that nominative and accusative NPs, or the D-structure subject of small
clauses, must be higher in the syntactic tree than the secondary predicate, otherwise
the c-command condition is violated. If the secondary predicates in (13)-(17) are in-
herent parts of the PAS of the verb, then both the (nominative) subject and the (ac-
cusative) object have structural prominence over an complement with lexical case,
i.e. a translative, dative, sublative, essive, etc. argument of the verb.
Let us turn to a discussion of adjunctival secondary predication.
(11) Williams (1980) observes that sentences containing an adjunctival secondary
predicate in English may be ambiguous:
(18) a. John painted the door wet b. John saw Mary drunk
Williams points out that (18a) and (18b) have a reading in which the secondary
predicates we~ and drunk may be controlled either by the subject or by the object.
Under the first reading the state of the subject is indicated. In (18a)John is attri-
buted the property of being wet, and in (18b)John is attributed the property of being
drunk. Under the second reading of (18a) the door becomes wet as a result of John's
painting, while in (18b) Mary is in the state of being drunk.
According to Williams, these ambiguities are due to the fact that secondary pre-
dicates may.be attached either to IP (labelling is mine), or to the VP. In the former
case, only the subject qualifies as a controller, while in the latter case the secondary
predicate is controlled by the object. This is in accordance with (12).
Consider now the Hungarian equivalents of the sentences in (18):
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(19) a. Janos vizesen festette az ajt6t
John wet-adv painted-AGR3sg the door-ACC
John painted the door wet.'
b. Janos vizesre festette az ajtot
John wet-SUBL painted-AGR3sg the door-ACC
'John painted the door wet. I •
(20) a. [NPJanos [Cp aki ittas volt]] latta Marit
John who drunk was saw-AGR3sg Mary-ACC
John saw Mary drunk. ,-
b. Janos ittasan latta Marit
John drunk-adv saw-AGR3sg Mary-ACC
'John saw Mary drunk. ~
As may be observed from these sentences, Hungarian disambiguates the readings
associated with the English sentences in (18). The (a)-sentences represent the read-
ings of (18) in which the subject acts as the controller, while the (b)-sentences repre-
sents the readings of (18) in which the object acts as the controller.
The subject reading of (18a) is expressed in Hungarian by adding to the stem of
the adjective vizes the adverbial marker (adv) -enJ whereas the object reading of (18b)
is formed by incorporating the adjective into the PAS of the verb as in (14b). The
subject reading of (18b) cannot be expressed with a secondary predicate. A relativi-
zation strategy has to be chosen instead, while the object reading of (18b) is expres-
sed with the help of the adverbializer just as the reading of (18a).
It is unclear why Hungarian disambiguates the readings associated with adjunc-
tival secondary predication in English.21 An account for the individual readings, how-
eve-r, maY.,run along the following lines.
Koml6sy (1985) notes that some secondary predicates may belong to the PAS of
the verb that also selects the argument of which they state a property. According to
Koml6sy, argumental secondary predicates are semantically much closer to the verb
than adjunctival secondary predicates. Adjuncts attribute merely a property of the
argument without affecting the event denoted by the predicate. Consider the follow-
ing pairs:
(21) a. Janos darabokra torte a vazat
John pieces-SUBL broke-AGR3sg the vase-ACC
'John broke the vase into pieces.'
b. *Janos vizesrelszarazra/iiresre torte a vazat
John wet-SUBL/dry-SUBL/empty-SLTBL broke-AGR3sg the vase-ACC
(21) Hale and Laughren (1983) and Simpson (1983) observe that in Warlpiri this phenomenon occurs as
well. In that language case congruence indicates over which NP the secondary predicate is predicated. Compare:
(i) a. Jakamarra yani pamajangka
J akamarra-ABS IMP go alcohol-source-ABS
1akamarra is going drunk. J
b. Jakamarrarlu Napaljarri pakarnu pamajangkarlu
Jakamarra-ERG Napaljarri-ABS hit alcohol-SOURCE-ERG
1akamarra hit Napaljarri drunk. J
c. Jakamarrarlu Napaljarri pakarnu pamajangka
Jakamarra-ERG Napaljarri-ABS hit alcohol-SOURCE-ABS
'Jakamarra hit Napaljarri drunk.'
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(22) a. Janos darabokban hozta be a vazat
John pieces-INESS brought-AGR3sg in the vase-ACC
'John brought in the vase into pieces.)
b. Janos vizesen/szarazon/uresen hozta be a vazat
John wet-adv/dry-adv/empty-adv brought-AGR3sg in the vase-ACe
'John brought in the vase wet/dry/empty.)
(Kom16sy (1985), 58)
The verb tfir 'break' selects a secondary predicate with a specific meaning. The-
refore, an argumental secondary predicate indicated by the sublative case is allo-
wed (cf. (21a)). However, an adjuQct with the inessive case is prohibited (cf.
(21 b)). The verb hoz 'bring' does not put selectional restrictions on its secondary
predicate. Therefore, adjuncts may function as secondary predicates much more
freely with this verb (cf. (22))
We can translate Komlosy's observations into structural terms as follows. An
argumental secondary predicate must be attached to the VP, and an adjunct may
be adjoined either to the VP, or to IP. This largely depends on idiosyncratic lexical
factors. If these assumptions are correct, it is explained why the argumental secon-
dary predicate in (19b) is controlled by the accusative argument, and why the ad-
junctival secondary predicate may be controlled either by the subject in (19a), or
by the object in (20b). The assumption of a VP node and c-command restriction
(12) are crucial in explaining the ambiguity of the English examples (18). Note
that these assumptions are relevant in covering the difference between argumental
and adjunctival secondary predication in Hungarian as well.
In (19a), the adjunctival secondary predicate vizesen is adjoined to IP. Hence,
because of.the c-command condition on Predication, its controller can only be the
subject NP. In (20b), the adjunctival secondary predicate is adjoined to VP, and it
is predicated over the object NP. In (19b), the argumental secondary predicate vi-
zesre is attached to the VP, and it is controlled by the object NP.
Note that in (19b) and (20b) both the subject and the object satisfy the c-com-
mand condition. The fact that 'the argumental secondary predicate in (19b) and the
adjunctival secondary predicate ip. (20b) are controlled by the object but not by the
subject NP follows from Williams' (1980) additional lexical restriction on Predication:
(23) If a secondary predicate is in the VP, then this secondary predicate is predicated
of the theme of V
The transitive verbs jest 'paint' in (19b) and ldt 'see' in (20b) belong to the
agent-theme class. This type of verbs assigns its accusative object a theme by rule
3.2.(3a). Hence, the secondary predicates vizesre and ittasan are predicated over the
object NP. The subject and object oriented readings associated with the adjunctival
secondary predicates in (19a) and (20b) demonstrate that adjuncts may be more fre-
ely attached to the VP and IP than argumental secondary predicates. Hence, this
dichotomy shows that argumental predicates always occupy a position under VP,
unlike adjuncts of secondary predication.22
(22) Koml6sy (1985) and De Groot (1987) discuss another type of adjunctival predication in Hungarian,
the so-called predicative verbal adverbial construction. These predicates are formed by adding the adverbial
participle suffix -valve to the verbal stem:
(i) Az ajt6 be van csukva
the door prefix is close-suffix
'The door is closed.'
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Recapitulating, I argued that secondary predication is restricted by the distri-
bution of the verbal arguments. Only nominative and accusative NPs may func-
tion as controllers of an argumental secondary predicate. This type 6f secondary
predicate is incorporated into the PAS of the verb. This may be observed from the
fact that it bears a lexical case. From theories on secondary predication (cf.
Chomsky 1981, Stowell 1982, and Williams 1980; 1983), it follows that the no-
minative and accusative NPs must be structurally superior to the argumental pre-
dicate. Hungarian resolves ambiguities between a subject and an object oriented
reading, which occur with secondary predication in English, with adjunctival se-
condary predication, argumental secondary predication, or relativization. It must
be admitted that some properties of secondary predication are not completely un-
derstood at the present state of research, like the difference between English and
Hungarian with the incorporation of secondary predicates into the PAS of the
verb, or the disambiguation of readings associated with adjunctival secondary pre-
dication. However, the Hungarian counterparts corresponding to the subject and
object oriented readings in English show that argumental secondary predicates- are
attached to the VP. Th'e distribution of adjunctival secondary predicates, on the
other hand, is much freer. In order to derive the readings related to argumental
and adjunctival secondary predication, the assumption of a VP is crucia1. 23
5.3.7. Wh-Module
Here, I will focus on subject-object asymmetries with Wh-movement'in ,Hunga-
rian. These asymmetries occur in long Wh-movement (cf. section 5.3.7.1.), and in a
phenomenon that is contingent on Wh-movementJ namely, parasitic gaps (cf. 5.3.7.2.).
5.3.7.1. The Distribution o/Long Wh-movement
Consider the following instances of long Wh-movement:
(1) a. *Kilkit gondolsz hogy t hitta Vil~t ,
who-NOM/-ACC think-AGR2sg that saw-AGR3sg Bill~ACC
'Who do you think saw Billt
b. Kit gondolsz hogy Viii hitott t
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that Bill saw-AGR3sg
'Who do you think that Bill saw?'
c. Kinek gondolod hogy Janos konyvet adott t
who-DAT think-AGR2sg that John book-ACC gave-AGR3sg
'To who do you think that John gave a book?' '
d. Kivel szeretned hogy Mari beszeljen t
who-INSTR like-COND-AGR2sg that Mary speak-SUBJ~AGR3sg
'With whom would you like that Mary should speak?'
e. Kito'l gondolod hogy Mari konyvet kapott t -
who-ABL think-AGR2sg that Mary book-ACC got-AGR2sg
'From who do you think that Mary got a book?'
Further, Kom16sy distinguishes a stative construction and a perfective dynamic passive depending on the
coupe used. Judging from the examples in the references above, this adverbial predicate may only be control-
led by a nominative NP which may be ei~her an agent, or an underlying theme object. This state of affairs
arises if the adverbial predicate is attached to lP, and is controlled at S-structure. Hence, this construction
type provides another argument for the claim that the nominative NP is the external argument.
(23) Hale and Laughren (1983) and SiJnpson (1983) report that extension of the semantic definition of a
basic predicate is a very productive rule in Warlpiri. The syntactic concomitant of these 'adjunctions' is al...;
ways a secondary predicate.
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Long Wh-movement is restricted by dialectal and idiolectal factors. Roughly,
there are two dialects to which I will refer in the remainder as Hungarian I and
Hungarian 11.
(1) Hungarian 1
E. Kiss (1981a), Horvath (1981), and Szabolcsi (personal communication) report
that they find long Wh-movement completely acceptable in Hungarian. This phe-
nomenon seems to be especially frequent in the spoken language (cf. De Groot
1981c, Szalamin 1978, and Zolnay 1926).
E. Kiss (1982b) observes that a subject-object asymmetry turns up in long Wh-
movement. According to E. Kiss, an extracted nominative Wh-phrase ends up accusa-
tively marked (cf. (la», whereas an accusative Wh-phrase retains its case during the
derivation (cf. (lb». Furthermore, E. Kiss observes that extracted Wh-phrases with
lexical case take their Case-feature along.
The verbs ad 'give', beszel 'speak', and kap 'get' subcategorize for a dative, instru-
mental, and ablative NP, respectively. The case-endings on the extracted Wh-phrases
correspond to the subcategorized cases of these verbs in (lc)-(le).
So, only a nominative Wh-phrase undergoes a Case change when it is fronted by
Wh-movement. Comrie (1981, 155) and Van der Auwera (1984, 260) observe the
same with long relativization, a syntactic relative of long Wh-movement. 24 This phe-
nomenon is derived by Wh-fronting of the relative pronoun:
(2) a. A fiu *akilakit mondtam hogy t elvette a penzt
the boy who-NOM/-ACC said-AGRlsg that away-took-AGR3sg the money-ACC
'The boy that I said took away the money.'
b. A penzt amit mondtam hogy a fiu elvett t
the money-ACC which-ACC said-AGRlsg that the boy away-took-AGR3sg
'The boy that I said took away the money.)
c. A fiu akinek gondolod hogy]anos konyvet adott t
the boy who-DAT think-AGR2sg that John book-ACC gave-AGR3sg
'The boy that you think that John gave a book to.'
d. A· fiu akivel szeretned hogy beszeljen t
the boy who-INSTR like-COND-AGR2sg that speak-SUBJ-AGR3sg
'The boy that you would like that he should speak with.'
e. A fiu akito1 gondolod hogy Mari konyvet kapott t
the boy who-ABL think-AGR2sg that Mary book-ACC got-AGR3sg
'The boy that you think that Mary got a book from.'
This paradigm shows that a non-nominative relative pronoun (ef. (2b)-(2e», un-
like the nominative one (cf. (2a», takes along its Case _assigned in the embedded
clause when raised into the matrix sentence.
(24) Keenan and Comrie (1977) propose an accessibility hierarchy for relativization. According to Kee-
nan and Comrie, this phenomenon is restricted by the following hierarchy:
(i) Subject > direct object > non-direct object > possessor
This hierarchy is only respected by simple sentences. Comrie (1981: 154) points out that embedded
clauses do not have to obey (i). For example, long Wh-movement and relativization in Hungarian do not pat-
tern as in (i), but rather as in (iD, the reverse of (i):
(ii) Lexical case (non-direct object) > accusative (direct object) > nominative (subject)
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In chapter six, I will consider the mechanism of this Case change in more detail.
Here, it is sufficient to indicate how it is related to the configurationality of phrase
structure.
Theories on Case-assignment (see, for example, Chomsky 1981 or Kayne 1984)
assume that some maximal projections, like VP, are opaque for Case-assignment by a
higher governor. Other maximal projections, however, may be transparent for Case-
assignment by a higher governor. For example, the IP is transparent for accusative
Case-assignment in A.C.I.-complements (cf. section 5.3.5.3.) and the CP displays
this property in long Wh-movement (cf. Kayne 1984). Hence, only complements
which are base-generated outside the VP may undergo a Case change.
The Case change of the nominative NP with long Wh-movement implies, then,
that it is base-generated outside the VP, and that the non-nominative NPs are base-
generated within the VP. This distinction can only be made if the phrase structure
in Hungarian has a configurational structure with a separate VP.
(11) Hungarian 11
Other native-speakers, for example Koml6sy (1986), reject cases of long Wh-mo-
vement in Hungarian entirely, or accept them only quite marginally. For the latter
group there is even an accessibility hierarchy observable.
The grammaticality of this phenomenon decreases in the order· «lc), (Id), (le» >
(1 b) > (la), and the grammaticality of long relativization decreases from «2c), (2d),
(2e» > (2b) > (2a). This means we have the following accessibility hierarchy:
(3) Accessibility Hierarchy for Long Wh-movement in Hungarian
DAT, INSTR, ABL > ACC > NOM.
The cut off point for grammaticality in this hierarchy is at the first '>' symbol.
The opposition between grammaticality and ungrammaticality in this dialect coin-
cides with the opposition between lexical case and structural Case~
(4) Lexical case> *structural Case
Thus, the following generalization in terms of Case theory emerges for speakers
of Hungarian 11 who allow long Wh-movement:
(5) Long Wh-movement in Hungarian 11 is licit if the Wh- antecedent bears lexical case
This restriction is the exact reverse of the condition on pro-drop in Hungarian
(cf. 4.2.(34» which states that pronouns in Hungarian may only be dropped if they
are assigned structural Case. 1 argued in section 3.2.1. that the opposition between
nominative/accusative Case and lexical case coincides with the opposition between
structural Case and a-case in Hungarian. If there is a matching between the type of
Case and structural positions in the phrase structure, as is assumed in theories on
Case (cf. Chomsky 1981, Kayne 1984), then condition (5) reflects that the phrase
structure of Hungarian has a configurational structure.
Summarizing, long Wh-movement is subject to dialectal variation, probably in
the form of a continuum. I labelled these dialects Hungarian I and Hungarian 11. In
chapter six, I will suggest that dialectal variation with long Wh-movement is rela-
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ted to a parameter, namely, ±move Who The positive option of this parameter allows
long Wh-movement, apart from the Case change phenomenon, without exception,
whereas its negative option accepts it rather marginally.
Anderson and Kvam (1984) report a similar variation with long Wh-movement
in German. Taking into account the fact that both Hungarian and German have a
relatively 'rich' case-system, it seems reasonable to search for an explanation of this
variation in terms of Case theory. I will return to this topic later on.
In conclusion, in both dialects subject-object asymmetries show up. In Hunga-
rian I, the fronted nominative Wh-phrase undergoes a Case change, and in Hunga-
rian IIJ for those speakers who accept long Wh-movement at all, only Wh-phrases
with a lexical case may be extracted. I have argued that both asymmetries are due to
Case theory. The former asymmetry is related to the opacity of maximal projections
for a higher Case-governor, whereas the latter one is related to the one-to-one mat-
c4ing between type of Case and structural positions. The distribution of long Wh-
movement in Hungarian makes it clear that its phrase structure displays a hierarchi-
cal organization.
5.3.7.2. The Distribution ofParasitic Gaps
In the literature, it has been observed that the distribution of parasitic gaps in
English yields a- subject-object asymmetry:
(6) a. *You put away the papers [before reading e]
b. *The papers fell off the table [before you read e]
c. Which papers did you put away t [before reading e]
d. *Which papers t fell off the table [before you read e]
Chomsky (1982) notes that parasitic gaps, in these sentences indicated byeJ have
to obey the following two descriptive conditions: 2s
(7) a. Parasitic gaps are contingent on Wh-movement, and
b. Parasitic gaps may not be c-commanded by the Wh-trace
Absence of Wh-movement accounts for the ungrammaticality of (6a) and (6b).
The difference in grammaticality between (6c) and (6b) is subsumed by restriction
(7b). The trace of the subject Wh-phrase in (6d), unlike the trace of the object Wh-
phrase in (6c), c-commands the parasitic gap in the adjunct phrase. Hence, sentence
(6d) but not (6c) is ungrammatical. Let us consider the distribution of parasitic gaps
in Hungarian. Because of condition (7a), constructions with such gaps can be tested
at best by relying on the judgements of speakers of Hungarian I. Recall that this
dialect allows long Wh-rnovement quite easily. ,
E. Kiss (1985) observes that precisely the same pattern of grammaticality occurs
with parasitic gaps in the Hungarian equivalents of (6):
(25) With Koster (1987: 360), I will assume that parasitic gaps are subject to the usual anti-c-command
requirement.
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(8) a. *Eltetted az iratokat [mielott elolvast,H volna e]
away-put-AGR2sg-def the papers-ACC before read-AGR2sg-indef had
b. *Leestek az iratok az asztalr61 [mielott elolvasta] volna e]
off-fell-AGR3pl-indef the papers the table-DELAT before read-AGR2sg-indefhad
c. Milyen iratokat tettel el [mielott elolvastal volna e]
what papers-ACC put-AGR2sg-indef away before read-AGR2sg-indef had
d. *Milyen iratok estek le az asztalr61 [mielott elolvastal volna e]
what papers fell-AGR3pl-indef off the table-DELAT before read-AGR2sg-indefhad
One could argue that the positions e in these sentences do not contain a parasitic
gap but a small pro, since Hungarian is a pro-drop language. The grammaticality of
(8c) would then be due to the presence of a small pro rather than to Wh-movement.
The spelling out of an overt pronoun in English has a similar effect. It turns the
ungrammatical sentences in (6) into grammatical ones:
(9) a. You put away the papers [before reading them]
b. The papers fell off the table [before you read them]
c. Which papers did you put away t [before reading them]
d. Which papers t fell off the table [before you read them]
However, there are two arguments which contradict the small pro hypothesis.
First, the assumption ofpro cannot explain the difference in grammaticality between
«8a), (Bb), (8d» and (Bc). Secondly, the distribution of e does not correspond with
the diagnostics of accusative pro-drop. Third person accusative pronouns may only be
omitted if they are singular, and trigger definite conjugation on the verb (cf.
4.2.(34b». In (8), the Wh-antecedent is plural and the embedded verb displays in-
definite conjugation. Therefore, a small pro, unlike an overt plural pronoun, may not
even appear when the conjugation of the embedded verb is changed into definite.
Compare the counterparts of (Ba) and (8C):26 .
(10) a. Eltetted az iratokat [mielott elolvastad volna *(b:ket)]
away-put-AGR2sg-def the papers-ACC before read-AGR3sg-def had hem
b. Milyen iratokat tettel el [mielott elolvastad volna *(b:ket)
what papers-ACC put-AGR2sg-indef away before read-AGR2sg-defhad them
Therefore, it may safely be concluded that the examples (8) involve parasitic gaps
and that a subject-object asymmetry turns up with this phenomenon in Hungarian
as well, at least in Hungarian 1.
E. Kiss (1985) and Horvath (1987) note· furthermore that other quantificational
NPs than Wh-phrases may also license parasitic gaps and that subject-object asym-
metries occur in these constructions, too. This supports the hypothesis that quanti-
fiers in Hungarian are moved into non-A-positions in the Quantifier Field (cf.
2.1.(28£), just as focussed NPs, since only such NPs may license parasitic gaps (cf.
EngdahI1984):
(26) For speakers of Hungarian 11, who accept long Wh-movement only marginally, these sentences with
an overt pronoun are the only grammatical alternants. Sentences of the type (Bc) are a question mark at best
for such speakers. (See, also section 6.7.1. for a discussion of dialectal variation with the distribution of paras-
itic gaps in Hungarian).
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(11) a. Minden iratot elveszltett t meg [mielott elolvasott volna e]
every paper-ACC lost-AGR3sg-indef still before read-AGR3sg-indef had
'He lost every paper before he had read.'
b. *Elveszftett minden iratot meg [mielott elolvasott volna e]
lost-AGR3sg-indef every paper-ACCstill before read-AGR3sg-indef had
CE. Kiss 1985, (Sa))
5.3.8. Quantification Theory
This section investigates the syntactic and semantic properties of constructions
containing numeral quantificational NPs. It turns out that with these constructions a
subject-object asymmetry shows up. Before discussing adverbial numeral NPs, I will
first concentrate on argumen-tal numeral NPs.
(1) Consider the following sentence from English:
(1) Two boys stole three apples
This sentence contains a subject and an object numeral NP.
De Meij (1982; 1983) observes that two readings are associated with (1). In the
distributive reading, the predicate stole three apples is applied to each of the boys indi-
vidually. Therefore the number of the apples stolen is minimally three and maxi-
mally six. On the other hand, in the total reading the two plural NPs indicate mere-
ly the size of sets involved, namely, two boys and three apples. Therefore the number
of apples stolen in this case is maximally three. 27
Let us consider the Hungarian equivalent of this sentence:28
(2) Ket flu lopott hdrom almat
two boy stole-AGR3sg three apple-ACC
In contrast to its English counterpart, the Hungarian word by word equivalent
only has a total reading. The number of the apples stolen is maximally three. In or-
der to derive the distributive reading of the English sentence another strategy may
be chosen, namely, by reduplication of the adnomina.J numeral in the accusative NP:29
(3) Ket fiu lopott hdrom-hdrom alinat
two boy stole-AGR3sg three-three apple-ACe
Example (3) implies that six apples were stolen~
(27) See Higginbotham and May (1981) for the derivation of total and distributive readings with the
assumption of LE
(28) A nominal head is singular in Hungarian if it is modified by a countable adnominal phrase.
(29) Besides reduplication, other strategies with the same effect may be chosen as well. (i) The adnominal
numeral in the nominative NP may be modifi~d by the adnominal quantifier mind it 'all the':
(i) Mind a ket fiu lopott harom almat
all the two boy stole-AGR3sg three apple-ACC
'Two boys stole three apples each.'
or, (ii) by focllssing the nominative NP, as Anna Szabolcsi (personal communication) brings to my atten-
tion:
(ii) [P Kec fiu} lopoct harom almat
two boy stole-AGR3sg three apple-ACC
'Two bqys stole three apples each.'
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Reduplication of the adnominal numeral in the nominative NP, if possible at all,
does not render the distributive reading of the English sentence (1). For those native-
speakers who accept this, it has the effect of turning the two boys into two sets of two
boys. Hence, the numeral distributes phrase-internally over its head. The number of
apples stolen, however, remains three as in (2). This yields a total reading only:
(4) Ket-ket fiil lopott harom almat
two-two boy stole-AGR3sg three apple-ACC
'Two groups of two boys stole (maxima.lly) three apples.'
According to De Meij, whom I will follow here, distributivity is a property of
the PAS. A distributive reading can be obtained by distributing the property of the
predicate over the members of the set denoted by the subject individually. From this
it follows that this phenomenon involves a subject-predicate partitioning of the sen-
tence. In Hungarian, this subject-object asymmetry is even spelled out overtly by
means of a morpholexical device, that is, by reduplicating the adnominal modifier in
the object NP.
Distributivity also provides empirical evidence for the internal partitioning of
the VP. Compare the following example with the tryadic verb give:
(S) Ttfo hoys gave four apples to three girls
This sentence may have at least the following three readings. Besides the total re-
ading in which maximally four apples are given to three girls, (5) may have the follow-
ing two distributive readings.
First, the property denoted by the direct object and the verb distributes over the
members of the set denoted by the subject individually. The number bf the apples
given is in that case minimally four and maximally eight. Second, the property de-
noted by the object and the verb distributes over the indirect object. The number of
apples given is then minimally four and maximally twelve.
The word by word equivalent of this sentence in Hungarian has again only a total
reading:
(6) Kit fid adott negy almat hdrom ldnynak
two boy gave-AGR3sg four apple-ACC three girl-DAT
'Two boys gave (maximally) four apples to three girls.'
Reduplication of the' numeral in the accusative NP negy almat results in the se-
cond distributive reading, that is, the property of the direct object and the verb may
only distribute over the indirect object:
(7) Ket fiil adott harom lanyn~k n(gy-negy almat
two boy gave-AGR3sg three girl-DAT four-four apple-ACC
'Two boys gave four apples to three girls ~;lch.'
Thus, the distributive reading with -tryadic v,~rQs in Hungarian is more restricteq
than in English. It involves only the non-nominative NPs.
De Meij's account of distributivity is based on. ~ornpositionality. A property of' a
subphrase, i.e. the VP, of the clause distributes over ~he subject. If this approach i~
correct, then the object and the verb constitute a subphrase, probably a V', when a
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tryadic verb has a distributive reading. This subphrase distributes over the indirect
object VP-internally.
(11) Adverbial distributive numerals provide further empirical evidence for the
subject-predicate partitioning of the clause. The adverbial distributive numerals
hdrmasdval (three-INSTR) 'three at a time' -and hdrmonkent (three-ESS) lthree by
three' may distribute either over the subject such as in the (a)-sentences, or over the
predicate such as in the (b)-sentences:
(8) a. A fiUk hdrmasdval mentek az ablakhoz
the boys three-INSTR went-AGR3pl the window-ALL
'The boys went to the window three at a time.'
b. Ket fiu ellopta az almakat hdrmasdval
two boy stole-AGR3sg the apples-ACe three-INSTR
'Two boys stole the apples three at a time.'
(9) a. A fiUk hdrmonkent mentek az ablakhoz
the boys three-ESS went-AGR3pl the window-AlL
'The boys went to the window three by three.'
b. Ket fiu ellopta az almakat hdrmonkent
two boy stole-AGR3sg the apples-ACe three-ESS
'Two boys stole the apples three by three.'
The ambiguities in these sentences can be accounted for most easily by assuming
that the adverbials are attached under IP so that they may equally distribute over the
subject and the predicate. This implies a subject-predicate partitioning of the clause.
Summarizing, I discussed subject-object asymmetries with argumental and ad-
verbial distributive NPs. Argumental distributive NPs may be created by a morpho-
lexical strategy which doubles the adnominal numeral. However, their distribution
is restricted. Only the accusative NP of a transitive sentence may be reduplicated.
So, distributivity with two-place predicates provides empirical support for a subject-
predicate dichotomy of the clause. Adverbial distributive numerals illustrate the
same. They are ambiguous between a reading in which they distribute over the sub-
ject and a reading in which they distribute over the predicate. Furthermore, distri-
butivity with three-place predicates yields evidence for a VP-internal partitioning as
well. The argumental distributive object numeral may only distribute over its struc-
turally closest 'antecedent', i.e., the indirect object.
To express distributivity by means of a morpholexical strategy is not only restric-
ted to Hungarian. Gil (1982) notes that Georgian displays this strategy as well. Geor-
ges Rebuschi (personal communication) brings to my attention that this phenomenon
in Basque is expressed with the help of the suffix -na. It may be attached only to the
object of a transitive sentence. From this, I conclude that a morpholexical device re-
flecting distributivity deserves a place in the typology of subject-object asymmetries.
5.4. Evaluation
This section evaluates the subject-object symmetries and subject-object asymme-
tries discussed in the preceding sections. Concerning these clusters, we can make the
following observations. First, in terms of the modules of the grammar they are rather
heterogeneous in nature. Both subject-object symmetries and subject-object asymme-
tries appear in the domain of X'-theory, a-theory, binding theory, Wh-module, and
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quantification theory. Secondly, these clusters themselves are diverse in nature. Some
of them are fairly complicated. The question arises what is the proper strategy to ac-
count for their properties within a theory of VG? Let us first consider the position of
subject-object asymmetries in Hungarian.
5.4.1. The Configurational Structure ofHungarian
I will assume that the cluster of subject-object asymmetries is the unmarked case,
as they can be derived directly from the categorial component of syntax (cf.
O.l.l.(lb)). This component generates structural configurations which serve as the
basis for other modules, like government theory or binding theory. Thj~ implies that
subject-object asymmetries should appear frequently in the grammar of naturallan-
guages. This turns out to be the case.
Subject-object asymmetries are well-attested across languages. Some of them
qualify as language universals. A candidate for this is, for example, reflexive binding.
In all languages which have been claimed to be non-configurational, reflexive
anaphors are subject to hierarchical constraints. Hale (1983), Whitman (1984), and
Mohanan (1984) report that object reflexive anaphors in respectively Warlpiri, Japa-
nese, and Malayalam may be bound by subjects, but not vice versa. This is also the
case in Hungarian (cf. section 5.3.4.1.). It is, then, extremely likely that reflexive
binding is universally restricted by a subject-object asymmetry. Thus, it is both
from a theoretical and empirical point of view unmotivated to relax subcomponents
of the grammar like X'-theory, government theory or the Projection Principle ~o de-
rive subject-object symmetries in the grammar of a particular language. Such an ap-
proach is pursued in E. Kiss (1987a) in connection with the subject-object
symmetries in Hungarian. Let us discuss some of the consequences of this attempt.
E. Kiss assigns the Hungarian phrase structure the non-configurational structure
5.1.(1), here repeated as (1):
(1) S~ V Xn*
This structure predicts th~ occurrence of subject-object symmetries in Hunga-
rian. This appears indeed to be the case (cf. section 5.2.). E. Kiss (1987a) acknowled-
ges the subject-object asymmetries involving reflexiv~ binding (cf. section 5.3.4.1.),
the distribution of big PRO in infinite complements (cf. section 5.3.6.1.), and the
Case change of an extracted nominative Wh-phrase (cf. section 5.3.7.1). How are
these phenomena derived in a phrase structure of the type in (I)?
Let us consider how E. Kiss deals with the asymmetries involved in reflexive
binding. In order to account for this phenomenon, E. Kiss (1987a, 180) assumes a
prominence hierarchy. According to her, prominence hierarchy is not reflected struc-
turally in non-configurational languages but as a case-hierarchy:
(2) NOM> ACC > DAT > INSTR > LEXICAL CASE
She further formulates the following rule for reflexive binding:
(3) A reflexive anaphor may only be bound by an antecedent which is more promi-
nent in hierarchy (2) than the reflexive anaphor
Although this rule is descriptively adequate, it is unsatisfying from a theoreti-
cal poi'nt of view for at least two reasons.
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(A) A consequence of (3) is that reflexive anaphors in English and Hungarian
obey completely different conditions. The distribution of the English reflexive ana-
phor is accounted for by a structural condition in the style of Binding Principle A
(cf. 5.3.4.(3a», whereas the distribution of the Hungarian reflexive anaphor falls
under (3). This suggests that a generalization is missed. Reflexive binding in
terms of this rule, then, leads to a break with the well-motivated c-command con-
dition on dependent elements.
(B) E. Kiss (1987a: 183) makes the following remarks on the status of the case-
hierarchy in Hungarian grammar:"The definition introduces case-hierarchy as an
auxiliary device, to be applied in languages of a "flat" argument structure, in the
sentences of which c-command is unable to establish a hierarchy among the maxi-
mal major categories." From this, it follows that this hierarchy applies only to
NPs which are coarguments. Therefore, it can only be extended to subject-object
asymmetries which involve coarguments like secondary predication (cf. section
5.3.6.2.) or reduplication of distributive numerals (cf. section 5.3.8.). However, it
cannot account for the following subject-object asymmetries.
(i) The case-hierarchy checks overt case-endings. Hence, it is not able to cover
subject-object asymmetries which do not refer to overt case-endings, but rather to
underlying GPs. This is the case with transitivity alternations (cf. s"ection 5.3.1.1.),
noun-incorporation (cf. section 5.3.1.2.) and a-theory (cf. section 5.3.3.).
(ii) This hierarchy cannot account for the asym,metries which bear on non-coar-
guments. These asymmetries turn up when one of the NPs involved is embedded in
a subphrase, or a separate clause. This is the case with the binding of names (cf.
section 5.3.4.2.), the distribution of bound pronouns (cf. section 5.3.4.3.), switch
reference (cf. section 5.3.4.5.), the distribution of long Wh-movement (cf. section
5.3.7.1.) and of parasitic gaps (cf. section 5.3.7.2.).
(iii) The case-hierarchy is not operative if the asymmetries single out only one of
the verbal arguments such as in synthetic reflexivization/reciprocalization (cf. section
5.3.1.1.), X'-theory (cf. section 5.3.2.), the conjugational patterns of the Hungarian
verb (cf. section 5.3.5.1.), ACI-verbs (cf. section 5.3.5.3.), control with infinitive
complements (cf. section 5.3.6.1.), and the distribution of small pro (cf. section 5.3.8.1.).
The anomalies in (i)-(iii) show that (2) has a very limited scope. This implies
that further auxiliary devices have to be formulated in order to account for them.
Certainly, that is an undesirable step.
Summarizing, the case-hierarchy is theoretically inadequate for the following
reasons. First, the syntactic properties of lexical items such as reflexive anaphors,
which are cross-linguistically uniform, would be captured differently in Hungarian.
Reflexive binding could not be formulated in terms of structural conditions. Second,
it applies in a rather narrow domain. From this it follows that further auxiliary me-
chanisms have to be added to cover other subject-object asymmetries in Hungarian.
Above I noted that the case-hierarchy is descriptively adequate, at least with respect
to the cases subsumed by Binding Principle A. This suggests that it is a reflection of
abstract structural configurations. Let us inyestigate whether this hierarchy can be
reinterpreted in this sense. .
Van Riemsdijk (1982; 1983a) classifies the overt case-markers of languages
with a rich case-system in terms of a universal feature system employing mnemo-
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nic categories such as subject [S], closest argument [CA], etc. In this system, the fea-
tures may be organized in a binary. tree which expresses (like in hierarchical cons-
tituent structures) the concept of 'belonging closer to'. Van Riemsdijk further no-
tes that it would be attractive to associate this case-hierarchy with the hierarchy of
GFs developed within the framework of Relational Grammar (cf. Perlmutter 1984).
This framework states that the subject GF is more prominent than the object
GF, etc. Following Van Riemsdijk's suggestion, I will relate the above case-hie-
rarchy to the hierarchy of GFs, or to the external (ext) versus internal (int) dicho-
tomy in the LS of the verb. Recall that this is defined structurally (cf. chapter three).
Further, I will assume, as in various other theoretical approaches, that besides
the external-internal opposition there is also a VP-internal divisioning in the form
of an internal argument 1 versus internal argument 2 dichotomy.
Below I will demonstrate that these hierarchies are supported empirically in
Hungarian. Restatement of the case-hierarchy in terms of the hierarchy among the
verb arguments yields the following taxonomy of the case-system:
(4) a. external argument = NOM
(subject)
b. internal argument 1 = ACC, DAT, INSTR
(direct object)
c. internal argument 2 = DAT, INSTR, LEXICAL CASE
(indirect object, etc.)
The equations in (4) must be read as follows. The external argument is the nomi-
natively marked NP. The internal argument 1 is the accusative NP, if there is one,
otherwise the dative NP, if there is one, and so on. The internal argument 2 is the
datively marked NP, if there is one, otherwise the instrumentally marked NP, and so on.
We can .use these equations to classify the subject-object asymmetries. This
yields the following matrix:
. (5) ex! in! 1 in! 2
transitivity alternations +
reflexivization/reciprocalization
noun-incorporation
infinitive-with-internal argument
compositional a-assignment
reflexive binding +
binding of names +
distribution of bound pronouns +
switch reference +
Indef/def conjugation +
the suffix -lak +
distribution ofpro +
person/number features ofpro +
ACI/DCI-verbs +
subject control +
secondary predication +
Case change in long
Wh-movement/relativization +
distribution of Wh-trace in Hungarian 11
distribution of parasitic gaps
reduplication of distributive numerals
adverbial distributive numerals +
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The values in this matrix group together those arguments of the verb that have
the same distribution with a particular syntactic phenomenon.
Compositional a-assignment, reflexive binding, the binding of names, the distri-
bution of bound pronouns, switch reference, ACI/DCI-verbs, subject control with
infinitive complements, the .distribution of parasitic gaps and reduplication of distri-
butive numerals provide empirical evidence for the hypothesis that the external ar-
gument is superior to the internal arguments of the verb. 30 Thus, the following pro-
minence-hierarchy is supported by these phenomena:
(6) external argument> internal argument 1 and internal argument 2
Reflexive binding, binding of a pair of names, the distribution of bound pro-
nouns, the conjugation with the suffix -lak, secondary predication, and the distribu-
tion ofpro provide evidence for the hypothesis that the external argument and inter-
nal argument 1 are more prominent than internal argument 2. This yields the pro..;.
minence hierarchy in (7):
(7) external argument and internal argument 1 > internal argument 2
By collapsing (6) and (7), we derive (8):
(8) external argument> internal argument 1 > internal argument 2
Some of the phenomena in the matrix above refer to one of the arguments of the
verb, exclusively emphasizing their primitive status in this hierarchy.
The external argument is singled out by ACI/DCI-verbs (which assign accusa-
tive/dative Case to the subject of their sentential complement), by the Case change
of a nominative NP which undergoes long Wh-movement and by pro-drop which
may affect all persons and numbers of a nominative NP only.
The accusative internal argument 1 is exclusively referred to in morpholexical
transitivity alternations, synthetic reflexivization/reciprocalization, and in the defi-
nite conjugation of the verb. The internal argument 2 is singled out, at least in
Hungarian II} by the distribution ofWh-traces.
There is also empirical evidence for the primitive status of VP. Three phenomena
refer in particular to a combination of the verb with its internal arguments, includ-
ing noun-incorporation, the structure of infinitive complements and argumen-
tal/adverbial distributive numerals. Below I will provide further support for this
claim by showing that under certain conditions VP-rules may apply in Hungarian as
well.
So, we may depict this syntactic representation by means of the familiar tree-
structure notation:
(9) s
~
ext VP
----------
int 1 V'
~
int 2 V
(30) See also Nakajima (1986) for the claim that the distribution of parasitic gaps provides evidence for
the hypothesis that Hungarian phrase structure is hierarchical r,ather than flat ..
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This diagram expresses that the Hungarian phrase structure is configurational,
and meets the principle of binary branching.
In chapter seven, I will argue that the Head Parameter, which specifies the order of
heads and complements, is 'head-final' in Hungarian. This means, that each, lexical
head follows its complement. Hence, (9) reflects the basic SOY-structure of Hungarian.
The question arises how the spelling out of morphological case is related to the
structural positions in this configuration? The Case-assignment rules in 3.2.(7) are
insufficient to account for this. Here, I will not accommodate Case theory to the rich
case-system of Hungarian, because this would be beyond the scope of this study. In-
stead I will make the following points.
If we adopt a biuniqueness condition on Case-assignment, the set of Case-gover-
nors has to be extended with the V'. The Case of the external position is governed by
I, the Case of the internal argument 1 is governed by V', and the Case of internal
position 2 is governed by V. Of course, the cases which are actually realized depends
on the inherent properties of these governors.
The Case assigned to the external argument and internal argument 1 is structural
Case, whereas the Case assigned to internal argument 2 is lexical Case. Observe then
that a-governed arguments are structurally closer to the verb than arguments assig-
ned structural ,Case.
The following phenomena support the hypothesis that the dative may also be a
structural Case, that is a governee of V'. First, in binding phenomena the dative and
accusative are equally prominent (cf. reflexive binding in 5.3.4.(8a)-(8d». Second,
Hungarian displays DCI-complements (cf. fn.19). Third, in clauses with a tryadic
verb a reduplicated adnominal numeral embedded in an accusative NP distributes
over the dative NP (cf. 5.3.8.(7».
Nearly all the subject-object asymmetries cat?- be covered by applying the devices
of the modules of the grammar to structure (9). For most of these phenomena this
was already carried out above. It was not possible in all cases, given the present state
of the art. First, some of their properties are badly understood. Recall, for example,
Nou~-Incorporation in Hungarian (see, section 5.3.1.2.). Such phenomena require
much more extensive study than has been carried out hitherto.
Second, a successfull account of subject-object asymmetries depends also on spe-
cific theoretical assumptions concerning the theory of VG and the phrase structure
of Hungarian. Some of them require further investigation. For example, the develop-
ment of a theory of abstract Case and its morphological realization, or the status of
scrambling. To illustrate the type of puzzles which have to be faced, consider again
some subject-object asymmetries within the domain of binding theory.
Let us assum~ that the case-system of Hungarian is as in (4), and its phrase struc-
:ture.i~ as i~ (9).,. In that case, the asymmetries with reflexive binding and the bin-
ding of a pair' 6f:n~P1es fall into place. They may be accoU:nted for by Binding Prin-
cipl~-A and t;·re~p-ectively.
The phen9me~~ subsumed under these principles remain unaffected by scram-
bling. Hence,.i1:le: ~e1?-tences 5.3.4.(7a) and (7b) and 5.3.4.(12a) and (12b), here repe-
ated as (8) and (9)~ display the following pattern of grammaticality, whatever the
linear order of the constituents in the sentences, is:
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(10) a. ]anos szereti magdt
John loves himself-ACC
John loves himself.'
(11) a. ]anos anyja szereti]dnost
John mother-npAGR3sg loves John-ACe
John's mother loves]ohn. '
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b. *]anost szereti maga
John-ACC loves himself
b. *]anos szereti]dnos anyjat
John loves John mother-
npAFR3 sg-ACC
Saito and Hoji (1983) argue that scrambling is an instance of Move-a which ad-
joins the scrambled NP to a maximal major category, presumably into a non-A-posi-
tion.
In terms of this theory, we may say that these operations do not affect the appli-
cation of the Binding Principles A and C. It follows, then, that either the Binding
Principles apply before movement, or that scrambling does not reverse the c-com-
mand relation. This could otherwise turn a grammatical clause into an ungrammat-
ical one, or vice versa.
Consider now, again, the cases of bound variable interpretation of pronouns
5.3.4.«23a), (24a), (25a), and (26a), here repeated as (10) (only the relevant bracket-
ing is indicated):
(12) a. *[Cp [NP Az Proi anyja] [cp kiti [vp ti szeret]]]
the mother-npAGR3sg who-ACC loves
*'Who does his mother love?'
b. [cp Kiti [vp ti szeret [vP [NP az Proi anyja]]]]
c. [cp Kii [vp ti [vP szereti [vp [NP az Proi anyja]]]]
who loves the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC
(Who loves his mother?'
d. [CP [NP Az Proi anyjat] [cp kii [vp ti [vP szereti]]]]
The distribution of bound pronouns is, unlike Binding Principle A and C pheno-
mena, sensitive to scrambling. If the subject NP is postponed as in (lOb) the WCO-
effect vanishes, and if the object NP containing the pronoun is scrambled over the
subject as in (lOd) no WCO-effect arises. 31 Note, incidentally, that this paradigm
provides empirical evidence for the claim that scrambling is not a stylistic rule ap-
plying at PF but a rule of syntax.
The question, then, is why does scrambling affect the binding relation between a
pair (quantifier, pronoun) but not the binding relation between a pair (name, reflex-
ive anaphor), or (name, name). There are several ways to escape this binding 'para-
dox' depending on the theoretical assumptions we adopt. A solution of this puzzle
may run as follows.
Preverbal NPs are adjoined to the CP in Hungarian (cf. section 2.2.). Further-
more, suppose that postverbal subjects are adjoined to the VP (cf. Belletti and Rizzi
1982). As a consequence of the latter, the c-command relation between the subject
and the object may be changed if the object is a Wh-phrase. '.
In (lOb), the trace of the Wh-phrase in object position c-commands the bound
pronoun in the subject possessive NP which is adjoined to the VP. However, in (lOa)
(31) Webelhuth (1985) notes that German displays this 'anti-crossover' effect as well.
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the object Wh-trace does not c-command the subject possessive NP that is adjoined
to CP. Hence, the former sentence is grammatical, whereas the latter is ruled out as a
violation of condition 5.3.4.(21) on bound pronouns. The dichotomy between the
pairs of «lOa), lOb)) and «10c), (lOd)) follows, if we assume that the subject W4.-
trace c-commands both the object possessive NP adjoined to VP (cf. (lOc)) and the
object possessive NP adjoined to CP (cf. (lOd)).
However, under these assumptions the grammaticality of a scrambled variant of
(9a) would remain unexplained:
(13) [cpjdnosti [vp ti szereti [vp [NPjdnos anyja]]]]
John-ACC loves John mother-npAGR3s~
A name embedded in a postverbal subject possessive NP would be c-commanded
by the trace of the accusative name in object position. This configuration violates
Binding Principle C. So, in (lOb) c-command of the phrase adjoined to VP by the
object trace is required but it has to be blocked in (11).
A solution for this contradiction would be to assume 'reconstruction' in the case
of Binding Principles A and C, that is, to apply these conditions only to base-gene-
rated positions.32 In that case, (11) would not violate Binding Principle C, yielding a
grammatical sentence.33
Let us turn now to a discussion of the properties of the subject-object symme-
. tries.
So far, it was argued that the Hungarian phrase structure is asymmetric. The
subject-is structurally prominent over the other arguments of the verb. How do sub-
ject-object symmetries appear in such a structural configuration?
Since some of these subject-object symmetries have rather intrinsic properties, it
is hard to imagine that they fall outside the scope of VG. This is strongly supported
by the fact that they appear in the same modules as subject-object asymmetries do.
Before we examine subject-object symmetries in Hungarian within a theory of VG,
let us localize the problems associated with these phenomena.
There are two kinds of subject-object symmetries. (1) Subject-object symmetries
which also occur in established configurational languages, and (11) subject-object
symmetries which have a somewhat different form in Hungarian than in other esta-
blishedconfigurational languages. The phenomena in (1) cannot count as decisive
evidence for the absence of a VP in Hungarian. Further, these subject-object symme-
tries pose a problem in some other configurational languages as well. Therefore, I
will argue that these subject-object symmetries are epiphenomena. They arise from the
interaction of independent principles with the configurational phrase structure. On
the other hand, the subject-object symmetries in (11) constitute some residual pro-
(32) This solution is similar in spirit to the one of Van Riemsdijk and Williams (1981) and Mohanan
(1983). In these acounts, binding paradoxes are covered by applying the Binding Principles A and C before
the execution of move (J., and by applying the condition 5.3.4.(21) on bound pronouns after the execution of
move a. As a result, the principles of binding theory are distributed over different levels of representation.
(33) In section 5.4.2.7., I will replace Binding Principle C by a discourse principle. This does nos, how-
ever, affect the solution for binding paradoxes, because the discourse principle may also -be sensitive to GF-
positions. .
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blems not yet accounted for. It seems to me that these symmetries should be dealt
with by'directly relating them to specific properties of Hungarian phrase structure.
Let us discuss first the epiphenomenal subject-object symmetries.
5.4.2. The Epiphenomenal Symmetries
This section examines subject-object symmetries in Hungarian that appear also in es-
tablished configurational languages such as English, Dutch or Frisian. To this category
belong the following phenomena, involving the distribution of sentence adverbs (cf. sec-
tion 5.4.2.1.), the absence of VP-rules (cf. section 5.4.2.2.), the absence of that-trace ef-
fects (cf. section 5.4.2.3.), Wh-movement from possessive NPs (cf. section 5.4.2.4.), the
formation of idioms (cf. section 5.4.2.5.), compositional a-assignment to the object (cf.
section 5.4.2.6), and Binding Principle C symmetries (cf. section 5.4.2.7.).
5.4.2.1. The Distribution ofSentence Adverbs
Hungarian does not require verb-object adjacencYJ contrary to English (cf. 'section
5.2.1.1.). The verb and its direct object may be separated by an adverb. Compare
5.2.1.(4)-(6), here repeated as (1):
(1) a. Janos latta valoszinuleg Marit
John saw-AGR3sg probably Mary-ACC
'John has probably seen Mary.'
b. Janos kinYltotta gyorsan az ajt6t
John opened-AGR3sg quickly the door-ACC
'John has opened the door quickly.'
c. Mari elolvasta tegnap a konyvet
Mary read-AGR3sg yesterday the book-ACC
'Mary has read the book yesterday.'
d. Mari elolvasta otthon a konyvet
Mary read-AGR3sg at home the book-ACe
'Mary has read the book at home.'
Koster (1986) observes that in the uncontroversially configurational language
Dutch the facts are similar. Consider the Dutch equivalents of (1):
(2) a. Jan heeft Marie waarschijnlijk gezien b. Jan heeft de deur snel geopend
John has Mary probably seen John has the door quickly opened
c. Marie heeft het boek gisteren gelezen d. Marie heeft het boek thuis gelezen
Mary has the book yesterday read Mary has the book at home read
These sentences show that verb-object adjacency is required neither in Hunga-
rian, nor in Dutch.34 Both languages differ in this respect from English, in which the
object has to be adjacent to the verb. What rule is responsible for this dichotomy?
(34) Jarich Hoekstra (personal communication) points out that the lack of verb-object adjacency also oc-
curs in Frisian:
(i) a. Jan hat: Hikke nei alle gedachten sjoen
Jan has Hikke probably seen
b. Jan hat de door gau lependwaan
Jan has the door quickly opened
c. Jan hat it boek juster lein
Jan has the book yesterday read
I will assume that this phenomenon in Frisian is derived similar to Dutch (see below).
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Object and sentence adverbs display free word order in Dutch:
(3) a. Jan heeft waarschijnlijk [vp Marie gezien]
b. Jan heeft [vp Marie [vp waarschijnlijk [t gezien]]]
John has Mary probably seen
'Probably, John has seen Mary.'
It has been argued that the absence of verb-object adjacency in Dutch is caused
by the fact that Dutch easily permits leftward adjunction of objects to the VP (cf.
Hoekstra 1984, and Koster 1986). Note that the trace of the object satisfies this
requirement at D-structure. Hence, the absence of verb-object adjacency is allowed
only at S-structure, but not at D-structure in that language.
This requirement in English can be restated as follows. Why doesn't adjunction
of the object to the VP yield a grammatical sentence in English?
Koster (1988) argues that in left-branching languages only leftward adjunction
of the object is allowed, and in right-branching languages only rightward adjunc-
tion of the object to the VP. According to Koster, the VP in English has properties
of both a left-branching and right-branching structure. Therefore, neither adjunc-
tion of the object to the right of VP, nor adjunction to the left of VP is possible.
This covers the verb-object adjacency requirement in English.
Let us consider now how the absence of this phenomenon is derived in Hungarian.
If verb-object adjacency is not required in uncontroversial configurational lan-
guages such as Dutch, its absence cannot count as an argument for the VP-Iess
phrase structure. The apparent violation of verb-object adjacency in Dutch is due to
the application of movement rules in the mapping of D-structure onto S-structure.
Hence, the null-hypothesis is to relate the absence of this phenomenon in Hungarian
to similar rules. We have two such rules available.
First, V-to-C movement (2.2.2.(9)). Second, the option of leftward adjunction of
the object to the VP, since Hungarian is a left-branching language (cf. 2.2.1.(1)).
These movement rules are sufficient to derive the following orders:
(4) a. SV AdvO b. SVOAdv
The order in (4a) represents the surface order of the constituents in (le), for
example. The order in (4b), on the other hand, represents the surface order of a
scrambled alternant of this sentence:
(5) a. Mari elolvasta tegnap [vp a konyvet t]
Mary read yesterday the book-ACC
b. Mari elolvasta [vp a krinyvet [vp tegnap t]]
Mary read the book-ACC yesterday
(5a) is derived by V-to-C movement, and (5b) is derived by an application of this
rule in combination with leftward adjunction of the object to the VP.
Observe that in (5a) the verb scrambles over the sentence adverb tegnap. This
yields the absence of verb-object adjacency. Accidentally, in (5b) adjunction of the
object to the VP results in verb-object adjacency at S-structure as well. Thus, the ab-
sence of this phenomenon in Hungarian is subsumed by the properties of adjunc-
tion, and by the properties of its phrase structure. Let us turn to a discussion of the
absence ofVP-rules in Hungarian.
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5..4 ..2.2. The Absence ofVP-rules
It has been claimed that Hungarian lacks VP-rules, in contrast to English (cf. sec-
tion 5.2.1.2.). However, I will argue in this section that this is the case with VP-
deletion only.
In established configurational languages such as Dutch or Frisian, VP-deletion is
absent as well. This implies that the lack of this phenomenon from the syntax of a
particular language cannot be a decisive argument for the absence of a VP in the
phrase structure of that language. Of course, the dichotomy between languages with
VP-deletion and languages without it has to be accounted for. ;
I ,will suggest that the presence of VP-deletion in English, in contrast to Dutch,
Frisian, or Hungarian correlates with the strength of I in these languages. Further, I
will demonstrate that VP-preposing and VP-pronominalization are operative in
Hungarian as well, just as in English, or Dutch. These rules apply only in a specific
syntactic context. Note that the presence of these phenomena in Hungarian provides
direct evidence for a VP in that language. Let us consider first VP-deletion.
(1) Steele (1981) notes 'that VP-deletion in English involves an Aux item to the left
of the ellipsis:
(1) a. John loves Mary, and Peter does too
b. John will have cooked dinner, and so may have Peter
So, the deletion of the VP loves Mary in (la), an.d the deletion of the VP cooked
dinner in (lb) depends on the presence of an Aux item. This item is an inflected form
of do in (la), and have in (lb).
The equivalents of these sentences in Dutch are, however, ungrammatical:35
(2) a. *Jan houdt van Marie, en Peter doet ook
John loves Mary and Peter does too
b. *Jan zal een maaltijd gekookt hebben, en zo zal Peter ook hebben
Jan will a meal cooked have and so will Peter too have
These sentences can be turned into grammatical ones by inserting the d(emons-
trative)-pronoun dat lthat' at the ellipsis site in the second conjunct. This pronoun
refers to the VP:
(3) a. Jan houdt van Marie, en Peter doet dat ook
John loves Mary and Peter does that too
b. Jan zal een maaltijd gekookt hebben, en dat zal Peter ook gedaan hebben
John will a meal cooked have and that will Peter too done have
Apart from VP-pronominalization, it is also possible to form the Dutch equival-
ents of the sentences in (1) by maintaining the subject in the second conjunct. Com-
pare:
(35) Fanselow (1987a: 87) reports that German lacks VP-deletion as well:
(i) *Peter liebt Afrika~ und Stanley tut auch
Peter loves Afrika and Stanley does too
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(4) a. Jan houdt van Marie, en Peter ook
John loves Mary and Peter too
b. Jan zal een maaltijd gekookt hebben, en zo ook Peter
John will a meal cooked have and so too Peter
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These sentences, however, are not cases of VP-deletion, but of 'gapping~, or 're-
duction~. This operation may delete constituents, or parts of independent consti-
tuents. Therefore, as Zwarts (1986) argues, it is not a reliable constituent-test.
Zwarts discusses the following sentences:
(5) a. Arabella bought a whip and sold a faucet
b. Arabella bought and Clarissa sold a whip
(Zwarts 1986, (1»
(5a) exemplifies a case of coordination, and (5b) exemplifies two conjoined- clauses
in which the first conjunct is reduced by the deletion of the object. The latter cons-
-truction is traditionally known as 'Right Node Raising'.
Zwarts argues as follows. If only constituents of the same categorial type may be
conjoined, as is generally assumed, then it follows from the grammatical status of
(5a) that the phrases bought a whip and sold a faucat are categorially identical. Zwarts
continues to argue that the same reasoning leads to the conclusion that the phrases
Arabella bought and Clarissa sold in (5b) are of a same categorial type. According to
Zwarts, this result is rather dubious, because these phrases are not regarded as cons-
tituents. Hence, reduction rules do not necessarily obliterate a single constituent.
How can Right Node Raising be captured?
According to McGee Wood (1986), this phenomenon can only be captured ade-
quately by a linearization rule, a PF-rule. McGee Wood formulates the following ge-
neralization:
(6) The element which can be omitted in Right Node Raising is the right-most ele-
ment in the left-hand conjunct
For example, in Japanese only the verb may be omitted from the first conjunct
Oapanese is head-fina!). Compare the following sentences (the ellipsis site is indica-
ted bye):
(7) a. *Tanaka-san ga e katta, Sumisu-san ga sakana 0 tabemasita
Takana subj bought Smith subj fish obj ate
'Ms. Takana bought and Ms Smith ate fish.'
b. Takana-san ga sakana 0 e, Sumisu-san ga niku 0 tabemasita
Takana subj fish obj Sumisu subj meat obj ate
'Ms. Takana ate fish and Ms. Smith meat.'
(McGee Wood 1986, (3»
Let us now discuss VP-deletion, and VP-reduction in Hungarian.
VP-deletion yields an ungrammatical result (cf. (8a)). The counterparts of En-
glish sentences with VP-deletion such as (1). can only be turned into grammatical
ones by a gapping strategy (cf. (8b)):
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(8) a. *Janos szereti Marit, es Peter is fogja e
John loves Mary-ACC and Peter too will
'John loves Mary, and Peter will too.'
b. Janos szereti Marit, es Peter is e
John loves Mary-ACC and Peter too
Let us turn now to VP-gapping in Hungarian. I will first examine reduction of
the first conjunct, i.e. Right Node Raising, and then reduction of the second con-
junct.
In Hungarian, it is allowed to omit either the object or the verb from the first con-
junct, but not the subject:
(9) a. Janos etette e es Mari itatta a kacsakat
John fed-CADS and Mary drink-CADS the ducks-ACC
'John fed the ducks and Mary made the ducks drink water.'
b. Janos 'kolbaszt e es Mari 'kenyeret adott a fiuknak
John sausage-ACC and Mary bread-ACC gave the boys-DAT
'It was sausage that John gave and it was bread that Mary
gave to the boys.'
c. *e etette a kacsakat es Janos itatta a kacsakat
fed-CADS the ducks-ACC and John drink-CADS the ducks-ACC
This paradigm demonstrates that only the subject must be present in the first
conjunct.
In (9a), the object is deleted from the first conjunct, and in (9b) the verb is dele-
ted from the first conjunct. (9a) represents a neutral sentence, as may be observed
from the English glosses. (9b), on the other hand, involves contrastive Focus. The
NP kolbdszt in the first conjunct, and the NP kenyeret in the second conjunct have
primary stress. If (6) is correct, then this provides another argument for the claim
that SVO is the neutral sentence order in Hungarian (cf. 2.2.(28a)), since the object
in (9a) is omitted in neutral order.
Note that (9c) matches the distribution of nominative pro-drop in Hungarian (cf.
4.2.(34a)). One could therefore argue that this sentence is ungrammatical for inde-
pendent reasons, namely, because of the fact that backward pronominalization is not
allowed. However, deletion of an NP-constituent in the first conjunct does not
imply that a small pro must be present at the ellipsis site.
The first conjunct of (9a), for example, provides a context for accusative pro-drop
(cf. 4.2.(343b)). The verb etet is conjugated definitely, and subcategorizes for an ac-
cusative NP. However, an accusative pro cannot be present at the ellipsis site, because
the deleted constituent a kacsdk 'the ducks' is plural. Recall that accusative pro-drop
is not sanctioned when the NP is plural. Hence, if pro is not present at the ellipsis
site in (9a), we may assume that this is not the case either in (9c).
In sum, reduction of the first conjunct in Hungarian yields a subject-object
asymmetry. The object may always be del~ted, the verb under specific circumstances,
but the subject may never be omitted.
Let us consider now reduction of the second conjunct.
Reduction of the second conjunct is much freer than reduction of the first con-
junct. E. Kiss (1981b) observes that this phenomenon may affect a combination of
the verb and any of its NP complements:
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(10) a. Peter odaadta a jegyzeteit Marinak es Janos is oda fogja e
Peter perf-gave the notes-npAGR-ACC Mary-DAT and John too perf will
'Peter gave his notes to Mary, and John will, too.'
b. Marinak oaadta a jeyzeteit Peter es Piroskanak is oda fogja e
Mary-DAT perf-gave the notes-npAGR-ACC Peter and Piroska-DAT too perfwill
c. A jegyzeteit odaadta Marinak Peter es a konyveit is oda fogja e
the notes-npAGR-ACC perf-gave Mary-DAT Peter and the book-npAGR-
ACC too perf will(E. Kiss 1981b: 317)
In (lOa), the verb with its accusative, and dative NPs, in (lOb) the verb with its
nominative and accusative NPs, and in (10c) the verb with its nominative and dative
NPs are 'reconstructed' in the second conjunct. These sentences thus show that any
combination of the verb with its complement may be omitted from the second con-
junct.
Let us summarize this brief discussion of conjunction reduction. It does not
necessarily refer to single constituents. This seems to be true across languages. Hun-
garian does not form an exception.36 This implies that reduction tests are illegitim-
ate VP-tests. They do not bear on the question whether there is a VP in a particular
language. Let us turn next to a discussion ofVP-preposing.
(11) English acknowledges the rule of VP-preposing. Consider the following sen-
tence:
(11) John read the book, and 1~ead the book John did e
The VP read the book is preposed to the initial position of the second conjunct.
This phenomenon in Hungarian may only apply in a specific context, namely,
when the verb and its direct complements are left-dislocated. So, before presenting
some instances of VP-preposing, let us first consider Left Dislocation with verbs: 37
(12) a. Mulatni, Peter mulatott
enjoy-INFI Peter enjoyed-AGR3sg
'Enjoy, himself Peter did.'
b. Peter be nem rugott de enekelni, enekelt
Peter in not kicked-AGR3sg but sing-INFI sing-AGR3sg
'Get drunk Peter didn~t but sing he did.'
(Szabolcsi 1981b: 536)
These sentences exemplify that Left Dislocation of a finite verb yields an infiniti-
val copy of this verb in the initial-position of its own minimal clause.38 This is in
(12a) the matrix sentence, and in (12b) it is the embedded clause. 39
The meaning of these doubled verb constructions is more subtle than indicated
in the glosses (cf. Szabolcsi 1980, 1981b for discussion). Consider now the following
sentences in which left dislocation of the VP has taken place:
(36) See for further discussion of ellipsis and gapping in Hungarian Kerkovits (1985) and Banreti (1985).
(37) See Koopman (1984) for a cross-linguistic account of V-movement rules.
(38) Kallgren and Prince (1988) discuss a similar phenomenon in Yiddish.
(39) With the De Groot (1981b), I assume that the infinitival copy in initial-position is what De Groot
calls theme position. This position is identical to the left-dislocation position of section 4.3.
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(13) a. (*A)fdtvdgni, Janos (*a) fat vagott
the wood-ACC-cut-INFI John the wood-ACC cut-AGR3sg
'Wood-cutting John did (but he didn't like it).'
b. (*A) fejbeverni, Janos (*a) fejbe verte magat
the head-IIL-beat-INFIJohn the head-Ill beat-AGR3sg himself-ACC
(Hitting himself to the head John did (but it wasn't painful).'
These sentences exhibit the following properties.
First of all, observe that the direct argument of the verb is doubled along with
the infinitival copy. Second, this argument may not be modified by a determiner,
and is incorporated by the infinitive. Hence, this left-dislocated VP displays the
diagnostics of Noun-Incorporation (see, section 5.3.1.2.). Recall.that this phenome-
non involves only the underlying direct arguments of the verb. Third, the above
constructions have a property in common with VP-preposing in English.
Webelhuth (1985) points out that in English, the inflectional complex with the
tense and agreement features remains outside of the preposed constituent. In (11),
for example, this complex appears on the lexical item did. Obviously, this is due to
the requirement that these features must be attached to a lexical item within the
clause. This explains also why an infinitival copy appears in Hungarian when a finite
verb is left-dislocated. The finite verb must remain inside of the sentence, because
the inflectional features are bound to it. .
Hence, VP-preposing in Hungarian is quite similar to English in this respect,
although the inflectional features are spelled out on a lexical I item in English, but
in Hungarian they are realized on V. This phenomenon in Hungarian is further cons-
trained, as it does not apply with fully referential NPs. Instead of taking this as an
argument for the absence of a VP (cf. 5.2.1.(7», the question is rather why it is
prohibited with a full referential NP. At this place, I do not have a solution to offer
for this problem. Let us consider now VP~pronominalization in Hungarian.
(Ill) We have seen already an instance of VP-pronominalization. In Dutch, the d-
pronoun dat at the ellipsis site refers to the preposed VP. Compare the sentences in
(2), here repeated as (14):
(14) a. Jan houdt van Marie, en Peter doet dat oak
John loves Mary and Peter does that too
b. Jan zal een maaltijd gekookt hebben, dat zal Peter ook gedaan hebben
John will a meal cooked have, that will Peter too done have
Koster (1987) argues that this phenomenon is -not a transformational rule but
that it is a case of anaphora, similar to the Left Dislocation of NPs. The preposed VP
is left-dislocated, and its po~ition at the ellipsis site is hold by ad-pronoun:
(15) a [Het boek lezen], dat wil ik niet
the book read-INFI that want I not
b. [De auto kopen], clat heeft Jan niet gedaan
the car buy-INFI that has John not done
c. [Het huis bouwen], dat zal hi j niet
a house built-INFI that will he not
In these sentences, the preposed constituent is the infinitival alternant of the verb,
like the preposed constituent with VP-preposing in English, or Hungarian (cf. (11),
and (13). The d-pronoun represents the dislocated VP-constituent in the sentence.
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Consider now the Hungarian equivalents of(15):
(16) a. [A konyvet elovasni], azt nem akarom
the book-ACC perf-read-INFI·that-ACC not want-AGR1sg
b. [Az autot megvenni], azt ]anos nem tette
the car-ACC buy-INFI that-ACC John not did-AGR3sg
c. [A hazat megep{teni], azt nem fogja
the house-ACC build-INFI that-ACC not will-AGR3sg
In these sentences, the accusative demonstrative pronoun azt refers to the disloca-
ted VP which contains an infinitive and its direct accusative NP.
One could argue that the preposedphrases in (16) are not VPs, but IPs, because
they must have a PRO in their subject position. Recall, however, that auxiliary verbs
such as akar and/og trigger {restructuring' with an infinitive complement at S-struc-
ture (cf. section 5.3.2.). Hence, at least the preposed complements in (16a) or (16c)
,are categorially VPs. Altough it Inust be admitted that the force of this argument
for a VP in Hungarian is somewhat weakened by the fact that it depends largely on
theory-internal considerations.
Let us now summarize this section ,on VP-rules. I demonstrated that VP-rules al-
so appear in Hungarian.
VP~preposing applies if a finite verb together with its direct NP argument is
left-dislocated. This argument, however, may not be modified by an article, and the
finite verb appears in the form of an infinitival copy.
VP-pronominalization takes place if a finite verb with its direct NP argument is
left-dislocated, and its position at the ellipsis site is filled by a d-pronoun. The left
dislocated verb is an infinitive. The fact that the verb may only be preposed, or pro-
nominalized in its unfinite form has to do with the requirement that the inflec-
tional-features must be bound in its clause.
The occurrence of VP-preposing, and VP-pronominalization provides direct evi-
dence for a VP in Hungarian, and may therefore be added to the list in 5.4.1.(5).40
Further, I argued that VP-deletion is not a reliable constituent-test. It does not
apply in Hungarian, jn contrast to English. However, in established configurational
languages like Dutch this phenomenon does not occur either. Therefore, the lack of
VP-dele~ion in the grammar of a particular language cannot be an argument in favor
of a VP-less phrase structure of that language.
It seems to me th~t the dichotomy between English on the one hand, and Dutch,
Frisian, or Hungari~n on the other hand involves the lP-parameter (cf. section
2.2.2.). I is strong in English, but it is weak in the other languages. Only material
to the right of I may be deleted in English, as I is always lexically filled, and must
be present in the elapse to host the inflectional-features. This happens to coincide
with VP. Weak I, however, does not isolate this node with reduction phenomena.
Therefore, it does not show up with such phenomena in the other Germanic lan-
guages or Hungarian.
(40) Webelhuth (1985) notes that VP-preposing in German is impossible. According to Webelhuth, the
absence of this is due to the fact that German has no separate I-position.
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There appears to be a dichotomy between the reduction of the first conjunct
(Right Node Raising), and reduction of the second one in Hungarian. With the for-
mer the verb or the object may be deleted, whereas in the second conjunct a combi-
nation of the verb and any of its direct NPs may be deleted. Hence, Right Node
Raising displays a subject-object asymmetry, and may therefore be added to the list
in 5.4.1.(5).41
5.4.2.3. The Absence ofthat-Trace Effects
Hungarian lacks that-trace effects (cf. 5.2.4.2). The complementizer hogy 'that'
has to -be spelled out both when the subject or the object is raised by long Wh-
movement. Compare the sentences in 5.2.4.(4), here repeated for convenience as (1):
(1) a. Kit gondolsz *(hogy) t latta Vilit?
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that saw-AGR3sg Bill-ACC
'Who do you think saw Bill?'
b. Kit gondoIsz *(hogy) ViIi latott t?
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that Bill saw-AGR3sg
'Who do you think that Bill saw?'
Koster (1986) observes that the complementizer ciat 'that' may not be omitted
when the subject (cf. (2a)) or the object (cf. (2b)) are fronted by long Wh-movement
in Dutch:
(2) a. Wie denk je *(dat) them gezien heeft? b. wte denk je *(r/at) hij t gezien heeft?
who think you that him seen has who think you that he seen has
'Who do you think has seen him?' 'Who do you think that he has seen?'
Jarich Hoekstra (personal communication) informs me that Frisian lacks that-tra-
ce effects as well. With long Wh-movement the complementizer must be present:
(3) a. Wa tinkst *(dat) t him sjoen hat?
who think-you that him seen has
'Who do you think has seen him?'
b. Wa tinkst *(dat) er t sjoen hat?
who think-you that he seen has
'Who do you think he has seenr
These sentences show that that-trace violations appear in uncontroversial configu-
rational languages such as Dutch or Frisian. So the absence of these violations in
Hungarian does not necessarily provide evidence for the absence of a VP in that lan-
guage. The question then is how to cover the dichotomy between English on the one
hand, and the other Germanic languages and Hungarian on the other hand.
I will assume that this is related to the IP-parameter (cf. 2.2.2.(5)),' here repeated
as (4):
(4) a. I is strong in English b. I is weak in Dutch, Frisian, and Hungarian
Recall further that the minimal maximal domain of the subject and object in
these language-types is the following:
(41) Whitman (1984) and Fukui (1986) observe that Japanese does not display VP-rules. See these refe-
re~ces for further discussion on che lack of direcc evidence for a VP in that language.
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(5) a. Assumption 1
In languages with strong I, the minimal maximal domain of the subject is lP,
but the" minimal maximal domain of the object is CP
b. Assumption 2
In languages with weak I, the minimal maximal domain of the subject is si-
milar as the minimal maximal domain of the object, that is, CP
A consequence of the fact that the VP may L-contain the IP in languages with
weak I (cf. chapter two) 'is that the domain of the subject is 'strechted' from IP to
CP. Before we settle the dichotomy with that-trace effects between English and the
other Germanic languages, or Hungarian, let us first consider the binding theory for
Wh-traces.
Following Aoun (1986), I will assume that Wh-traces are non-A-anaphors, and
that they must therefore be bound in the minimal maximal domain of their gover-
nor. The Binding Principle for Wh-traces is defined as follows:
(6) Binding Principle for Wh-traces
Wh-traces are bound in the minimal maximal domain of their governor (if it
contains an antecedent)
Let us first derive the that-trace effect of English:
(7) a. *[cp Who do you think [cp t that [IP t saw John]]]
b. [cp Who do you think [ep t that [IP John [vp saw t]]]]
I is strong in English (cf. (4a». By (Sa), the domain of the subject is lP, whereas
the domain of the object is CP. (7a) is ungrammatical because it yields a violation of
Binding Principle (6). The subject trace is not bound in its minimal maximal do-
main, the IP. (7b), on the other hand, is not ruled out by Binding Principle (6). The
object trace in (7b) is bound in its minimal maximal domain, the CP. In this domain
there is an appropriate binder, namely, the intermediate trace in the Spec of CP.
Hence, this yields a subject-object asymmetry.
The question arises why the absence of the complementizer that turns (7a) into a
grammatical sentence:
(8) [cp Who do you think [cp t [IP t saw John]]]
CP in this sentence has no lexical head. Therefore, it is L-contained by IP (cf.
2.2.2.(37) for the definition of L-containment). Contrary to (7a), the subject Wh-
trace is bound in its minimal maximal domain, the lP, by the intermediate trace.
Hence, no binding theory violation occurs, and the sentence is grammatical.
Let us turn now to the absence of that-trace effects in the other Germanic langua-
ges and Hungarian.
I is weak in Dutch, Frisian, and Hungarian (cf. (4b». By (5b), the domain of the
subject and the object is the CP in these languages. This implies that subject and
object Wh-traces must find an appropriate antecedent in CP.
Consider, for example, the violation of that-trace effects in Hungarian, here re-
peated as (9):42
(42) In chapter six, it will be argued that long Wh-movement in Hungarian applies successive cyclicly
through the Spec of CP and that V-to-C movement does not block the application of this phenomenon.
Hence, for ease of perception I will present the verb in its base-generated position in (9).
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(9) a. [cp Kit gondolsz [cp t hogy [vp t [vp hltta Vilit]]]]
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that . saw-AGR3sg Bill-ACC
b. [cp Kit gondolsz [cp t hogy Viii [vp t latott?]]]
who-ACt think-AGR2sg that Bill saw-AGR3sg
Binding Principle for Wh-traces is satisfied both by the subject and object Wh-
trace. In their minimal maximal domain, i.e. the CP, an appropriate binder is pre-
sent, namely, the intermediate trace in the [Spec, CP]. Hence, this accounts for the
absence of that-trace effects in languages with weak 1. This approach predicts that
there is an argument/non-argument symmetry with that-trace effects in Dutch,. Fri-
sian, and Hungarian but not in English.
Compare the following sentences with the extraction of the adjunct why in En-
glish, Dutch, Frisian, and Hungarian respectively:
(10) a. [cp Why do you think [cp t that John has left t]]
b. [cp Waarom denk jij [cp t dat Jan t weggegaan is]]
why think you that John left has
c. [cp Werom tinkst [cp t dat Jan t fuortgien is]]
why think-you that John left has
d. [cp Miert gondolod [cp t hogy Janos elment t]]
why think-you that John left -
Suppose adjuncts, like why, are adjoined to VP as-follows:
(11) VP
~
VP Adjunct
I
V
According to the government definition in 2.2.2.(40), adjoined categories are
governed by the head of t~e category to which they are adjoined. A maximal projec-
tion includes all member-nodes of that projection. Therefore, the adjunct in this
configuration is governed by V.
From this it follows that the local domain of adjuncts is CP. Note now that Bind-
ing Principle (6) is satisfied in (10), for the trace in [Spec, CP] may act as an antece-
dent for the trace at the extraction site. This yields then an argument/non-argument
symmetry with that-trace violations in Dutch, Frisian or Hungarian but not in En-
glish, as expected.
Recapitulating, that-trace violations appear also in established configurational
languages such as Dutch or Frisian. Therefore, this phenomenon cannot count as a
convincing argument for the hypothesis that the phrase structure of that language
lacks a VP. Rather, the difference between English and the other Germanic lan-
guages or Hungarian with that-trace effects is related to the properties of I in these
languages. If I is strong the local domain of the subject is different from the local
domain of the object, whereas if I is weak the local domain of the subject and the
object coincide. This is responsible for the subject-object asymmetry with this phe-
nomenon in English, and for the lack of it in the other Germanic languages or Hun-
garian.
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5.4.2.4. Wh-movement from Possessive NPs
Subject-object symmetries occur with (long) Wh-movement from possessive NPs
in Hungarian. Compare the sentences 5.2.4.(5) and (6), here repeated as (1) and (2):
(1) a. Kinek ismertetek [NP a t ,vendeget]?
who-DAT knew-AGR2pl the guest-npAGR3sg-ACC
'Whose guest did you know?'
b. Kinek alszik [NP a -t vendege]?
who-DAT sleep-AGR3sg the guest-npAGR3sg
'Whose guest sleeps?'
(2) a. Melyik szfnesznonek gondolja Janos hogy Peter
which actress-DAT think-AGR3sg John that Peter
megtala]ta [NP a t fenykepet]?
found the photo-npAGR3sg-ACC
'Which actress does John think that Peter found the photo of?'
b. Melyik szfnesznonek gondolja Janos hogy
which actress-DAT think-AGR3sg John that
[NP a t fenykepe] meglett?
the photo-npAGR3sg up-turned-AGR3sg
'Which·actress does John think that the photo of was found?'
In the sentences in (2), the Wh-possessor NP of an object phrase and of a subject
phrase are fronted to the matrix sentence. I argued in the preceding section that long
Wh-movement from both these positions yields a grammatical result. Therefore, the
question is rather what allows short Wh-movement in (I)?
Following Szabolcsi (1981a, 1984), I will assume that Wh-possessors may escape
from their possessive NP through the Spec-position of this constituent, more preci-
sely through the Spec ofDP (cf. chapter seven for details). This position may serve as
a landing and extraction site for raised possessor NPs. Once Wh-possessors leave
their possessive NP, they may participate in long Wh-movement. Hence, subject-
object symmetries with (long) Wh-movement do not necessarily provide evidence
for a non-configurational approach of Hungarian.
5.4.2.5. The Formation ofIdioms
The formation of idioms in Hungarian is captured by generalization 5.2.1.(13),
here repeated as (1):
(1) An idiom frame may consist of a combination of a verb with any of its direct ar-
guments
If an idiom frame corresponds to a single constituent, the occurrence of idioms
with a free object argument poses a problem for the assumption th~t Hungarian is a
configurational language. E. Kiss (1987c) refers to 6. Nagy (1966) for hundred of
idioms of that type.
Horvath (1987: 162) notes, however, that among this large number of Hungarian
subject idioms, only a few are true subject idioms with a free object argument. Even'
among those, there are some with an English counterpart ma~ching them. 'word by
word such as the equivalents of5.2.1.(10a) and (lOb), here repeated. as (2):
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(2) a. Az isten aldja meg (ot)
the God bless perf him
'God bless him. J
b. Az ardag vigye el (ot)
the devil take away him
'The devil take him. J
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Jan Koster (personal communication) has brought to my attention that in Dutch
idioms with a free object argument may appear as well:
(3) a. Er is mij een steen van het hart gevallen
there is me a stone from the heart fell
'1 am relieved.'
b. Hem is de moed in de schoenen gezonken
him is the courage into the shoes sunk
(He lost courage.'
One could argue that these idioms are not proper subject idioms, because they
involve the ergative verbs vallen 'to fall', and zinken 'to sink'. The following example
represents, however, an undebatable subject idiom:43
(4) Waar wringt hem de schoen?
where presses him the shoe
'What is your problem?'
In view of the fact that there are subject idioms in uncontroversial configura-
tional languages such as English or Dutch, there is at best only a quantitative differ-
ence between these languages and Hungarian. Thus, idioms should not be consider-
ed as reliable evidence concerning the question whether the phrase structure of a
particular language is configurational or not (cf. also Horvath 1987).
5.4.2.6. Compositional f)-Assignment to the Object
I discussed some instances of thematic object selection depending on the choice of
the subject (cf. section 5.2.2.). Horvath (1987: 152) observes that they can essen-
tially be matched one-to-one with similar cases from English~ an established confi-
gurationallanguage.
Horvath presents the examples (lb) and (2b)-(2d) from English, in which the ob-
ject theme role is determined by the a-role of the subject (cf. also Marantz 1984):
(1) a. The knidnappers are killing Mary b. Her feet are killing Mary
'Ivlary is suffering from pain in her feet.'
(2) a. Mary hit John
c. Misfortune hit John
b. A truck hit John
d. An idea hit John
b. De angst slaat X om 't hart c. Het gevoel bekruipt X dat ...
The fear hirs X round the heart The feeling steals upon X that
"X was taken with fear: 'A feeling steals upon X that .'.:
I fully agree with the conclusion of Horvath (1987: 153) on the status of argu-
ments based on compositional a-assignment in the configurationality debate:"In
view of the lack of substantial empirical evidence that·would distinguish Hungarian
(43.) Er1c~ Hoekstra (personal communication) informs me that with subject idioms in Dutch the object is
oft~ ~also fi:xed: : ',. '
, . (i) a. Jqosr mag ,weren wie...
'. ' . joost may know'who
"Only God.kriows '.. :
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from the English-type languages in terms of manifestation of selectional asymme-
tries and symmetries between subjects and objects, we can only conclude that the
domain of semantic selection provides no support, and in fact is problematic, for a
strict non-configurational model."
5.4.2.7. Binding Principle C SYl1zmetries
In section 5.2.3., I discussed the subject...object symmetry with pronominal nonco-
reference (Binding Principle C) 5.2.3.(4), here repeated as (1):
(1) a. *janos anyja szereti (at)
John mother-npAGR3sg loves him
John's mother loves hitn. '
b. *(0) szeretijanos anyjeit
he loves John mother-
npAGR3sg-ACC
*'He loves]ohn's mother.'
This phenomenon resists scrambling. Compare 5.3.2.(5), here repeated as (2):
(2) a. *(Ot) szeretijanos anyja b. *]dnos anyjeit szereti (0)
E. Kiss (1987a) argues that Binding Principle C 6.3.4.(3c), here repeated as (3),
accounts for this symmetry with pronominal noncoreference:
(3) Binding Principle C: An R-expression (a category that is referentially independent,
for example, names) is free
E. Kiss assumes further that this principle operates on a flat structure in the case
of Hungarian (cf. 5.1.(1».
However, Binding Principle C configurations with a sequence of names display a
subject-object asymmetry. Compare 5.3.4.(12), here repeated as (4):
(4) a. linos anyja szereti]dnost"
John mother-npAGR3sg loves John-ACC
John's mother lovesjohn.'
b. *janos szereti]dnos anyjeit
John loves John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC
*']ohn loves]ohn's mother.)
Recall furthermore that this phenomenon remains unaffected with scrambling.
Compare 5.3.4.(19), here repeated as (5):
(5) a. ]anost szeretijanos anyja
John-ACC loves John-npAGRmother
.b. *]dnos ~nyjeit szereti]dnos
John mother-npAGR-ACC loves John
Binding Principle C with a pair of names is also unaffected by the depth of em-
bedding.
If a name is embedded a maximal projection deeper than the other name, then
again we find a subject-object asymmetry. Reconsider 5.3.4.(20), here repeated as (6):
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(6) a. *]anos megtudta [NP azt a tenyr [cp hogy]anos beteg lesz]]
John perf-knew that-ACC the fact that John ill becomes
*']ohn got to know the fact that]ohn would become ill.'
b. *[NP Azt a tenyt [cp hogy]anos beteg lesz]] megtudta]anos
c. Janost zavarta [NP az a teny [ep hogyJanos beteg lett]]
John-ACC disturbed that the fact that John ill became
*']ohn was disturbed by the fact that]ohn became ill.'
d. [NP Az a teny [cp hogy]anos beteg lett]] zavarta]anost
From the paradigms above, we draw the following conclusions:
(i) The general discourse principle (7) is grammaticalized in Hungarian:
(7) Avoid repetition of R-expressions
This princip~e operates on structural configurations, and it is subsumed by Bin-
ding Principle C.
(11) Because the distribution of the pair (pronoun, name) does not display any
asymmetry, whereas the corresponding relation of a pair (name, name) yields an
asymmetry, what falls under Binding Principle C involves a split. The relation (name,
name) is, as pointed out above, covered by Binding Principle C. The binding rela-
tion between a pronoun and 'a name, however, cannot be accommodated by a struc-
tural condition. Therefore, it seems to me, it is not constrained by a syntactic prin-
ciple in the strict sense.
The question arises of course how this binding relation is captured in Hungarian.
Below I will suggest that it is subject to a discourse principle proposed in Koster
(1987).
Let us first investigate whether a Binding Principle C effect appears in the rela-
tion between a pair of (pronoun, name) by varying (i) the case~marking on the NPs,
(ii) the type of NPs, or (iii) the depth of embedding.
(i) In (1), the free pronoun is marked nominatively or accusatively. The following
sentences exemplify that pronouns with lexical case, i.e. dative (cf. (8)) or instrumen-
tal (cf. (9)), cannot be coreferential either with a name embedded in a possessive NP,
whatever the linear order:
(8) a. *Mari anyja kiabalt neki b. *Neki kiaba1t Mari anyja
Mary mother-npAGR3sg shouted she-DAT
{Mary's mother shouted to her. '
(9) a. *Mari anyja veszekedett vele b. *Vele veszekedet Mari anyja
Mary mother-npAGR3sg quarelled she-INSTR
fMary's mother had a quarrel with her.'
From a comparison of these examples and those in (1), we conclude that the sym-
metry with pronominal noncoreference has nothing to do with the type of case-mar-
king. The pronoun may either appear with structural Case or with lexical case.
Let us determine whether this phenomenon is sensitive to the type of NP.
(ii) One could hypothesize that it is caused by the particular structure of the pos-
sessive NP in Hungarian. Recall that possessive ~TPs contain AGR which is spelled
out on the head-noun (cf. chapter two).
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In the following sentences, the R-expression is embedded in an NP which lacks
AGR. Pronominal noncoreference is, however, obligatory in these cases as well, in-
dependently of the case-marking on the pronoun, i.e. nominative (cf. (lOa)), accusa-
tive (cf. (1 la)), and dative (cf. (12a)), or of whatever the linear order of the consti-
tuents is (cf. (lOb), (11b), and (12b)):44
(10) a. *[NP A Mari altal]anosnak kiildott levelet] nem olvasta (0)
the Mary by John-DAT sent letter-ACC not ·read he
*'He has not read the letter sent to]ohn by Mary.'
b. *(0) nem olvasta [NP a Mari altal]anosnak kiildott levelet]
(11) a. *[NP A ]anossal tancol6 lany] megcs6kolta (ot)
the John-INSTR dance-pres.part. girl kissed him
'The girl who was dancing with]ohn kissed him.'
b. *(Ot) megcs6kolta [NP a]dnossal tancol6 lany]
(12) a. *[NP A ]anossal tancol6 lany] tetszett neki
the John-INSTR dance-pres.part. girl liked he-DAT
*'He liked the girl who was dancing with]ohn.'
b. *Neki tetszett [NP a]dnossal tancol6 lany]
Hence, we conclude that the symmetry with pronominal noncoreference is not
due to the type of NP. Let us c~eck -whetner it has to do with the depth of embed-
ding.
(iii) Here, I will consider pronominal noncoreference with the following three
types of embedded clauses: (A) that-clauses, or free relatives, (B) embedded clauses of
absolute subordination and (C) relative clauses (see, section 4.5. for a discussion of
these types). Let us discuss first this phenomenon:in that-clauses and free relatives.
(A) Kenesei (1984b) observes that in case an R-expression-is embedded in a that-
clause (cf. (13a) and (13c)), again, a subject-object symmetry occurs with pronomi-
nal noncoreference. Note further that these configurations remain unaffected by the
application of scrambling (cf. (13b) and (13d)):
(13) a. *(Ot) nem erdekelte [cP hogy keresik ]dnost]
he-ACC not interested that seek-AGR3pl John-ACe
*'He was not interested in the fact that they sought]ohn.'
b. *[cp Hogy keresik]dnost] (ot) nem erdekelte
c. *(0) tudta [cP hogy keresik ]dnost]
he knew that seek-AGR3pl John-ACC
*'He· knew that they sought]ohn.'
d. *[cp Ho.gy keresik]anost] tudta (0)
The following paradigm shows that free relatives pattern with that-clauses:
(44) Anna Szabolcsi (personal communication) has brought to my attention that this is not the case with
a focussed pronoun. Compare the alternant of (lOa):
(i) [NP A Mari altal Janosnak klildott levelet} [pO/AZ} nem olvasta
the Mary by John-DAT sent letter-ACC he/that not read
*'It is him who did not read the letter sent to John by Mary.'
Hence, focussing is an intervening factor from which I will abstract in the discussion below.
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(14) a. *[cp Akivel ]dnos beszelgetett] nem ismerte (ot)
who-INST John spoke not knew him
'Who]ohn spoke with did not know him. J
b. *Nem ismerte (ot) [cp akivel]dnos beszelgetett]
c. *[cp Amit ]dnos hltott] (0) elmondta neklink
what-ACC John saw he told us-DAT
*JHe told us what]ohn saw.'
d. *Elmondta neklink (0) [cp amit]dnos !titott]
In Hungarian, embedded clauses, or free relatives have a CP-structure (cf. section
4.5.1.). Hence, the subject-object symmetry with pronominal noncoreference re-
mains unaffected if the name is embedded only under CP. Let us consider now pro-
nominal noncoreference with absolute subordination.
(B) Kenesei (1984b) notes that a positional subject-object asymmetry with this
phenomenon shows up in embedded clauses of absolute subordination. These em-
bedded clauses are introduced by complementizers such as mivel 'since', or bar
'though'. A coreferential reading between a free pronoun and a name embedded in
such clauses is allowed only if this clause is in sentence-initial position:
(15) a. [cp Mivel]dnos beteg volt] (0) otthon maradt
since John ill was he at home stayed
'Since]ohn was ill, he stayed at home.'
b. *«(J) otthon maradt [cp mivel]dnos beteg volt]
(16) a. [cp Bar Peter gazdag] Anna nem szeret (ot)
Although Peter rich Ann not loves him
'Although Peter is rich, Ann does not love him. J
b. *Anna nem szereti (ot) [cp bar Peter gazdag]
(Kenesei 1984b: 315)
Kenesei argues that this positional asymmetry is due to the fact that clauses of
absolute subordination are adjoined to the matrix clause when they are in initial po-
sition, but are, attached under this clause when they are in postverbal position. These
examples show that pronominal noncoreference is sensitive to the structural environ-
ment as well.
Let us turn to pronominal noncoreference with relative clauses.
(C) The sentences in (1)-(2), and in (11)-(14) have in common that the name is
embedded in a phrase that has a relatively low degree of embedding, i.e. either in
NP, or CP. A higher degree of embedding than in these cases can be reached by em-
bedding the name in a relative clause.
With Kenesei (1984a, 1984b), I assume that relative clauses with a lexical head
have the following st~cture in Hungarian:
(17) [XP (X)P [cp ...]]
Note now that the subject-object symmetry with pronominal noncoreference
breaks down when the name is embedded in an accusative relative clause that prece-
des the nominative free pronoun:
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(18) a. *(0) nem szereti [NP azt a lanyt [cp aki ]dnossal nincolt]]
he not loves that-ACC the girl-ACC who John-INSTR danced
*'He does not love the girl who danced with]ohn.'
b. [NP Azt a lanyt [cP aki]dnossal tancolt]] nem szereti (0) .
Furthermore, pronominal coreference is also possible when the name is embedded
in a nominative relative clause that precedes a free accusative pronoun:
(19) a. [NP Az a lany [CP aId tancolt ]dnossal nem szereti (ot)]]
that the girl who danced John-INSTR not loves him
'The girl who danced with]ohn does not love him.'
b. *(Ot) nem szereti [NP az a lany [CP aki tancolt]dnossal]]
So, pronominal noncoreference with relative clauses displays a· subject-object asym-
metry.4S
Let us first examine the pair in (18). This pair represents the Hungarian struc-
tural counterpart of seo. For example, the English sentence (20a), but not (2Gb) is
a typical case of this phenomenon:
(20) a. *WhOi does hei love ti b. [Which man that]ohni]j does hei like tj
In (20a), the trace of Wh-movement is coindexed with and c-commanded by the
pronoun he in subject position.. Such a structure exhibits the SeO-:-effect. Example
(20b), however, neither possesses the relevant structure (with coindexing), nor dis-
plays seo.
Saito and Hoji (1983) claim that this contrast is also found with. scrambling in
Japanese:
(21) a. *[S]Ohnoi [S karegai ti syokaisita]] (koto)
John-ACC he introduced fact
*'Hei introduced]ohni (to the audience).'
b. [S [NP Maryga]ohnnii ~kutta tegamio]j [s karegai mada tj yonde inai] (koto)
Mary John-DAT sent letter-ACC he yet read have-no fact
(Saito and Hoji 1983: 246)
Again, the object trace in (21a) is coindexed with and c-commanded by the pro-
noun kare 'he' in subject position, unlike in (21b).
Only the former exhibits seo. According to Saito and Hoji, it is the adjunction
of the object to S that reverses the c-command relations in (21b). Therefore, Saito
and Hoji conclude that scrambling regarded as an instance of Move-a applied to a
hierarchical phrase structure gives the correct result.
(45) In case a relative clause is focussed its CP-part has to be extraposed. When both the pronoun and the
extraposed clause are postverbalJy disjoint reference is obligatory in any order:
(i) a. *{pAzt a lanyt] nem szereti (0) {cp aki Janossal tancolt]
that-ACC the girl-ACe not loves he who John-INSTR danced
b. *[pAZt a lanyt] nem szereti rcp aki Janossal tancolt} (0)
that-ACC the girl-ACe not loves who John-INSTR danced he
c. *[pAzt a lany} nem szereti {cp aki Janossal tancolt] (ot)
that the girl not loves who John-INSTR danced him
d. *[pAzt a lany} nem szereti (ot) {cp aki Janossal tancolr]
that the girl not loves him who J ohn-INSTR danced
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The SCO-effect in the Hungarian pair (18), as I will make precise below, can be
accounted for along the lines of Saito and Hoji (1983). This implies that we cannot
derive the absence of the sca in the pair «lb), (2b» in purely syntactic terms. There-
fore, I will suggest that the symmetries with pronominal noncoreference are sub-
sumed by a discourse principle. Let us turn now to a discussion of the pair in '(19).
Scrambling of the accusative pronoun ot to a preverbal CP-position blocks a co-
referential reading between this pronoun and a name (cf. (19b». The 'precedence'
effect with pronominal noncoreference is not too surprising if we take into account
that the linear order of the pronoun and the name in this sentence matches the context
of backward pronominalization.
In the literature (cf. Solan 1983, among others), it has often been reported that
there is almost a total ban on backward pronominal coreference across languages.
This restriction is sometimes relaxed in certain structural environments as a marked
alternative. ForWard anaphora, on the other hand, is always possible.
How then is the dichotomy between (19a) and (19b) accounted for?
Recall that reflexive binding in Hungarian is not sensitive to scrambling (cf. sec-
tion 5.3.4.1.). If, on the other hand, pronominal noncoreference is sensitive to
scrambling, as the pairs in (18) and (19) demonstrate, then we run into a reconstruc-
tion paradox in Hungarian as well.
The following triple from English exemplifies this type of paradox:
(22) a. *He throws away [some of the books]ohn read]
b. [Which of the books that]ohn read] does he throwaway t?
c. [Which picture of himseifJ did Mary sayJohn admired most t?
(22a) and (22b) represent instances of pronominal noncoreference and (22c) exhi-
bits reflexive binding.
In the case of pronominal coreference, the pronoun may not c-command the ante-
cedent with which it is coreferential. In the case of reflexive binding, on the other
hand, the reflexive anaphor must be c-commanded by its coreferential antecedent. If
we would apply these conditions at a derived level of representation, say, after Wh-
movement, the ungrammaticality of (22a), and the grammaticality of (22b) would
be predicted, since he c-commands its antecedent John in (22a), but not in (22b).
However, under this option the grammaticality of (22c) remains unexplained. The
reason for this is that the reflexive anaphor is not c-commanded by its antecedent
after Wh-movement.
What is needed to arrive at the correct result in this sentence is the reconstruc-
tion of the Wh-phrase to its base-generated position. However, if we apply the
Binding Principles at the base-generated structure, that is, before the application of
move Wh, then the ungrammaticality of (22a) and the grammaticality of (22c) fol-
low, but now the grammaticality of (22b) is unexpected. The pronoun and its ante-
cedent in (22a) and (22b) display a similar c-command configuration in their base-
generated structure.
So, whatever level of representation we take as relevant for the Binding Princi-
ples, we run into a paradox. In order to escape this paradox, Van Riemsdijk and Wi-
lliams (1981), and Mohanan (1983) have proposed to determine reflexive binding at
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b. *He thinks that]ohn is sick
d. *He left because]ohn was sick
f. *Nobody left because]ohn was sick
h. *Who t was arrested before we saw e
D-structure or NP-structure, that is before an application of Move-a, and pronom-
inal noncoreference at S-structure, that is, after an application of Move-a. This
correctly yields the patterning of data in (22). Therefore, let us adopt this solution
for binding paradoxes.
Consider now how the scrambling effects with pronominal noncoreference in the
Hungarian pairs (18) and (19) are derived.
The subject pronoun in (18a) is higher on the tree than its antecedent, because it
is scrambled to a preverbal [Spec, CP], whereas its antecedent is embedded in an ob-
ject phrase that is base-generated in the VP. This configuration violates the c-com-
mand constraint on pronominal noncoreference, yielding an ungrammatical result.
(18b), however, is grammatical because of the SCO-effect. The accusative relative
clause with the name is scrambled to a preverbal CP-position over the subject pro-
noun. Therefore, it does not c-command its antecedent at S-structure any longer.
(19a) is grammatical, because the object pronoun does not c-command the name
embedded in a subject relative clause. In (19b), on the other hand, the object pro-
noun is scrambled to a preverbal CP-position, whereas its antecedent is adjoined to
the VP. In this S-structure configuration the pronoun c-commands its antecedent.
Hence, a coreferential reading between the pronoun and the name is blocked.
In sum, pronominal noncoreference in Hungarian yields both a subject-object
symmetry and a subject-object asymmetry. The binding relation between a pair of
names displays a subject-object asymmetry. This implies that not all the facts sub-
sumed under Binding Principle C can be accounted for by this principle. The ques-
tion then arises what is the status of this principle in a theory of VG?
Koster (1987, 369) concludes that Binding Principle C is not a purely syntactic
principle. Koster proposes to reinterpret it as a discourse principle, according to which
the crucial relative prominence of NPs in the discourse is determined by both struc-
tural and nonstructural factors. Koster motivates this step by the following two pro-
blem cases.
First, Koster observes that Binding Principle C effects do not form a unitary phe-
nomenon. Many different cases supposed to be ruled out by this principle vary enor-
mously in acceptability.
Compare the following sentences:
(23) a. *He hates]ohn
c. *]ohn thinks that]ohn is sick
e. *]ohn left because]ohn was sick
g. *Who t thinks that we like t
(Koster 1987: 346)
Koster notes that all these sentences in (23) are supposed to be covered by Prin-
ciple C. According to Koster, however, this is suspicious, because they differ enor-
mously in acceptability. For example, (23a) is entirely unacceptable in the intended
reading, while (23c) is almost acceptable.
Second, Koster notes that c-command is neither necessary, nor sufficient for the
dis joint reference interpretation:
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·(24) a. *We talked with him about}ohn
b. We gave her the furcoat that Mary has always wanted
(Koster 1987: 347)
(24a) illustrates that Binding Principle C effects are not necessary for disjoint
reference. The pronoun embedded in the pp does not c-command the name. (24b)
illustrates that c-command is not sufficient for Principle C violations to occur. This
sentence is grammatical in the intended reading, although the name is c-comman-
ded by the pronoun.46
In order to account for the cases accommodated by Binding Principle C, Koster
(1987) formulates a discourse principle that also may take structural information into
account:
(25) Discourse Principle for Coreferential NPs:
For each sequence of coreferential argument NPi
C = (NPl... , NPi, NPi+l, ... , NPn) (1 < i ~n)
NPi+Z must be more anaphoric than NPi (unless both are anaphors/pronominals),
depending on the relative prominence of NPi
(Koster 1987: 353)
According to Koster, following Lakoff (1968) at this point, ariaphoricity is a mat-
ter of degree in agreement with the following relative scale:
(26) pronouns (anaphors) > epithets> definite descriptions> names
Koster points out that crucial in this reformulation of this Binding Principle is
the role given to the'relative prominence of NP. The intuitive idea is that the need
to continue a sequence with a more anaphoric NP decreases if the prominence of the
last NP of the discourse sequence decreases.
Koster further assumes that relative prominence can also be determined by pure-
ly structural factors for which he sets uP. the following prominence hierarchy:
(27) Prominence (i) c-command
a. local subject; b. governing subject; c. subject; d. nonsubject
(ii) non-c-command
a. degree ofembedding i (i >0); b. degree of embedding i + 1; c. ete.
This specification of the relative prominence of two NPs in a sequence distin-
guishes two cases. Firstly, the first NP c-commands the second NP. Secondly, the
first NP does not c-command the second one. In the former case, the first NP is rela-
tively more prominent if it is a local subject with respect to the second NP. If we go
down the list, the disjoint reference interpretation becomes less compelling.
Consider, for example, a case in which the depth of embedding plays a role:
(28) a. *In}ohn's apartment, he spends a lot of time
b. In the apartment}ohn just rented, he spends a lot of time
(46) Koster (1987) points out that if one assumes that phrase structure is binary branching in the sense of
Kayne (1984), the c-command relation between the pronoun and the name would be blocked. In chat case,
the grammaticality of (24b) would not pose a problem for Binding Principle C.
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d. Ku/#yu!e ammaye awan l}uJJj.
(Mohanan 1983: 120)
It seems reasonable to suppose that the preposed phrases in both (28a) and (28b)
are structurally in the same relation to the nominative pronoun. Therefore, an ac-
count of these cases based on a version of c-command is not very attractive (see, for
example, Reinhart 1983).
The relative prominence of the embedded name decreases in (28b) compared to
(28a), for John is embedded deeper into the PP. The former, unlike the latter, is
grammatical under the intended reading. Obviously, a less prominent NP in terms
of degree of embedding may be followed by a more anaphoric NP.
Jan Koster (personal communication) has brought to my attention that the same
holds for Dutch. In (29a), the name is embedded in a possessive NP, and in (29b) it
is embedded in a relative clause. A coreferential reading is only possible in the latter
one, in which the name is embedded more deeply:
(29) a: *Jan's vader haat hi} b. De man die Jan sloeg, haat hi}
John's father hates he the man who John beat hates he
*,]ohn's father he hates.' 'The man who beatsJohn, he hates.'
At this place, I would like to add another factor to (27) which may influence the
relative prominence of two NPs in a sequence, namely linear order:
(30) (iii) linear order: NPi precedes NPi+ 1 in a string
Hence, in accordance with principle (25), NPi+l must be more anaphoric than
NPi on scale (26). Some languages rely for their rule on pronominal noncoreference
entirely on linear order. Mohanan (1983: 120), for example, reports that a pronoun
may never precede its antecedent in Malayalam. Compare the following sentences:
(31) a. Ku!# awante ammaye I].uJJj. b. *Awante ammaye kugi I].uUi
child his mother-ACC pinched
{The child pinched his mother.'
c. *Awan kuttiyure ammaye l].u)J.i
he child's mother-ACC pinched
*'He pinched the child's mother.'
According to Mohanan, if a pronoun precedes its antecedent such as in (31 b) and
(31c), a coreferential reading is ruled out.
Furthermore, (31 b) displays that c-command does not play a role with respect to
pronominal noncoreference in Malayalam. This sentence is ·ungrammatical, although
the pronoun his does c-command its antecedent.
Recall that the following Binding Principle C dichotomies appear in Hungarian:
(i) Coreferentiality between a sequence of names diverges from coreferentiality bet-
ween a sequence of a pronoun and a name, and (ii) a subject-object asymmetry with
pronominal noncoreference shows up with a relatively higher degree of embedding,
otherwise a subject-object symmetry.
(i) In order to account for disjointness between a sequence of names, it is suffi-
cient to check the structural configuration in combination with a c-command condi-
tion. This condition may be formulated as a separate condition, something similar to
Binding Principle C, or it may be formulated in terms of the structural factors (27i)
that determine discourse principle (25). I will leave open the question of whether
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!(u!# kU!fiyute ammaye Quiji
child child)s mother-ACC pinched
'The child pinched his mother.'
(Mohanan 1983: 124)
Mohanan (1983) claims that the repetition of coreferential R-expressions is al-
lowed in that language.
The comparison between (31) and (32) shows that pronominal noncoreference in
Malayalam obeys a condition in terms of precedence, whereas no condition is impos-
ed on names. The latter may be covered by the following rule, similar in spirit to
Chomsky)s (1976) rule A (this rule accounts for the distribution of bound pronouns):
(33) An R-expression A in Malayalam may be rewritten as an anaphor coreferential
to a name B if and only if it is bound by B
The question arises why there should be a split in coreference between a pair (na-
me, name) and (pronoun, name)?
It seems to me, following Evans (1980: 358), that this has to do with the intrin-
sic differences between pronouns and names. According to Evans, the crucial diffe-
rence between the relation (pronoun, name) and the relation (name, name) is that the
pronoun may be referentially dependent upon the name, while two occurrences of
a name may be intended to be coreferential, but neither occurrence is referentially
dependent on the other.
The participants in a pair of names are equally prominent in terms of (26). Sup-
pose,.now, that by this absence of relative prominence, a pair of names may be exempt-
ed from discourse principle (25). This hypothesis is supported by the fact that dis-
joint reference is stronger if anaphoricity decreases. Thus, it has often been pointed
out that both the following sentences are bad, but that (34b) is worse than (34a):
(34) a. *John thinks thatJohn is sick b. *He thinks thatlohn is sick
This is also the case with the Hungarian counterparts of these sentences:
(35) a. *lanos azt gondolja hogylanos beteg
John that-ACC think-AGR3sg that John sick
b. *0 azt gondolja hogylanos beteg
he that-ACC think-AGR3sg that John sick
Let us turn now to a discussion of the Binding Principle C split with pronominal
noncoreference.
(ii) The binding relation between a pronoun and a name is not determined by
principles of grammar in a strict sense. Factors such as anaphoricity, depth of em-
there is an independent syntactic principle for the binding relation of a sequence of
names, the residue of Binding Principle C. Does this dichotomy appear in other lan-
guages as well?
Lasnik (1986) notes that in Thai, Vietnamese and English R-expressions must be
pronoun-free. Lasnik suggests that this requirement, possibly a language universal, is
due to an instantiation of a general prohibition on the binding of a more anaphoric
expression by one that is less so. However, in Thai and Vietnamese, unlike in En-
glish, R-expressions may be bound by other names.
This split between a pair of names and a pair of (pronoun, name) is exemplified
even more dramatically in Malayalam. Consider:
(32) a. J o01Jina joo,,!ine i~famaana b.
John-DAT John-ACC likes
'John likes himself. J
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bedding, precedence) and so on may play a role as wel1.47 In English and Dutch, a co-
referential reading between a prpnoun and an embedded name becomes possible by
increasing depth of embedding (cf. (28) and (29». This fact supports a discourse-
oriented approach to pronominal noncoreference.
In Hungarian) pronominal noncoreference is always ruled out, unless the name is
embedded more deeply, for example, in a relative clause. So, the situation with this
phenomenon in Hungarian ,resembles the one in Dutch, or English. This indicates
that pronominal noncoreference in that language also falls under discourse principle
(25), and is determined by (27ii).
In conclusion, I argued Binding Principle C is a not a unitary phenomenon.48 First,
in Hungarian coreference between a pair of names must be separated from pronominal
b. Uste dut [Patxi berandu etorriko dela}
think-.AR.Ghg Aux Patxi-ABS late come Aux-Comp
befak ~s<~p duela
he-ERG saiq. Aux-Comp
'I think that Ptltxi will arrive late, he himselfsaid it.'
c. [Mirenek ]oni bidali zion eskutitzaJ ez du berak oraindik irakurri
Miren-ERG ]ohn-DAT sent Aux-relletter-ABS NEG Aux he-:P~G yet read
'The letter that Mi~en sent to]ohn, he has not read (it) yet.'
Especially the parallel between Hungarian and Basque with pronomin~l noncoreference is very interes-
ting. In Basque, similar to Hungarian, a subject-object symmetry appears when the relative depth of embed-
ding is low, otherwise a subject-object asymmetry appears.
(47) I argued in section 4.2.4. that binding phenomena covered by Binding Principle C exhibit a parallel
distribution between overt and non-overt pronouns in Hungarian. From this I concluded that small pro is
present in the syntax of Hungarian. The argument, however, remains valid if we replace Principle C by a dis-
course principle. In that case, we have to assume that this discourse principle is fed simillarly by overt and
non-oven pronouns, otherwise the parallel distribution between these items would be letf unexplained.
(48) A comparative study of binding phenomena in Hungarian and Basque would be very useful, because
these phenomena display a similar distribution in these languages (I am indebted to Joseba Abaitua, Bernard
Oyhar~aba1; and Georges Rebuschi for discussion and data).
Reflexive binding (cf. (i», the binding between a pair of names (cf. (ii», and the distribution of bound
pronouns (cf. (iii» yield subject (ERG)-object (ABS) asymmetries in Basque as well:
(i) a. Elkar ikusi dugu guk (ii) a. Mayiren amak Mayi maite du
each other-AB~ seen Aux we-ERG Mary-GEN mother-ERG Mary-ABS loved Aux
'We have seen each other.' 'Mary's mo~her loves Mary.'
b. *Elkarrek ikusi gaitu gu b. ??Mayik Mayiren ama maite du
each other-ERG seen Aux we-ABS Mary-ERG Mary-GEN mother-ABS loved Aux
Just as in Hungarian, reflexive binding and the binding relation b~tween a pair of names in Basque resist
scrambling, unlike bound pronouns. (Wh-phrases in Basque must appea~ jp. the fixed Focus position left-ad-
jacent to the verb (cf. De Rijk 1978). Compare:
(iii) a. Nork ikusi du bere ama? c. *Bere amak nor ikusi du?
who-ERG seen Aux his mother-ABS his mother-ERG who-ABS seen Aux
'Who sees his mother?' *'Who does his mother see?'
b. *Bere ama nork ikusi du? d. *Nor ikusi dll bere amak?
Pronominal noncoreference with possessive NPs produces a subjeCt-object sY1!lllletry, comparable to Hungarian:
(iv) a. *Berak: maite du Mayiren ama b. *Beta maite du Mayiren amak
she-ERG loved Aux Mary-GEN mother-ABS she-ABS loved Aux Mary-GEN mother-ERG
*'She loves Mary's mother.' (Mary's mother loves her. j
]oseba Abaitua (personal communication) has informed me that scrambling of the possessive NP in front
of the pronoun weakens pronominal noncoreference:
(v) a. ??Mayiren ama berak maite du b.??Mayiren ~mak bera maite du .
Mary-GEN mother-ABS she-ERG loved Aux Mary-GEN mother-ERG she-ABS loved Aux
It vanishes completely when the name is embedded in structures wi~h a higher degree of embedding than
possessive NPs like embedded clauses;
(vi) a. [Benitok kantatzekQ] berari eskatu diogu
Benito-ERG sing-NOMI-ko he-DAT asked Aux
'For Benito to sing, we asked him himself'
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noncoreference. The former, which yields subject~object asymmetries, may be captured
in terms of a structural condition like Binding Principle C. The latter, on the other
hand, is subsumed by Koster's (1987) discourse account of this phenomenon.
A prediction of this account, namely, that obligatory pronominal noncoreference
vanishes with a relatively higher degree of embedding, is borne out in Hungarian as
well. Hence, it is flexible enough to cover both subject-object symmetries and sub-
ject-object asymmetries.49 From this, I conclude that subject-object symmetries with
some cases of pronominal noncoreference do not motivate the assignment of a flat
sentence structure to Hungarian. Likewise, subject-object asymmetries with Bin-
ding Principle C can be-seen as evidence against such an analysis, and as support for
the configurational approach.
5.4.3. Some Residual Symmetries
This section investigates the following two subject-object symmetries in Hunga-
rian, involving the absence ofsuperiority effects (cf. section 5.4.3.1.) and the symmetries
with the Topicalization 0/ uniz'ersal quantifiers (cf. section 5.4.3.2). These symmetries
differ from the epiphenomenal symmetries discussed in the preceding section in that
the latter have exactly, or almost exactly the same shape as in established configura-
tional languages. In contrast to the epiphenomenal symmetries, they have a somew-
hat different form. It seems reasonable, as an initial working hypothesis, to relate these
residual symmetries to a specific property of the syntax of Hungarian. It appears that
an appropriate candidate for this is the recursive CP in Hungarian (cf. 2.2.3.(1)).
5.4.3.1. The Absence o/Superiority Effects
Let us consider, again, 5.2.4.(1) and (2), that display the dichotomy between En-
glish and Hungarian with superiority effects.
The sentences in (1) exemplify that in English an' object Wh-phrase, unlike a
subject Wh-phrase, may not be preposed to the Spec of CP in a multiple Wh-ques-
tion. Hence, the ungrammaticality of (1 b):
(1) a. Who has said what b. *What has who said
In Hungarian multiple Wh-questions, on the other hand, an object Wh-phrase
may precede a subject Wh-phrase (cf. (2b)):sO
(49) Platero (1978) and Hale (1988) observe that pronominal noncoreference in Navaho always displays
subject-object symmetries. A name in an embedded clause may always be coreferential with a non-overt sub-
ject, or object pronoun. Jelinek (1985; 1988) and Speas (1986) argue that this is due to the fact that NPs in
that language are adjuncts that bind an A-position in Aux. Binding theory refers only to A-positions.
(50) The same appears in embedded clauses:
(i) a. Nem tudom hogy ki mit mondott?
not know-ARGlsg that who what-ACe said-AGR3sg
'I do not know who said what?'
b. Nem tudom hogy mit ki mondott?
not know-ARGlsg that what-ACe who said-AGR3sg
*'1 do not know what who said?'
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(2) a. Ki mit mondott
who what-ACC said-AGR3sg
'Who said what'
'For which x, x a person, for which y,
ya statement, x said y.'
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b. Mit ki mondott
what-ACC who said-AGR3sg
'Who said what'
'For which y, y a statement, for
which x, x a person, x said y.'
Before we present an analysis of this dichotomy between English and Hungarian,
let us first consider multiple Wh-questions in Dutch, and Frisian, both established
configurationallanguagues.
In Dutch or Frisian, superiority effects are absent. 51 Consider the Dutch counter-
parts of the English sentences in (1):
(3) a. Wle heeft wat gezegd
who has what said
b. Wat heeft wie gezegd
what has who said
Jarich Hoekstra (personal communication) has informed me that Frisian is the
same in this respect:
(4) a. Wa sei wat
who said what
b. Wat sei wa
what said who
The (b)-sentences in (3) and (4) show that an object Wh-phrase may be fronted
in Dutch and Frisian multiple Wh-questions over a subject Wh-phrase, unlike in
English (lb). This patterning of these questions in Dutch and Frisian implies that
the absence of superiority effects in Hungarian cannot count as decisive evidence for
the claim that the phrase structure of that language is non-configurational.
Furthermore, there is also a dichotomy between the Hungarian multiple Wh-
questions on the one hand, and the English, Dutch and Frisian multiple Wh-ques-
tions on the other hand. The Wh-phrases in Hungarian are 'stacked' preverbally, but
in the other languages one of the Wh-phrases has to remain in-situ. 52 Below I will
argue that this dichotomy is related to the fact that the CP has a different structure
in these languages.
Let us present now an analysis of superiority effects in English. Before we do so,
we must first determine how Wh-phrases are assigned scope.
Following Baker (1970), I will assume that all cases of scope-assignment for Wh-
phrases involve coindexing with an abstract scope marker Q. This marker is base-gen-
erated in the [Spec, CP] 'position. The representations of overt Wh-movement and
Wh in-situ in this system are as follows:
(5) a. [cp Qi [Wh-phrase]i [IP ...ti ...]]
In both cases, scope-assignment to the Wh-phrase depends on its relation with
the scope marker Q.' The difference between (5a) and (5b) is that the content of the
(51) Haider (1989) observes that superiority effects may be absent from German as well:
(i) a. Wer hat was gekauft? b. Was hat wer gekauft?
who has what bought What has who bought
(52) This phenomenon is also attested in some other languages, like Basque (cf. Ortiz de Urbina 1986),
Bulgarian (cf. Rudin 1982), Georgian (cf. Harris 1981), Polish (cf. Wachowicz 1974), Czech (cf. Toman
1982), Romani (cf. McDaniel 1986) and Romanian (cf. Co~orovski 1986). There is an East European sprach-
bund with respect to multiple Wh-questions (cf. Pesetsky 1987 for discussion).
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Wh-phrase is adjacent to Qin the former, but not in the latter. Therefore, these cases
represent a different type of binding relation.
In (5a), the Wh-trace- must be linked to its overt antecedent. We defined the
Binding Principle for Wh-phrases as in 5.4.2.3.(6), here repeated as (6):
(6) Binding Principle for Wh-traces: Wh-traces are bound in the minimal maximal do-
main of their governor (if it contains an antecedent)
In (5b), however, the Wh in-situ must be linked to Q. I will assume that the
Binding Principle for Wh in-situ is as in (7):
(7) Binding Principle for Wh in-situ: Wh in-situ is bound in the minimal maximal do-
main of its governor (if it contains a Q marker)
Having settled the scope-assignment for Wh-phrases, let us reconsider the En-
glish sentence (la), here repeated as (8):
(8) [cP Whoi [IP ti has [vp said what]]
The subject Wh-phrase who is moved to the Spec of CP, whereas the object Wh-
phrase what remains in its' base-generated position. The domain of the subject in En-
glish, a language with strong I, is IP. The domain of the object, on the other hand, is
CP (cf. 5.4.2.3.(5a)).
The object Wh-phrase is a Wh in-situ, and therefore it must be linked to Q in
the Spec of CP. This linking may be established because the domain of the object is
CP. Hence, the Binding Principle for Wh in-situ is satisfied in (8). Consider now the
binding of the Wh-trace in subj'ect position.
The domain of the subject is IP in English. In this domain, there is no antece-
dent available for the Wh-trace. Hence, the Binding Principle (6) for Wh-traces is
violated. However,. (8) is grammatical. This principle can only be satisfied if the mov-
ed Wh-phrase in the [Spec, CP] functions as .the antecedent for the subject trace. In
that case, the domain of this trace must be stretched from IP to CP. Obviously, this
has indeed applied in (8). The question then arises why do moved Wh-phrases have
this property?
The canonical operator position for Wh-phrases in .English is the [Spec, CP].
Thus, moved Wh-phrases must land in that position. A maximal projection can only
be set up if it has a lexical head, otherwise it coincides with the projection it directly
dominates because of L-containment (cf. 2.2.2.(37)). Therefore, the [Spec, CP] posi-
tion can only be determined if the CP is projected. In order to.accomplish this, the
CP must have a lexical- head (cf. 2.2.2.(3)). This lexical head is provided by mov-·
ement of I to C. This hypothesis is supported by the following pair:
(9) a. *[cp Whati hp he has [vp done ti ]]] b. [cp Whati hasj [IP he tj [vP done ti ]]]
Observe from this pair that the auxiliary has must- move from its base-generated
I-position to the C-position when Wh-movemerit has applied (cf. (9b), otherwise the
sentence is ruled out (cf. (9a)).
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In sum, obligatorily filling the [Spec, CP] by a Wh-phrase triggers I-to-C mov-
ement. 53 Hence, the structure of (8) is actually as in (10):-
(10) [cp Whoi hasj [IP ti'tj [VP said what]]
Suppose, now, that a concomitant of this movement is that the domain of the
subject is extended. By this movement, the IP is robbed of its lexical head, which
turns it into a 'defective' projection. Therefore, the subject position is accessible for
the Wh-phrase in the Spec of CP. As a result, the Binding Principle for Wh-traces is
satisfied, and (10) is grammatical. Let us consider now (lb).
This sentence has the following structure:
(11) *[cp whati hasj [IP who tj [vp said ti ]]
- The object Wh-phrase what has moved to the Spec of CP. For reasons outlined
above, this triggers I-to-C movenlent of the auxiliary has. The subject Wh-phrase
who} on the other hand, remains in-situ. The object Wh-trace does not violate Bind-
ing Principle (6), because its Wh-antecedent is in its minimal maximal domain; the
CP. The subject Wh in-situ, however, cannot be linked to its' Qmarker in the Spec
of CP, since the domain of the subject is IP in English. Obviously, subject Wh in-
situ, unlike subject Wh-movement, does not have the ability to stretch the domain
of the subject. To say the same thing otherwise, subject Wh in-situ prevents the
IP from becoming a transparent domain. Hence, the Binding Principle (7) for Wh
in-situ is violated, and (11) is ruled out.
. Let us turn now to a discussion of why superiority effects are absent from Dutch
and Frisian?
These languages have in common with English that the canonical position for
Wh-phrases is the Spec of CP. There is only one such position available. Therefore,
in multiple Wh-questions only one of the Wh-phrases may appear in that position:
(12) a. [cp \\7iei heeft [IP ti [VP wat gezegd]]] b. [cp Wati heeft [IP wie [vp ti gezegd]]]
I is weak in -Dutch, and in Frisian. In languages with weak I, the domain of the
subject is identical with the domain of the object (cf. 5.4.2.3. (5b)), namely CP.
Therefore, in these sentences no binding theory violations occur.
In (12a), the object Wh-phrase in-situ wat may be linked to its Qantecedent in
[Spec, CP], and in (12b) the subject Wh-phrase in-situ wie may be too. Hence, no
violation of Binding Principle (7) for Wh in-situ arises. The subject trace in (12a) is
bound by its Wh-antecedent in the Spec of CP. This is also the case with the object
Wh-trace in (12b). Hence, the Binding Principle for Wh-traces (6) is also satistfied.
This causes then the absence of superiority effects in Dutch, or Frisian. Let us now
consider the absence of this phenomena in Hungarian.
(53) I-to-C movement applies also in English yes/no questions:
(i) [ep Will j [IP John tj (vP buy this book}}}
~ith Kosmeijer (988), I will assume that a question marker Q occupies the [Spec, CP} in this construc-
tion. However, this position can only be projected if the CP has a lexical head. Hence, I-to-C movement.
Thus the motivation for this movement in yes/no questions is the same as for Wh-questions.
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Wh-phrases in Hungarian must occur in the [Spec, CP] as well (cf. section
2.2.2.). The only difference between Dutch or Frisian on the one hand and Hunga-
rian on the other hand with multiple Wh-questions is that Wh-phrases in Hunga-
rian are stacked preverbally. This implies that in Hungarian, in contrast to Germa-
nic languages, several. Spec of CP positions are accessible for Wh-phrases. I will as-
sume that this is due to the fact that CP in Hungarian is recursive withinCP (cf.
2.2.3.(1». Hence, all Wh-phrases in Hungarian are adjacent to their Q marker.
Therefore, the sentences in (2) display the following structure:
(13) a. [cp Kii [cp mitk mondottj [vp ti [VP tk tj]]]]
b. [cp Mitk [cp kii mondottj [vP ti [vp tk tjJ]]]
The lower [C, CP] in these sentences is filled by V-to-C movement, and the Specs
of CP are filled by overt Wh-movements.
Let us determine now why Hungarian lacks superiority effects. I is weak in Hun-
garian, as in Dutch and Frisian. Therefore, the domain of the subject traces is the
same as the domain of the object traces. Hence, these traces are both bound in their
minimal maximal domain, the CP. Hence, no violation of the Binding Principle for
Wh-traces appears.
-We expect that superiority effects in English will also show up when the object
Wh-phrase is replaced by an adjunct Wh-phrase. Compare the following pairs:
(14) a. [cp Whoi hasj hp ti tj [vp [vp come] when]]]
b. *[cp Wheni hasj [IP who tj [VP [vp come] till]
(15) a. [cp Whoi hasj [IP ti tj [vP [vP lived] where]]]
b. *[cp Wherei hasj [IP who tj [VP [vP lived] till]
Adjuncts, like when and where, are governed by V, and thus their minimal maxi-
mal domain is CP (cf. section 5.4.2.3.), similarly to objects. Hence, the explanation
for the dichotomy between the (a)-phrases and (b)-phrases in these pairs is the same
as for the dichotomy between (la) and (lb). In Dutch (cf. (16), Frisian (cf. (17», and
Hungarian (cf. (18», on the other hand, a symmetry arises with the counterparts of
these cases:
(16) a. [cp U7iei iSj [IP ti [VP wanneer [vP gekomen tjJ]]]
who is when come
b. [cp Wanneeri iSj [IP wie [VP ti [vP gekomen tj]]]]
a'. [cp Wiei heeftj hp ti [VP waar [vP gewoond tj]]]]
who has where lived
b'. [cp Waari heeftj [IP wie [VP ti [vP gewoond tj]]]]
(17) a. [cp Wai iSj [vP ti [VP wannear [vp kommen tj]]]]
who is when come
b. [cp Wanneari iSj [vP wa [vP ti [VP kommen tj]]]]
a'. [cp Wai hatj [vP ti [vP wer [vp wenne tj]]]]
who has where lived
b'. [cp Weri hatj [vP wa [vp ti [vP wenne tj]]]]
The only difference between Dutch and Frisian on the one hand and Hungarian
on the other hand is, again, that in the Hungarian equivalents both Wh~phrases
must be fronted:
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(18) a. [cp Kii [cp mikoYk jottj [vp ti [vp tk [vP tj]]]]]
who when came
b. [cp MikoYk [cP kii jottj [VP ti [vP [vp tk q]]]]]
a'. [cp Kii [CP holk lakottj [vp ti [vP tk [vP tj]]]]]
who where lived
b'. [cP Holk [CP kii lakottj [VP ti [vP tk [vP tj ]]]]]
Furthermore, we expect that the only cases in which English patterns the same as
the other Germanic languages and Hungarian is when both Wh-phrases are governed
by the verb. This appears, for example, with an object and an adjunct Wh-phrase.
Compare English (cf. (19», Dutch (ef. (20», Frisian (cf. (21), and Hungarian (cf. (22»:
(19) a. [cp Whati didj hp you tj [VP [vP see ti] where]]]]
b. [cP Wherei didj [IP you tj [vP [vP see what] ti]]]]
(20) a. [CP Wati hebj hp jij [vP waar [VP ti gezien tj]]]]
what have you where seen
b. [cp Waari hebj [IP j ij [vP ti [VP wat gezien tj]]]]
(21) a. [cp Wati hastj [vP wannear [vP ti sjoen tj]]]
what have-you where seen
b. [cP Wanneari hastj [vP ti [vP wat sjoen tj]]]
(22) a. [cp Miti [CP holk lattalj [vP tk [VP ti tj]]]]
what-ACC where saw-AGR2sg
b. [cP Holi [cP mitk lattalj [VP ti [vP tk tj]]]]
In these pairs the local domain for both the object Wh-phrase and the adjunct Wh-
phrase is CP. Therefore, in all cases the Binding Principles for Wh-traces and Wh in-
situ is respected. Hence, this yields in all languages a object-adjunct symmetry.
Another case in which both Wh-phrases are governed by the verb is provided by
the prepositional double object constructions with to-phrases. Following Kayne (1984,
chapter seven), I will assume that these constructions have the following structure:
(23) [vP [VI V NP] to NP]
Kayne (1984: 190) notes that the contrast between the following pair is less
sharp than in (1) (bracketing is mine):54
(24) a. [cp Who(mh didj hp you tj [vP [VI give what] to till]
b. [cP Whati didj [IP you tj [VP [VI give ti] to who(m)]]]
(54) Joseph Aoun (personal communication) informs me that with the 'bare' double object construction,
however, an asymmetry turns up:
(i) a. *(cp Who(m)i did [IP you [vp give [5 ti what}]]]
b. [ep Whati did [IP you [vp give [s who(m) tJJJJ
Suppose this construction is a small clause, as suggested in Kayne (1984, chapter seven), having a 4V £:s
NP-NP}' structure. Suppose furthermore that its head is the accusative NP. In that case, the accusative NP,
unlike the dative NP, is governed by· V under head-government in the sense of Bel1etti and Rizzi (1982). As a
result, the minimal maximal domain of this NP is stretched to CP. Therefore, the contrast between (ia) and
(ib) is due to the dative NP. It falls into place if the subject of a small clause without a lexical head is accessi-
ble for government by a higher V. Hence, the Binding Principle (7) for Wh in-situ is respected in (ib) but not
the Binding Principle (6) for Wh-traces in (ia).This yields the ungrammatical result in (ia).
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According to the government definition 2.2.2.(40), both the direct object and in-
direct object are governed by V in these sentences. Hence, their local domain is CP.
Therefore, no binding theory violation occurs in (24).
Multiple Wh-questions with double object constructions are grammatical in
Dutch (cf. (25», Frisian (cf. (26», and Hungarian (cf. (27», as expected:55
(25) a. [cp (Aan) wiei hebj [Ip jij [vp ti [VI wat gegeven tj]]]]
to who have you what given
b. [cp Wati hebj [IP jij [vp (aan) wie [VI ti gegeven tj]]]]
(26) a. [cp (Oan) wai hastj [vP ti [VI wat jlin tj]]]
to who have-you what given
b. [cp Wati hastj [vP (oan) wa [VI ti jun tj]]]
(27) a. [cp Kineki [CP mitk -adt,Hj [vP ti [VI tk tj]]]]
who-DAT what-ACC gave-AGR2sg
b. [CP Miti [kinekk adta.lj [vP tk [VI ti tj]]]]
In sum, I noted that superiority conditions are violated in uncontroversial con-
figurational languages like Dutch or Frisian. Hence, the absence of these effects in
Hungarian cannot count as an argument in favor of a non-configurational phrase
structure of that language. I related the presence of these phenomena in English ver-
sus their absence in Dutch, Frisian, or Hungarian to a difference in the phrase struc-
ture of these languages.
I is strong in English. Therefore, the domain of the subject differs from the do-
main of the object. An exception to this is overt Wh-movement. Application of this
rule triggers domain stretching of the subject from IP to CP. Subject Wh in-situ
lacks this ability. Therefore, a binding theory violation occurs with the latter, yield-
ing a subject-object asymmetry.
In languages with weak I, on the other hand, like Dutch, Frisian or Hungarian,
both the subject and the object have the same domain, the CP. Hence, both Wh-
traces and Wh in-situ can be related to their antecedent in the Spec of CP. There-
fore, no superiority effects arise in these languages.
The only difference between Dutch and Frisian on the one hand and Hungarian
on the other hand, is that the Germanic languages, contrary to Hungarian, have only
one canonical operator position for Wh-phrases available, the [Spec, CP]. In Hunga-
rian, however, CP is recursive within CP. Therefore, all Wh-phrases may be adjacent
to their scope marker in the Spec of CP.
Let us consider now the Topicalization of universal quantifiers.
5.4.3.2. Topicalization ofUniversal Quantifiers
E. Kiss (1987a: 29) has noted that Topicalization is known to be incompatible
with universal quantification. E. Kiss argues that if a language has both sentence-ini-
tial subjects and objects, and sentence-initial subjects can be universally quantified,
while sentence-initial objects cannot, it follows that such objects are located under a
(55) Because of the fact that with, these double object constructions a symmetry appears, there is no
reason to assume that they are small clauses, like bare double object constructions in English (cf. note 54).
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Topic node different from the subject position. According to E. Kiss, this dichotomy
turns up in languages in which the subject and object have a non-parallel distribu-
tion (like Italian) but not in languages which display a parallel distribution of sub-
ject and object.
Consider the Hungarian sentences in (1) (' indicates primary stress):
(1) a. J anos felhivott 'mindenkit telefonon
John up-called everyone-ACC phone-SUPER
'John has phoned everyone.'
b. Mindenkit felhivott J anos telefonon
everyone-ACC up-called John phone-SlTPER
c. Mindenki felhivta Janost telefonon
everyone up-called John-ACC phone-SUPER
'Everyone has phoned John.'
d. Janost mindenki felhivta telefonon
John-ACC everyone' up-called phone-SUPER
In Hungarian, an object universal quantifier may be topicalized (cf. (2b», similar
to an object name (cf. (2d».
E. Kiss concludes from the fact that Hungarian has both sentence-initial subjects
and objects (cf. (2b) and (2c» which may be universally quantified that the subject
and object are structurally equally prominent. However, the occurr~nce of this phe-
nomenon in established configurational languages like Dutch or Frisian falsifies this
conclusion.
Compare, for example, the Dutch equivalents of (1):
(2) , a. Jan heeft iedereen gebeld
John has everyone phoned
c. Iedereen heeft J an gebeld
everyone has John: phoned
b. Iedereen heeft Jan gebeld
'John has phoned everyone.'
d. Jan heeft iedereen gebeld
'Everyone has phoned John.'
Jarich Hoekstra (personal communication) has brought to my attention that Fri-
sian patterns exactly like Dutch in this respect:
(3) a. Jelle hat elke mien skille
J elle has everyone phoned
c. Elke mien hat Jelle skille
everyone has John phoned
b. Elke mien hat Jelle skille
'Jelle has phoned everyone.'
d. Jelle hat elke mien skille
'Everyone has phoned John.'
The (b)- and (d)-sentences in (2) and (3) show that Topicalization from object po-
sition of universal quantifiers yields a grammatical result, just as the Topicalization
of names, in both Dutch and Frisian.
Let us first analyze Topicalization in Dutch.56 According to Koster (1978; 1987:
43-44), a topicalized phrase in Dutch is an NP in the configuration [8 NP CP]. Kos-
ter further argues that Topicalization is generalized in Dutch, because ordinary clauses
are in fact topicalized constructions. Therefore, (2a) has the following structure:
(56) Jarich Hoekstra (personal communication) has pointed out to me that Koster's (1978) analysis for
Topicalization in Dutch may be extended to Frisian.
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(4) Jan [cp a/die heeft hp t [vp iedereen gebeld]]]
John that has everyone phoned
'John has phoned everyone.'
In this construction, the open clause is predicated over the topic]an. This rela-
tion is established by linking the topic NP with either an empty operator 0 or a d-
pronoun in the [Spec, CP] that binds the trace position.
Eric Hoekstra (personal communication) informs me that the empty operator
may only be realized as a d-pronoun if the topic NP is referential. With fronted
quantifiers, it may not be spelled out. Compare (4) and (5):
(5) a. *Niemand die ken ik
Noone that know I
c. *Iedereen die ken ik d. *Ul'te die ken ik
Everyone that know I who that know I
The complementary. distribution between the overt alternant of the empty opera-
tor and fronted quantifiers suggest that these quantifiers are adjacent to 0 in these
cases. They occupy themselves the [Spec, CP] position, the canonical position for
operators. Hence, the sentences in (5) have the following configuration:
(6) [cp 0 Niemand/iedereen/wie ken [IP ik [vp t]]]
So the Topicalization of names and universal quantifiers is allowed in Dutch, be-
cause the empty operator in topicalized constructions may indirectly be bound by
names, via predication, or directly by the fronted quantifiers themselves, via move-
ment of these- quantifiers to [Spec, CP].
Let us now examine topicalization phenomena in Hungarian. Universal quanti-
fiers may only appear postverbally when they are stressed (cf. (la». In the unmarked
order, -they oc'cupy a position in the preverbal Quantifier Field (cf. 2.2.2.(28£), as
can be observed from the following alternant of (la):
(7) Janos mindenkit felhivott telefonon
John everyone-ACC up-called phone-SUPER
This is further supported by the fact that topicalized universal quantifiers may
only precede focussed lexical NPs, otherwise the result is ungrammatieal. Hence, In-
version between the finite verb and its prefix applies obligatorily with the order [Q
NP[+lexical] prefix V[ +finite]] (cf. 3.2.2.(28e». Compare the following pairs with
a~ternantsof (la) and (le):
(8) a. *Mindenkit Janos fe!hfvott telefonon
everyone-ACC John up-called phone-SUPER
b. Mindenkit JANos hivott fe! telefonon
(9) a. *Mindenki Janost je!hfvta telefonon
everyone' John-ACC up-called phone-SUPER
b. Mindenki ]ANOST hivtafel telefonon
Thus, these pairs support the hypothesis that preverbal universal quantifiers are
in the Quantifier Field.
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Recall that the Quantifier Field is accommodated by the CP, because CP is recur-
sive within CP (cf. 2.2.3.(1)). As a consequence, topicalized object universal quantifiers
occupy a [Spec, CP] position. Hence, (lb) and (Id) display the following structure:
(10) a. [cp Oi Mindenkiti felh{vottj [vp Janos [vp telefonon ti tj]]]
everyone-ACC up-called John phone-SUPER
b. ]dnostk [CP Ok [CP Oi mindenkii felh{vtaj [VP ti [vp tk tj]]]]
John-ACC everyone up-called
In fact, topicalized universal quantifiers are adjacent to the empty operator in
[Spec, CP], just as their counterparts in Dutch (cf. (6)). Furthermore, (lOb) ~erp.ons­
trates that Topicalization in Hungarian may even apply multiply, similarly to Wh-
movement (cf. preceding section). This is a consequence of the fact that the CP is re-
cursive within CP generating multiple operator positions. Therefore, topicalized
phrases may all be adjacent to their empty operators, just as Wh-phrases may all be
adjacent to their scope markers.
In conclusion, universal quantifiers in Hungarian ~ay always be topicalized.
This phenomenon is, however, also attested in other uncontroversial configurational
languages, like Dutch or Frisian. Therefore, it cannot be explained in Hungarian by
assuming that the subject and object are structurally equally prominent.
Topicalized universal quantifiers must be adjoined to [Spec, CP] which is due to
the requirement that fronted universal quantifiers must occupy the canonical opera-
tor position, i.e. [Spec, CP]. This- requirement is satisfied in Dutch, Frisian and
Hungarian. Hungarian differs from the Germanic languages in that it allows mul-
tiple Topicalization. This is caused by the fact that Hungarian, unlike these languages,
displays freedom of CP recursion, which provides multiple operator positions in that
language.
5.5. Summary
Recapitulating, in this chapter I have evaluated the subject-object symmetries
and the subject-object asymmetries appearing in Hungarian. The latter phenomena
provide empirical evidence for the hypotheses that its syntax is configurational, and
that it meets the principle of binary branching (cf. 5.1.(2)). This implies that the
phrase structure of Hungarian has a VP.
If this is indeed correct, then the occurrence of subject-object symmetries is
somewhat unexpected. However, I argued that these phenomena do not motivate the
relaxation of subcomponents such as the Projection Principle, government theory or
X'-theory. As a working strategy, I divided them into two groups.
(i) Subject-object symmetries which also. appear in uncontroversial configuratio-
nal languages. I referred to this group as the epiphenomenal symmetries. (ii) Subject-ob-
ject symmetries which may occur in other configurational languages as well, but
which have a somewat different shape in those languages than in Hungarian. I refer-
red to this group as residual symmetries.
The epiphenomenal symmetries may be further divided into two subgroups.
(A) Subject-object symmetries which appear in all established configurationallan-
guages. These phenomena involve compositional a-assignment to the object, the for-
mation of idioms, and violation of phenomena subsumed under Binding Principle C.
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(B) Some subject-object symmetries in Hungarian also occur in established con-
figurationallanguages such as Dutch or Frisian, but not in English. These phenomena
involve the absence of verb-object adjacency, the lack of VP-deletion, and the absence
of that-trace effects. The l~ck of verb-object adjacency falls out from a theory of V-
movement, and adjunction. The dichotomy between these languages with respect to
VP-deletion is related to the status of the I-node. I is strong in English, but not in
Dutch, Frisian or Hungarian. A strong I, unlike a weak I, has the ability to license
the VP when VP-deletion applies. Finally, the dichotomy between these languages
with that-trace effects is due to the scope of the subject domain. In languages with a
weak I, in contrast to languages with a strong I, the domain of the subject coincides
with the domain of the object. Hence, that-trace effects appear in English, but not in
Dutch, Frisian, and Hungarian.
The residual symmetries involve the lack of superiority effects, and the pos-
sibility to topicalize universal quantifiers in Hungarian. These phenomena also
occur in established configurational languages such as Dutch, or Frisian, but
they have a somewhat different shape. The parallelism between, say Dutch and
Hungarian shows that these phenom~na do not offer convincing evidence for a
non-configurational approach. The reason why these phenomena have a different
shape in these languages is due to a particular property of Hungarian phrase
structure.
In Hungarian, the CP is recursive within CP. Therefore, in that language there
are infinitely many [Spec, CP] positions accessible to operators, whereas in Dutch or
Frisian there is only one canonical operator position. As a consequence, Wh-phrases
are stacked preverbally, and multiple Topicalization is allowed in Hungarian. This is
not the case in Dutch or Frisian.
In conclusion, it seems to me that the evidence presented in this chapter unam-
biguously demonstrates that the phrase structure of Hungarian is configurational.
A misleading conception of the phrase structure of that language has arisen by
comparing Hungarian with English. It has gone unnoticed, however, that the posi-
tion of English in, for example, the Germanic languages is rather unique, since not
all Germanic languages have rigid word order, that-trace effects, superiority effects,
and so on. By making a comparative study of HungCirian and other Germanic lan-
guages like Dutch or Frisian, we receive a radically different picture of its phrase
structure.
A non-configurational approach of Hungarian is easily falsified. Instead of this
apparent typology based on the presence or absence of the VP, a rather different
typology emerges. This typology has to do with the strength of!.
.Languages may vary in the lexical realization of this node. There may be lexical
material available to fill I, or such material may be absent. Languages of the former
type display a strong I, whereas languages of the latter type have a weak 1. In En-
glish, for example, I is strong. In Dutch, Frisian and Hungarian, on the other hand,
I is weak. This yields the lP-parameter involving at least the following typology (cf.
also chapter two):
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(1)
\T-to-Cnaovenaent
verb-object adjacency
\TP-deletion
that-trace effects
superiority effects
strong I weak I
+
+
+
+
+
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An interesting con~equenceof the lP-parameter is that it establishes a correlation
between totally different phenomena in unrelated languages. Hungarian happens to
fall into the same subtype as the Germanic languages Dutch or Frisian. This alone
justifies, in my view, a further exploration of this parameter.
